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City
95
500 sticker
violators
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
As of Tuesday, the Murray
Police Department had issued
close to 500 tickets for failure to
post a city sticker, according to
Murray City Clerk Jo Crass.
The tickets were the result of
road blocks and patrols of business parking lots.
The tickets are warning citations giving people five days to
respond without penalty. If a car
owner has a sticker and can show
proof, the ticket is suspended.
The citations will be kept in the
clerk's office.
"If people don't come down
and take care of them, we'll hand
them back over to the police who
will issue court dates," Crass
said.
Penalty will be a fine and court
costs if the citations are not taken

care of at the city clerks office.
Prior to May 31, the stickers
cost $35. Until July 1, they are
priced at $38.50. After July 1, the
stickers will go up to $70.
To date, the city has issued
10,419 stickers, compared to
11,700 issued last year. The city
budget projects a revenue of
$395,000 a year. The money
generated from the sale of city
stickers goes into the city's general fund.
The stickers are required on all
vehicles of residents living within
city limits. People who live outside Murray but work in the city
must register their primary
vehicle.
"ROTC members, nonresidential college students who
do not work in Murray and
American veterans 100 percent
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GOOD LISTENING: Audience members enjoy the cool weather while listening to the Murray Community Band perlorm in front of Lovett
Auditorium Tuesday. The band is under the direction of Dennis Johnson

II See Page 2

Animal Shelter helps
rescue Great Dane family
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
On Monday, the employees
of the Calloway County Animal
Shelter walked in to find three
more animals than they had left
Sunday.
A female Great Dane had
given birth to three puppies
during the weekend. When shelter employees found them Monday morning, one had been
smothered by the mother and
she was trying to kill the other
two.

JIM U.
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Shelter volunteers Susan Krieb and Joanna Kind hold the two surviving Great Dane puppies they cared
for Monday night. The puppies and the parents have already found new homes.

Within minutes, shelter
employees had separated the
puppies and began the task of
playing mother. This would
involve constant care 24 hours a
day until the puppies were
weaned six weeks from birth, a
task for which the shelter didn't
have the volunteers_

Democrats split over budget
By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer

•

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Democrats, not Republicans, are
reacting most bitterly to President
Clinton's 10-year balanced budget plan in a stark display of
the conflicting priorities that exist
between the administration and
its erstwhile congressional allies.
Clinton unveiled his budget
package Tuesday night, proposing to pull $1.2 trillion in savings
out of Medicare, Medicaid and
dozens of other programs. Seeking to draw a contrast with Republicans, his cuts would be gentler
than those in GOP plans that
already have passed the House
and Senate. Clinton's plan
includes tax cuts for families
with children that ate smaller
than those an the Republican
plans, while alsa protecting
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education.
Accompanying this was a modest health-care reform package,
including provisions allot/Mg
people to carry health insurance
from job to job, providing coverage to the short-term jobless, and
providing grants for home-based
Care.

In a nationally televised White
House address that lasted Just
over five minutes, the president
gently slapped Republicans, saying the deficit could be wiped out
in seven years, as Republicans
propose, but insisted "the pain
we would inflict on our elderly,
our students and our economy
just isn't worth it.'•
Mostly, though, he portrayed
himself as transcending partisanship by offering a tough plan that
would break through partisan
gridlock — something voters

have consistently signaled
they've wanted since the 1992
elections and that he is eager to
demonstrate for his re-election
campaign.
In one stroke, he transformed
the debate over deficits that have
burdened the government since
1969 from a debate over whether
to end them to a discussion about
how it can be done.
"This can be a turning point
for us." Clinton said.
Republicans agreed — but
warily. They acidly wekomed
Clinton's entry IMO the effort to
balance the budget. but said that
after months of laboring over
their own plans to eliminate the
deficit by 2002 and to cut taxes.
they would not let Clinton's
proposal slow them down. Negotiators from the House and Senate

The puppies were taken home
Monday night by shelter volunteers Susan Krieb and Joanna
Kind.
"They had to he fed once
every hour, massaged in order
to urinate and looked after constantly. They (Kriel) and Kind)
stayed up all night to make sure
these puppies stayed alive,"
said shelter director Marilyn J
Arcoli.
"She (the dog) was so shook
up from being taken out of the
environment she had known.
being thrown into a shelter and
having to give birth, she just
didn't respond to her babies
like a normal dog should."
Arcot' said
The shelter received a pair of
male and female Great Danes
Friday. from whom Arcoli
would only identify as a "corn-

rnunit) prolcsional." who
insisted that the female had a
false pregnancy
Arcoli suggested having the
dog X-rayed to make sure the
pregnancy was false, hut the
man said he would not pay for
the procedure
According to Arcola. the dogs
had been sent to the shelter
because of a dispute between
the two owners, a man and wife
who are seeking a divorce. The
man who delivered the dogs
told Arcoli that he wanted to
trade the animals for a smaller
dog
Arcoli

refused

just don't think
about the commitment it takes
to raise an animal We get people all the time who say. 'it NM
-People

II See Page 2

Congressional
committee cuts
LBL funding
BILL CLINTON
are trying to work out a corn
promise balanced -budget
blueprint.
"The president's grabbed onto
the caboose, but we're not going
to let the train be derailed.**
House Majority Leader Dick
Armey, R -Texas, said.
"I believe nothing can stop
II Soo Pogo 2

KNOXVILLE. Term (AP)
A congressional subcommittee
voted to cut the Tennessee Valley
Authority's funding for 'manpower
programs to the lowest level
since 19/19
A 60-year-old research center
in Musck Shoals, Ala., was one
of the hardest hit by the cuts It
employs 2S0 people
The Land Between The Lakes
recreation center in Kentucky and
Tennessee as also facing deep
cuts, which could mean higher
user fees, officials said
The House Budget Committee's energy and watts subcosn-

mince voted Tuesday to cut
TVA's 1996 nonpower budget
from $140 million to $103 million Though a one-quarter cut, it
could have been worse.
Earlier, the House Budget
panel had recommended eliminat•
mg TVA's nonpower appropnation as part of a plan to balance
the federal budget over seven
years
The agency's nonpower budget
still faces two more votes at other
Ham levels and then similar
review in the Senate. But the
•fito Pap 2
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guilty to charges
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Murray *ailed guilty to
of Rt
low colons of first-degree sexual
abuse Friday an Calloway Circuit
Coen
Seatencing is scheduled for
July 14 after a pre -sentencing
board reviews the case
Originally. Martindale faced
six counts of lint-degree sexual
abuse. six counts of first-degree
sodomy and four counts of using
a 111100f to engage in sexual
performance.
These counts were merged in a
plea bargain into the four counts
"We merged all the charges
into four, that would assure us he
served 20 years Since the
offenses were against minors he
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will be earbie tor parole a 10
years (sauced of six years and
aght mombs) If he lied gone so
trial and was toyed gladly on all
the charges, he would have been
eligible a 12 years." Assistant
Coranioasealth's Attorney Vicki
Jones said.
°Readers against manors angst
serve ball of the ume given to
them as compared to a thud for
regular offenders.
Calloway Circuit Court Judge
David Buckingham told Martindale probation will not be pan of
the bargain.
Martindale was arrested in
February after the Kentucky
Cabinet for Human Resources
office in Calloway County
received a complaint.
Kentucky State Police Trooper
Tom Powell investigated the case
and interviewed four children
ranging an age from 8 to II who
alleged specific sexual acts with
Martindale.
Powell then seized a number of
pictures of nude and semi-nude
women and children various video tapes and other sex-related
materials from Martindale's
home.
Martindale has been housed in
Christian County Jail since his
/1/TCS4
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FROM PAGE 1
House subcommittee's budget
leve for TVA is usually very
close to what TVA gets in the
end.
Congress' appropriation to
TVA pays for environmental
research, economic development,
shoreline management, navigation and flood control in TVA's
seven-state region.
The agency's S5 billion-a-year
power program is self financing
from customer rates and bonds.
If the $103 million funding
level is approved, it would be the
lowest level since 1989.
But Don Smith, a top aide to
Rep. Tom Bevil!. D-Ala., told
The Knoxville News-Sentinel,
said the real issue is that "TVA
funding has survived. I think
that's a success story. It could
have been nothing."
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II Shelter...
FROM PAGE 1
get see big for
boom' sisd
they expect az so sesoutaically
fad bosses for diem" Arcola
said.
Last week, the shelter altheaLied 100 animals because of the
Lack of homes for them.
In this cue, the four Great
Danes were rescued by two
women who rya the Great Dane
Rescue Society in Louisville.
Shelly Montoya and Dennise
Shelburne have rescued Great
Danes for more than 10 years.
Montoya said she fell in love
with the breed when she was
stationed in Belgium in the
Army. She has seven of her
own that she has rescued in the
past. All seven are house dogs.
Montoya and Shelburne
travel where needed to rescue
the animals from destruction or
abuse.
"I called them Monday morning," Arcoli said.
By 9 a.m. Tuesday when the
rescuers arrived in Murray. they
had already placed the four animals in homes.
Arcoli called a veterinarian
friend in Louisville for a reference check on Montoya and
Shelburne.
"I made sure that they were
not breeders. Breeders would
have taken the dogs, which are
full-blooded and used them to
make money." Arcoli said.
Montoya and Shelbourrie will
have all four spayed and neutered before the dogs get new
homes as part of the rescue
process.
The main focus of the rescue
program is to find homes for
unwanted Great Danes and
make sure they don't create
more unwanted puppies.
Arcoli said the shelter gets
few calls for large dogs.
"People want small to
medium size dogs. When they
see them (large dogs) as puppies, they never think about
what they will grow up to be.
"I feel wonderful that we
could -find someone to take
these animals, instead of having
to put them to sleep. People
don't understand that they are
living things that feel all that
we feel," Arcoli said.
While the Ledger was conducting the interview, the shelter received a Dalmation from a
woman who said, "She's just
too big, I can't have her around
my child."
Arcoli took the dog and said,
"See what I mean."
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FROM PAGE 1
disabled from war-related injuries
do not need to buy city stickers,"
Crass said.
City stickers are on sale in the
clerk's office in city hall. The
stickers must be affixed in the
front right corner of the car's
windshield.
POWER OF THE
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$$$ FUND RAISING - IT'S EASY! $$$

PRESS
Going Around
In Recycles

WE HAVE A DYNAMIC FUND RAISING
SOURCE FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION.

NAME OF GROUP:
ADDRESS:

NUMBER OF MEMBERS:

CALLOWAY COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPT.
AM. 7
•Roger D. Eldridge, Alm°, was arrested and charged with
driving under Ma influence.
*Bryan C. Keathley. Hazel. was arrested and charged with
violation of a domestic violence order.
*Tina IA Keathley. Hazel. was Wrested and charged with
fourth degree assault.
Juno t
.Rick Henninger, C-1 SCauthaado Manor, was arrested and
charged with terroristic threabng.
Juno 10
•Steve E. Taylor, Box 243H, Now Concord. was arrested
and charged with fourth degree assault and child abuse.
...lichee' E. Hicks, Hazel, was arrested and charged with
violating probation.
Jun* //
.Mary J. Byers. Hazel, was arrested and charged with theft
by deception under $300.
*Allen L. Duncan. Key West. Fla., was arrested and extradited to Calloway County. Duncan is charged with one count
of theft by deception under $300 and one count of receiving
stolen property in Calloway County. Duncan also faces one
count of theft by deception under $300 in McCracken Co., one
count of theft by deception under $300 in Trigg Co. and one
count of theft by deception under $300 in Marshall Co.
MURRAY POLICE DEPT.
Jun* 8
*Dennis L. Wolfe, 1109 Vine St., was arrested and charged
with fourth degree aggravated assault, child abuse, assault in
the third degree of a police officer and resisting arrest.
MURRAY FIRE DEPT.
June 10
*Firefighters responded to 809 Hurt Drive where towels had
been left on the burner of a stove and caught fire. Firefighters
extinguished the fire and removed the stove from the house.
*Firefighters responded to Cook Store Road where they
assisted ambulance services in a traffic accident. No equipment was used.
*Firefighters responded to Main Street where they assisted
ambulance services in a traffic accident.
*Firefighters responded to Highway 783 and Highway 121
where they assisted ambulance services in a traffic accident.
Firefighters remained on the scene until Kentucky State
Police arrived.

•Democrats...
FROM PAGE 1
us," said Senate Majority Leader
Bob Dole, R-Kan., in the GOP's
broadcast response, citing the
agreement between the two
branches of government over
their goal.
But moments later, the Republican presidential candidate
warned that a deal would be difficult. He cited two big differences: Clinton's desire to ease
some GOP spending cuts, and his
insistence that tax reductions not
be aimed at better-off Americans.
It was many Democrats, however, who reacted more like the
opposition party, chiding their
own president for offering to cut
domestic programs that have long
been treasured by the party.
"Opening the door to deep
Medicare cuts while the Republicans are struggling to pay for
their huge tax breaks threatens to
make Medicare a political football," House Minority Leader
Dick Gephardt, D-Mo., said.
"I think most of us learned
some time ago that if you don't
like the president's position on a
particular issue, you simply need
to wait a few weeks," said Rep.
Dave Obey, D-Wis.
Just last week, Gephardt and
Senate Minority Leader Tom
Daschle, D-S.D., futilely urged
Clinton to postpone presenting
his package, arguing that Democrats were making political gains

by portraying themselves as
defenders of the middle class and ;
Rep'ublicans as the protectors of
privilege.
But Clinton declined, concluding that further delay would
weaken his credibility in the
deficit-reduction debate. That
won applause from some
Democrats.
The biggest savings under
Clinton's plan would come from
Medicare: nearly $300 billion
over the decade. It would save
nearly $130 billion in the first
seven years, about half what
Republicans are seeking. Unlike
the GOP, Clinton said he would
not directly trim recipients' benefits. He said the savings would
come chiefly from hospitals and
doctors, though he said there
would be incentives for people to
seek less costly managed care.
Clinton's budget also would:
—Save $105 billion from
Medicaid by limiting its growth,
expanding managed care and
shifting more power to states.
—Cut taxes by $96 billion over
seven years, compared with $350
billion in the House budget and a
possible $170 billion in the
Senate.
—Find savings from welfare,
farm, veterans, and environment
programs, but not as much as
Republicans would.
—Provide extra money for his
domestic priorities: education,

Child returned to
parents by judge

DOES YOUR NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
NEED MONEY?

.
•
Please mail the application below for more information
about fund raising OR CALL 1-502-442-6642.

REPORTS

You may think you'n
finished with this news
paper once you've read
the articles. clapped out
the coupons and followed
up on the ads. But it may
come hack In fact, for the
last several years. the
majority of newspapers
have been recycled

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Dr. Cheryl Bryant-Bruce knew
her son wasn't abused — but she
had to abduct him from a foster
home to prove it.
State officials took 6-monthold Gregory Jr. from Mrs.
Bryant-Bruce and her husband.
Gregory Sr., in December 1993
after doctors decided that he was
a victim of shaken infant
syndrome.
Two months later, Mrs.

Bryant-Bruce snatched Gregory
from a foster home and took him
to Egleston Children's Hospital
in Atlanta, where she hoped to
obtain evidence that he wasn't
abused.
On Monday, a judge returned
2-year-old Gregory to his parents
after Egleston pediatricians testified that bleeding in Gregory's
eyes and brain could have been
caused by his terminal liver disorder, or even a slight fall.

PHONE NO.:

5th Annual
Miss Freedom Fest 1995

NAME OF SPONSORING INSTITUTION:
Mama. *lemma ar Otago

CONTACT NAME:

June 23, 1995
Murray Middle School
Registration for ages 13 & up: 5:30-6:30 p.m.
Pageant 7 p.m.

FUND RAISING PURPOSE:

% Mai b. J & I Fund Raisers, P.0.130 7663, Paducah, Ky. 42002-7663 i
•

•

June 24, 1995
Murray High School
Registration for ages 0-12: 8-9 a.m.
Pageant 9:30 a.m.
Tina Johnson
Mee Freedom FON 18841

For more infonnaUon phone: Jana Eiamett

(alter 5 p.m.) - (502) 753-0137
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Democrats face challenge in holding western Kentucky
HOPK1NSVILLE. Ky (AP)
Sc political observers believe
the 1995 governor's race may be
decided in western Kentucky. a
region that often feels largely forgotten and slighted by Frankfurt
As a result, that area will be a
prime target for Democratic
gubernatorial nominee Paul Patton and Republican Larry Foggy
The battleground for Paul
Paucfn is the 1st and 2nd" congressional districts, said Daviess
County Democratic ,Chairman
Ken Bosky of Owensboro.
And it will be a different kind
of battleground than Democrats
have seen in the past. For 60
years, the Democrats enjoyed virtual one-party rule in most of the
1st District.
But last November, the district
sent a Republican to Congress for
the first time this century. Also. a
Republican captured traditionally
Democratic 2nd District congressional scat last year.
The stakes appear particularly
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high in the 1st District
Democrats have ruled the region west of Hopkinsvilk since
1971. But thus year voter alienation as ranautg high and DemoCMUC leaders worry that the 1st
District with a Democratic
registration edge of about 3-1 —
won't provide the usual big margin for their gubernatorial
nominee.
Since 1963. Democrats have
won the 1st District by an average of more than 39.000 votes.
The margin fell below 20.000
only once — in 1967, the only
time since 1943 that a Republican
has been elected.
Patton still needs to carry the
district by 30.000 votes to win
statewide, said one supporter,
former Tngg County official Zelner Cossey.
Cossey. who led Gov. Brereton
Jones' 1st District campaign in
1991, warned,"We cannot altord
to lose one county west of
Hopkinsville."

Attorney says more
guidelines needed
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FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
An attorney representing several
educators suing school systems
for a share of reward money
earned under the Kentucky Education Reform Act says more
guidelines are needed on how
prizes should be distributed.
"I think it's foolish to just
throw money at a school system
and throw money at teachers and
expect them not to be greedy and
to handle it in a fair way," said
Paducah attorney Donna
Thornton-Green.
Thornton-Green is representing
a teacher and a principal suing
their former systems for a share
of reward money earned while
they were at the schools. And she
said she is talking with several
more educators interested in
suing.
Thornton-Green said the suits
are not motivated by money.
"It's a matter of principle. They
feel they4ve been wronged."
She said that the law governing
how schools decide to spend the
rewards is unconstitutionally vague and that the teachers were
denied their rights to due process
because they were not included in
a vote on how to use the money.
"We're talking about a pretty
good amount of money," she
said. "Who's to say one teacher's contribution is worth more
than another's?"
Neal Kingston, an associate
commissioner of education, said
having more rules was considered, but advisory committees of
educators said schools should be
left to make the decisions.
"I'm not surprised there have
been some disagreements,"
Kingston said. "I'm disappointed
some teachers in some schools
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have been exclusionary in how
they're doing this."
Although the rewards have not
caused problems at many other
schools, Education Department
officials said they will consider
the disputes when deciding
whether changes need to be made
in the way the money is
distributed.
Currently, schools have almost
unlimited leeway in deciding how
to spend their rewards. The law
says that a majority of teachers
and administrators at each winning school will decide how to
spend it, but it does not say who
should be included in the voting
or who should get a share.
State Sen. Joe Meyer, DCovington, the chairman of the
Senate Education Committee,
said there have been few lawsuits, considering that more than
14,000 teachers and administrators were eligible for rewards at
480 schools.
He said the goal of education
reform was to give teachers more
say over how they run their
schools, and the rewards are
motivating them to do a better
job.

"I would not see this as a basis
to pitch the whole system," Meyer said of the court actions.
"Teachers are professionals.
They have to make judgments
professionally."
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OUR EFFICIENT STAFF AT VAN DVCK El'E CENTER

If you want to see
how we can offer RK
for just '560 per eye,
don't blink.

returned
s parents
ans testi3regory's
ave been
liver disfall.

Our friendly staff at the Van Dyck Eye Canter works ao
efficiantly, we've been able to cut our operating costs. And
because we're saving money, we decided to help our patients
do the same.
All you have to do is call and schedule Radial Koratotomy for
both eyes at the earn* time, and we can improve your vision
for as low as $560 per eye.
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Republican confidence is so
high in the lit Disuact that Forgy's running mate, Torn Handy.
has already predicted victory.
"it is easier now for conservative Democrats in the lit District
to see themselves voting for a
conservative Republican," Forty
said. "That is a combination both
of (Ronald) Reagan and their disappointment in both Bill Clinton
and Al Gore," who awned the
district in 1992.
Pauon, the state's lieutenant
governor, said he has no idea
what Clinton's impact will be.
but "if Forgy wants to run a race
based on national issues, we'll

cersanaly address those that are
brood* sp. The race should be
about Kentucky issues ••
The GOP turned last fall's
election into a referendum on
President Chinos and his policies
on taaes. the &hid and social
issues such as abortion and
school prayer But it remains to
be WO how Mow issues will
play in the governor's race
Many voters in western Ken
tacky are still caught up in the
national Republican wave. said
Hopkinsville businessman Phil
Mullins, who supported state
Senate President John "Ec.k"
Rose in the Democratic primary
for governor.
. "If the election were held
today. Forty would probably
knock it off bag time." he said
"The 1st District, Bowling Green
and Owensboro. what 1 call the
western part of Kentucky. is basically very conservative They do

Don't wait too long to take advantage of this special RK offer
Call 1-800-489-0237 today. We don't have any operators
standing by, but then again, nobody does much standing
around here.
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Meyer said teachers will learn
from the experience because if
they make the wrong decision
about how to distribute the
money, it could affect whether
they earn rewards two years from
now, when they will be distributed again.

welfare,
Ironment
much as

Gregory
took him
Hospital
hoped to
e wasn't

Republica' 1101114a0C Larry Forty's family roots ate in Lope
and Butler counties. and he has a
stress orpnizatson in Warren
County. where Republicans have
been competitive for years and
already hold the top two local
offices
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NOW 5 BIG
GAMES!
TOP PRIZE
$15,000
CASH!

•
Play the NEW BIGGER BETTER BINGO!
Now get five big cards on every BINGO ticket,
and a bigger top prize of $15,000!
BIGGER BETTER BINGO — It's like playing
"Real Bingo" anywhere you scratch it off...
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Budget plan:
Political stroke
or bold blunder?
By TOM RAUI1
Associated Press Writer
ASHINGTON 1.AP) — President Clinton's new balancedbudget plan mas have been a bold poliucal stroke, as the White
House describes it. But it also could turn out to be the boldest of
political blunders
Clinton's unsealing of a 10-year plan to end deficit spending.
nvaling the GOP's seven-year plans, threatens to divide an already
shaks Democratic party as no other single issue.
With a single stroke, it undercut Democratic criticism of Republican spending cuts on social programs and nsked alienating some
01 the very constituency groups that Clinton needs in his corner —
primarily the elderly.
Clinton may still hase been under the spell of the warm harmony
he :onjured with House Speaker Newt Gingnch. R-Ga.. on Sunday
at a pint town meeting in New Hampshire.
"We ought to approach it in the same spirit of openness and
cisilits." Clinton told the nation as he unsealed a plan that would
:ut spending by SI.2 trillion over the 10 years.
But it was a point lost on both Gingnch, who immediately
slammed the president for his late entr) into the budget-balancing
sweepstakes. and on leaders of the president's own party.
"Opsning the door to deep Medicare cuts while the Republicans
arc struggling to pay for their huge tax breaks threatens to make
Mcdscare a political football." House Minority Leader Dick
Gephardt. D-Sto . said in an open break with Clinton.
Clinton's proposal ensisions SI27 billion in Medicare cuts over
the next sesen sears -- about half of what Republicans want but
far more than had been previously proposed by Democrats.
The officul GOP "response," delivered by Senate Majonty
Leader Bob Dole. R-Kan., seemed dry by companson.
Dole expressed skepucasm about Clinton's plan and said fundamental differences remained_ But he welcomed the gesture and
promised to se.trch with Clanton for common ground.
Esesi within the White House, many top aides cautioned Clinton
against proposing a balanced-budget plan at this time. And
Gephardt and his Senate counterpart, Senate Minonty Leader Ton
Daschle, D-S D pleaded with Clinton last week to delay his plans,
sources said
But White House Chief of Staff Leon Panetta said that waiting
longer would Rase made it difficult for the administration to have
an impact on the finished produci
He also said Clinton wanted to be able to assert at this week's
niectaig of the world's seven major industrial democracies in Hallfat. Nova &AXIL that he was doing his best to get the U.S. ecomimic house in order.
Gary Bass, director of OMB Watch, a citizen's group that follows budget issues. said Clinton was practicing "the politics of
politeness•• in reaching out to Republicans. "I think it's very
unusual, but it suggests this president is willing to attempt to lead,
to take a political risk." Bass said.
One fact remains Both the president and the Congress have
come up with specific plans for balancing the budget. Decades of
accumulated deficits have pushed up the national debt to S4.8
trillion
"The good news is that the question of balancing the budget has
become politically palatable. It's nice to see the argument shift
from 'Should you balance the budget' to 'How do you balance the
budget' said Murray Weidenbaurn. an economist at Washington
Unisersity in St Louis who was chief White House economist in
President Reagan's first term.
Lawrence Chimenne, an economic forecaster. said Clinton's
10-year plan makes more economic sense than the sooner GOP
timetable but added, "He might-have been better off waiting" until
Republicans finished their own work. "If it (Clinton's plan) is
going to be ignored, it doesn't get us anywhere."
And, judging from early reaction, Democrats were lining up faster than Republicans to ignore Clinton's latest handiwork.
Man) House Democrats recall how Clinton in 1993 wooed them
into supporting an unpopular energy tax, then pulled the rug out
from under them by repudiating it in the Senate.
Rep. Dave Obey of Wisconsin, the ranking Democrat on the
House Appropnauons Committee, made clear his disdain.
"I think most of us learned some time ago that if you don't like
the president's position on a particular issue, you simply need to
wait a few weeks." he said.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom Ream coven the White House and
often reports on economic issues for The Associated Press.

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLJNTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington. D.C. 20500
U.S. REP. ED WHITFIELD
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building. Washington DC zu510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. *arca .mccoNNim.
120 Russell Same Office *Redding. Washington D.C. 215110
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

In the many years he was a
Republican member of the House of
Representauves from Liberty, Raymond Overstreet was something of
a cut-up with a keen sense of humor.
especially about the ohm lonely life
of a GOP lawmaker in a chamber
dominated by Democrats.
Patiaps that sense of humor
explains why Overstreet was one of
several retired legislators who were
appointed to a commission to study
legislative pay.
That sense of humor also may
explain his proposal last week that
legislative pay be increased 42.6
percent.
Overstreet may have been the
only one laughing when,as another
commission member, former Sen.
Henry Lackey, D-Henderson, predicted. the next day's headlines
screamed the 42.6 percent pay raise
idea..
Undoubtedly, a lot of incumbent
legislators were grinding their teeth
as they ground their morning coffee
last week.
A pay raise for Kentucky legislators is about as appealing a subject
as increasing their already bountiful
retirement benefits. That's especially tribe for those senators and
representatives up for re-election
•
soon.
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Todd Duvall
Syndkaied columned
Actually, however, Overstreet's
proposal, even if he knows it will
get absolutely nowhere, isn't that
outrageous.
He bases it on giving lawmakers a
raise equal to the rate of inflation
since 1984. That simply comes out
to 4Z6 percent.
So, the $100-per-day legislators
are paid when they are in session
would rise to $142.60 a day. Their
daily expense allowance during sessions would go from $74.80 to
$106.66. And their current S950per-month expense allowance when
not in session would increase to
$1,354.70,
Republican and Democratic leaders are paid more, but not a whole
lot. In fact, most of the employees
of House Speaker Jody Richards
and Senate President John "Eck"
Rose make more, in some cases
considerably more than their bos-

The cynics, of course, will claim
what legislators are being paid now
is too much. Those cynics will
never admit that for the great majority of member of the House and
Senate, serving in the General Assembly poses a financial hardship
that the rate of pay and expense
allowance doesn't come close to
compensating.
Yes,each one of them knew the
pay was skimpy when they ran for
office and they understood they
would be expected to leave jobs,
businesses and professions to come
to Frankfort and serve.
But the old adage that you get
what you pay for applies to a
General Assembly as well as to the
quality of a new jacket.
Overstreet says he put out the
42.6 percent raise as a point to begin
debating the pay raise issue.
That's fair enough, but a one-

time, sizeable raise is very nearly
politically impossible to accomplish
and Overstreet sway knows that.
There are too many potential opponents waiting back home to pounce
on a big-time raise. And all the
machinations to get a raise without
anyone actually having to vote for
or against it weal change that fact.
What may be politically possible,
however, is for the Legislative
Compensation Commission to
propose that from 1996 forward,
legislative salaries and expense allowances be adjusted annually to
take into account the previous year's
rate of inflation.
Who, after all, can complain
about simply keeping up with the
cost ofliving? Thaes-whit everyone
else is trying to accomplish anyway.
It's done every year for the governor and all other elected constitutional officals in Kentucky.
If that had been the law for the
past 11 years, Overstreet wouldn't
be proposing a 42.6 percent pay
raise because legislative pay would
have increased by that amount since
1984.
And more important, there
wouldn't be the screaming headlines
and the need to debate an issue
legislators would give anything to
avoid debating.

Unlikely assistance:

Clinton helps Gingrich
WASHINGTON (AP) — Of
course Newt Gingrich is trying to
manipulate the political debate;
the House speaker says so himself. And he's doing it with help
from an unlikely source: President Clinton.
Presidents do not customarily
accord equal billing to rivals, in
campaigns or in Congress, but
there was Gingrich, one on one in
New Hampshire, after adroitly
accepting an invitation
wasn't really issued.
Still Clinton said it was the
nght thing to do, that their civilized discussion of the differences
between Democrats and Republicans had avoided the rough partisanship that too often applies in
Washington.
Gingrich said it was less confrontational and more cooperative
side by side. By the morning
after, he was suggesting that it
also had prompted the president
to more accurately describe
Republican budget curbs.
"It is a lot harder to my something that is not true when you
have the other person sitting next
to you," the speaker said in a
Manchester, N.H., radio interview Monday.

PERSPECTIVE ON

Pouncs

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist

Idn't mean he was compromisThe joint appearance stemmed
ing on any of them.
from Clinton's musing in a teleBoth said that was better than
phone interview with New Hamp30-second TV attack ads, shire reporters last Thursday that
although both sides will be using if they were going to be together
them. And for all the gentle talk. he'd take the speaker to questionthe real test on the budget. wel- and-answer sessions with ,the
fare reform, the minimum wage people there.
All hypothetical. until Gingrich
and the other issues they covered
accepted.
will come when there are bills to
He did observe, pointedly, that
be signed or vetoed.
he didn't need the White House
That's the record Clinton and
in order to draw a crowd. "I
the Republicans will take into the
1996 presidential campaign, think we had more than enough
when the Claremont mood won't people showing up with or without the president and his staff,
apply.
frankly," Gingrich said. "We
And while Gingnch was corwere doing lute."
dial, he didn't come to Republican command that way. "It is so
He had a presidential-plus
difficult for us in Washington to
entourage for his four-day
media
communicate with people out in
swing
he had standing room
the country, with all the layers
And in the end he shared
crowds.
between us, that what often is the
forum
that eclipsed Clinjoint
a
only way to break through is
Hampshire
New
first
ton's
Actually, neither the speaker
some fairly extreme statement,"
-campaign
pre
of
the
appearance
nor the president yielded or broke
Clinton said. "The speaker's real
College
Dartmouth
season,
s
trotted at their unprecedented
good at that. He can break
commencement address urging
pent appearance in Clarefioat. through like nobody I've seen in
NALcaxx Sissiday:.„ They,cpotasSor a tohg time But it'll get'.--101.du.41_4.pa the service of
genuine citizenship instead of
restated their positions on issues
covered."
before Congress. Gingrich later
"the politics of hollow, reactionThe tone was bantering, the
saying that ihre coaciliasno N*11 appraisal accurate.
ary rhetoric "

Clinton, of course, will be on
the ballot in the Feb. 20 New
Hampshire primary. Gingrich
said he isn't running for president, but he won't foreclose the
option because it gets him the
attention he needs to press his
ideas.
"It's openly manipulative,"
Gingrich said in an NBC interview Monday. "Of course it's
manipulative." He said he
wouldn't get the same coverage
were he to renounce 1996
candidacy.
Actually, he's had a high profile and a platform to rival the
White House since the Republicans took over Congress. He got
a prime-time half-hour on one
network to report on the GOP's
first hundred days in power. The
focus on Republicans had
prompted Clinton to the remarkable reminder that "the president
is relevant here...."
"The Constitution gives me
relevance," he said two months
ago.
Despite all the attention, Gingrich would rank far down the
list of GOP presidential candidates, led by Sen. Bob Dole.
But none of them will be getting equal time with the president
they all want to challenge. Gingrich did, and it fits his thinking
about his role in the Republican
effort to take the White House
from Chi**,
theilAttre
Language and ideas of the 1996
campaign." he said.
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Alzheimer's meeting on Friday

ay

0

Murray-Calloway County Hospital Alzheimer's Education/Suwon
Group will have a special meeung on Fnday. June 16, from 4:30 to
6 p.m in private dining room of hospital cafeteria. The Wizard of
Alz" will be the theme of the program by Barbara Helm, MA. Information Coordinator, Alzheimer Disease Research Center, University
of Kentucky. For more information contact Cindy Ragsdale, MCCH
Director of Social Work Service. 762-1108. Shared Care Adult Day
Program will provide free siuer service during the meeting, but contact Shared Care, 753-0576, or MCCH Home Care, 762-1537, by 4
p.m. on Thursday. June 15.
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Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday, June 15, at 6 p.m. at
Ann's Country Kitchen. The guest speaker will be Kelly Bolls
Mackey, the Mrs. Calloway County representative to the Mrs. Kenl
tucky International Pageant. A brief business meeting will follow the
guest's presentation. All members are encouraged to be present.
otio,

Stag Night on Thursday
Murray Country Club will have its monthly Stag Night on Thursday. June 15. Dinner will follow a golf scramble at 7 p.m. All male
members of the club may make reservations for the dinner by calling
753-6113 and for the scramble by calling the Pro Show at 753-9430.

Shiloh Assembly plans service
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Shiloh Christian Assembly will have a fellowship service on Friday, June 16, at 7 p.m. at the church, located on Highway 1551 off
Highway 94 East, Murray. This is not a fund-raising event, but a
worship service."We invite all area ministers to attend and everyone
else who is interested. All persons will be given a chance to speak,"
said the pastor, the Rev. Roy L. Salentine.

Pet Therapy on Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, June 15, at 2 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. This is open to all persons and their pets in
visiting the local nursing homes. Drivers and parents are needed as
volunteers and are requested to call 436-2453 for information. Persons are asked to note the change in time.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Thursday, June 15, at 6:30 p.m. in the office of Calloway Couuty Board of Education. This is open to the public.

MMS Council plans work day
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will
have a work day on Friday, June 16, from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Pat
Seiber, MMS principal, urges all members and interested persons to
attend.

Soccer yard sale on Saturday
A 30-family yard sale for the benefit of Murray High School
Girls' Soccer Program will be Saturday, June 17, from 7:30 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Murray High School. This will be held rain or shine. The
public is urged to attend this sale.

Smith reunion on Saturday
The Backusburg-Golo Area Smiths reunion will be Saturday, June
17, from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Park. For
more information call Clay Smith, 489-2447, Norville Cole.
753-2652, or Richard Smith, 753-5788.

Wranglers Club show on Friday
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Wranglers riding Club will have a club show, make-up of June 2
rainout, on Friday, June 16, at 7 p.m. at the club grounds. This will
be for members only. Memberships will be accepted all year long
and are good from Jan. Ito Dec. 31, 1995. Membership fees are $25
for family and $IO for single. Thirty-eight classes will be featured in
the show. For more information call Gary Ahart at 437-4838 or Kenneth Conner at 437-4763.

Gamma Chapter to meet Saturday

nt

The Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma Society International
will meet Saturday. June 17, at 10 a.m. at Holiday Inn. Mayfield, for
a business/musical luncheon meeting. Vanda Gibson, president,
urges members to attend this closing meeting.
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Mr. and Mrs. Leland Steely

Rothenburger-Steely
vows are solemnized
Mary Rothenburger and Leland Steely exchanged wedding sows on
Saturday, Apnl 1, 1995. at Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray
Parents of the groom are Walter Lee and Jane Steely of Haiel. His
grandmother is Mrs. Jack Hamson of Farmington
Virgil Hale officiated at the private double ring ceremony. Tim
Mills and Raybo Dunn were soloists.
The bride wore an ivory satin embroidered silk laLe gown with a
scalloped lace v-neckline and bodice adorned with pearl scrolls.
sequins and pearl drops. The skirt motif extended the entire parameter
of the gown with elaborate window pane inset on the cathedral-length
train. She wore a specially designed hat made to match the dress with
lace and sequins and a pouf net, flowers and heads. She carried a cascade of white roses, gardenias, daisies, baby's breath and greenery.
Diane Kelley served as maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Adonna
Stamper, and Leigh Steely Grady and Leslie Steely. boil' sisters of thc
groom. Junior bridesmaids were Jessie Rothenburger, Casey Rothe-burger and Nikki Rothenburger, all nieces of the bride. They all wore
brandy moire' taffeta tea-length gowns and carried brandy roses.
Flower girl was Meagan Rogers, cousin of the groom. Ring bearer
was Taylor Grady, nephew of the groom.
John Warren Nix was best man. Groomsmen were Billy Ray Phelps,
Raymond Grady, brother-in-law of the groom, and Allen Wise Ushers
were Harland Hatter and Kent Ruskowski. Junior groomsmen were
Johnny Rothenburger and Phillip Rothenburger, nephews of the bride,
and Jack Smith and Jonathan Harnson, cousins of the groom.
Wedding hostesses were Becky Barger Ruskowski and Jennifer
Price. Guest book attendants were Miriam Rogers and Katie Smith.
Miranda Rogers and Kim Harrington distnbuted programs.
A reception followed at the church. Servers were Nuts Harrison.
Jennifer Harrison, Renae Harrison, Pat Harrington. Sue Rothenburger
and Deb Smith.
After a wedding cruise to the Bahamas, the new Mr. and Mrs. Steely are residing in Murray.
A rehearsal dinner, hosted by the bride and groom, was held March
31 in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank.
The bridesmaids' luncheon was held March 30 at Temptations with
Jane Steely and Leigh Ann Steely Grady as hostesses.
Bndal events held for the couple include the following:
A miscellaneous shower given by Peggy Henry and Sidney
Rothenburger;
Adonrui Stamper of Louisville hosted a miscellaneous shower:
A couples dinner-shower was at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Steely with assisting hosts being Mr. and Mrs. Pat Coleman. Mr. and
Mrs. Bruce Logue, Mr. and Mrs. Pat Coleman Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Kelso and Mrs. Robbie Blalock and families:
A miscellaneous shower given by women of Green Plain Church of
Christ;
A brunch and tea given by Carolyn Adams and Lillie Johnson at the
Adams home;
A "Pounding Party" given by the women of Glendale Road Church
of Christ at the home of Mrs. Charles °tree with Mrs. Dwayne Rogers
as cohostess.
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Hazel Alumni Association will hold its 48th annual reunion dinner
at Calloway County High School Cafeteria on Saturday. June 17.
Visitation and talking with friends and former classmates will begin
at 6 p.m. with dinner to be served at 7 p.m. Drop-ins are welcome:
but if possible, make reservations by contacting Betty Lou Hill, Rt.
4. Murray. Anyone who has ever attended Hazel School is invited;
and if you have any memorabilia, please bring it to share.

Erwin reunion planned June 17
All descendants of the late John Johnson Erwin and Sara Mane
Allison Erwin are invited to an Erwin reunion on Saturday. June 17,
at the home of Buren and Jo Erwin. For information and reservations
call Imogene Paschall, 492-8380 or Buren Erwin. 492-8493.

Winders is initiated
LEXINGTON — Jamie L.
Winders, a University of Kentucky freshman from Hazel, was
among about 200 UK students
recently initiated into the Phi Eta
Sigma freshman honorary
SOCIely.

Winders, daughter of Jim and
lngy Winders, is majoring in

agriculture.
The national society's gosl is
to encourage and reward academic excellence among first-year
students in institutions of higher
learning.
To be eligible, society members must obtain a 3.5 grade
point average in their first or second semesters of college.

Scott reunion on Sunday
All family members and fncnds of the late Bill Scott and Alvin
Scott are invited to the annual reunion to be Sunday. June IS. at the
pavilion by the old courthouse in Murray-Calloway County Park. A
potluck meal will be served at 1 p.m.

'41,ef- ARTHRITIS SUFFERERS

Colson reunion Saturday
A reunion of all relatives of the late P. Colson will be Saturday.
June 17. at Shelter 1/1. Kenlake State Resort Park. A potluck dinner
will be served about 1 p.m. Please note the change from Sunday to
Saturday this year For more information call 753-7197.

Mrs. Hutson will be honored
A reception to honor the 110th birthday of Mrs. Sylvia Hutson al
}Wel will be SaturdeY. Jobb 24.4forn 2 to 4 p.m. in Fellowship Hall
of Hazel Baptist Church. All relatives and friends are invited to 1
attend. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
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Ask your pharmacist today'
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109 South Fourth Street 753-1142
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Mary Beth
Friend on
honor roll
(AO 1 ss.‘11 1 1 ,
Mars
Beth Friend of \tunas has bccn
named to the honor roll list for
the past •ernestcr at 1 Jst I arolina
I. nocrsiti.
To be named to the honor roll.
a student must fuse a it ascraize
with no grade below a( F ricnd
was one of 2.2 t4 students named
for this honor
Friend is the daughter of Ms
Sandra Lee Friend and Mark
Allen Friend of Murray

Fringe
Benefits
•••••,

Mother's Day
Contest Winner

•1
Nancy Greer
Mother of Robin Greer

•

Hazel reunion on June 17
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Tli• recent golf ball sire hail
storm in our area caused a great
deal of damage The insurance
companies and adjusters have
been bus) as bees Our adjusters
were located in a wonderful and
comfortable new building
• • • •
Jimmy Tate•s Auto Auction
building is about a year old, and
his art work as very attractive
Jerry Speight, an artist who
teaches at Mums State University, has done three big pieces for
Jimmy. They realiy grab your
attention You know that Jimmy
and Donna are faithful University
of Tennessee fans He even has a
T
lounge done in orange with
logos all over the place
• • • •
Memphis, Tenn now has the
world-renowned series of Won
dcrs exhibition with Imperial
Tombs of China The People's
Republic of China considers this
exhibition the most important
ever sent to this country.
With its unique focus on the
rich tombs of China's great
emperors. it provides an unparal
leled opportunity to explore this
ancient culture's beliefs sur
-rounding life, death and the
afterlife
Several of the special art
objects include a ming dragon
and phoenix crown decorated
with imperial symbols and mythical animals of gold. lacquered
bird feathers and jewels, a gold
cloisonne elephant, and an imperial burial shroud of ode
This exhibit may be seen at the

A special thanks to all the businesses who gave their um('
and effort in making the Mother's Day Contest a SOCCriel
604'h Broad St. Ext. • Murray • 7544574

SINGLE PARENTS

HOMEMAKERS

Discover your own strengths
Explore your job interests
and skills
Learn about new jobs,
non-traditional jobs, and
high paying jobs
Develop your career plan
AT YOUR
LOCAL PREPARATORY SERVICE CENTER
PADUCAH COMMUNITY COLLEGE
PHONE (502) 554-9200 EXT. 203 OR
WEST KY STATE TECHNICAL SCHOOL
PHONE (502) 554-4991
A NEW CAREER PATH LEADING TO
YOUR SUCCESS IN THE 90'S
Printed by INFORMATION OUTREACH
Northern Kentucky University, ReEntry Center,
with federal Vocational Equity funds,
Kentucky Department for Technical Education
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Wedding plans given

Fair queen contestants are
wanted for July 24th event
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Ay Row datagbeer of Mn.
Molly Ross and Dees Ross of
blowsy. and Andiony Brows of
Sbelbyvdie, so. of Mn. Shirley
Brows of Shelbyville and Bob
Brown of Calvert City, have
announced plass for *ear wedding on Saturday. June 17.
The vows will be said at 2:30
p.m. at Fins Presbyterian Church.
16th and Mails Streets. Murray
The Rev. Ann Mane Montgomery and the Rev. David Montgomery will officiate.
MUSK will be provided by
Scott Ferguson of Chicago. III..
pianist; Molly Ross. mother of
the bride -elect, vocalist; and
Dean Ross and Todd Ross. father
and brother respectively of the
bride-elect
Attendants for the bride-elect

111

401P-

will be lux mother as honoi meadow. and Ms Grew Shepard.
Murray. and Mn. Debbie Hardin,
Bowling Green. bridesmaids
The groom-elects attendants
will be Eugene Montgomer.
Akron, Ohio. best man. and Todd
Roes. Nashville, Tenn, brother of
the bride-elect, and Rich Barnard,
Malden. Mo.. groomsmen
Mrs. Debbie Goins of Cypress.
III will preside at the guest
registry.
The ceremony coordinator will
be Mrs. Molly Ross, sister-in-law
of the bride-elect.
A reception will follow in the
Dance Lounge of Curris Center.
Murray State University.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Wedding on Saturday
Plans have bees completed for
the seddaig of Chaim Lee aunty. daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Joseph G Chaney Jr. of Murray,
and Mark Daryl Robinson. son of
Mr and Mrs. Mart D Robinson
of Milford. Conn
The vont wiU be exchanged
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on Saturday. June 17. 1995. at
6 30 p.m at First United Methodist Church
The Rev Sammy Cunningham
will perform the wedding ceremony Music will be Mrs Joan
Bosker. organist. Jennifer Taylor. pianist. Beth Call fluaust.
and Tami Wilkinson. soloist
Colleen Kilmer will be maid ol
honor Bndesrnaids will be Julie
Chaney. sister-in-law of the
bride-elect. Amy Robinson. sister
of die groom-elect, Anne Smith.
Niki Hachtel and Amy Miller.
Flower girl will be Allison
Cooper. godchild of the groomekc t
Best man will be Mark Robinson. father of the groom-ekct
Groomsmen will be Joe Chaney
Ill. brother of the bride-elect. Jud
Caner. Brian Cox. Scott Evans
and Mike Johnson
Mrs. Ginny Richersixi will be
wedding director.
A reception will follow at
Murray Country Club.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception Only out-of-town
invitations have been mailed.

Pain may be

a

Doll Redick and
Kenneth Blakney

Redick and Blakney
wedding to be July 8
Doll Redick of Murray and Kenneth Blakney of Calven City
announce their approaching marriage.
The vows will be said on Saturday. July 8, 1995, at 5 p.m. at the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 520 South 16th St..
Murray.
A reception will, follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
The bride-elect is the daughter of the late Carlton Wells and Edna
Wells of Christian County. She will retire June 30 after 33 years in
the Calloway County School System. Her last service has been at East
Calloway Elementary School.
The groom-elect is the son of Clarence Blakney and the late Omma
Blakney of Marshall County. He is retired from SKW at Calven City
and presently raises beef cattle on his Marshall County farm.
After the wedding the couple will reside at 3661 Gnggstown Rd.,
Calvert City.
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SPECIAL—Th.Federal Government has approved a drug
that is exciting researchers in
the treatment of pain. The
material has been formulated
into• new product known as
"Arthur fuel" and is being
called •'Medical Miracle by
some,in the treatment of debilitatng conchoons such as arthritis, bursitis, rheumatism,
painful muscle aches, joint
backache,
aches, simple
bruises., and more. Although
the mechanism of action is
unclear, experiments indicate
that Arthur Iu.w relieves pain
by first selectively attracting,
and then destroying the messenger chemical which carrier'
pain sensations to the brain,
thus eliminating pain in the
affected area. Arthur Wing is
an odorless, greaseless, nonstairu ng cream and is available
immediately without a prescription and is guaranteed to
work.
OW,
r•••••14.
r•OPNOIL
Murray

Holland Drug
Company
109 S. 4th Street
7534462

Medicine Shoppe
200 N. 12th Street
759-9245
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Susan Klreb, left and Joanna Kind, volunteers, show pets available at
ANIMAL SHELTER DPW°
the Animal Shelter.

Volunteers praised
By MARILYN ARCOU
Animal Shatter Director
Two very special volunteers
who have been assisting us at the
Animal Shelter this summer are
Joanna Kind and Susan Kireb.
They are students at Murray
High School. They have been
assisting us with bathing the animals during these very hot days,
as it has been much to warm to
exercise our dogs.
Kind, right is holding "Jett," a
full blooded male neutered Persian, and Kireb is holding
"Once" and "Butterscotch," two
darling terrier mix brothers, only
three months old. These dogs
need to become pan of someone's family and they are sweet,
friendly and do well with

children.
We are very grateful to al the
generous people in our community who have given of their time
to help us here at the Animal
Shelter. Because we work with
such a limited staff, we seldom
have time to do the important and
necessary extras, like baths and
walking.
So remember the Animal Shelter when you feel you want to
"give something back" to the
community; and remember us too
if you are missing one of your
"four legged" companions. We
match families up with their
beloved pets every week.
It just takes a visit or a phone
call to us and a description of
your pet, your name and phone
number, and nay other information which would help in
identification.
The Animal Shelter is a United
Way agency.

t4ect 6izetle c‘eutge wmot eil
t e/
In those 15 minutes we will perform a neurological lest an orthopedic test a SOinar alignment check
and an examination for restricted a excess motor in your spine Those tests vedl tril us if chiropractic
can help your condition It so we will ter you now it not we we tee you that also As a way ot
encouraging you to investigate chircciractc we wiW perform those tests tree of charge

FREE INMAL EXAMINATION. (A $30 VALUE)
MENTION THIS OFFER *MEN YOU CALL

4,1

If you've been Involved In an accident within Ws past 12 months, or if
you've been Innand on the )ob, call now for your appointment. Our office
pastry protects you. The patient he. the right to cancel payment or be
reimbursed kw any services wfthin 72 hours of nisponding to this
advortismnsnt.
'•••••••••••-•

759-1116
Hositett Chiropractic Center
301 N. 12th IL (11nlverilly Square)

Johnny Bohannon who retired
as assistant superintendent of
Calloway County School System
has been honored at two retirement dinners.
The first event was given by
the school bus personnel of Calloway County with 65 persons
present.
Walter Byars was master of
ceremonies. Special speakers
were Phyllis Hill and Sherla
Adams.
Bohannon was presented with
a very special engraved watch
from the bus drivers and with
several other gag gifts.
The second dinner, held at
Dumplin's, was given by the Calloway County Office Staff and
Faculty of Calloway County
School System. Present were 90
persons.
Dr. Jack Rose and John Dale
were masters of ceremonies.
Other speakers were Billy Rue
Nix, Todd Bohannon, Tyler
Bohannon and Toni Bohannon.
Bohannon was presented with
a Charles Frace print, a $300 gift
certificate, a car telephone, and a
very unusual tie.
The retiring superintendent has
been in education for 31 years.
He started teaching at Aurora
Elementary in Marshall County
in 1964-65 school year. He later
taught industrial arts at South
Marshall High School from
1965-1971: served as principal at
Kirksey Elementary School from
1971-1974: and served as principal of North Calloway Elementary School from 1974 to 1977.
Bohannon was appointed as
supervisor of instruction in 1977
and served until 1980 when he
was named assistant superintendent of Calloway County School
System.

He received his Bachelor's
degree in 1964, his Master's
degree in 1968, and Rank I superintendent's certification in 1977.
Bohannon has been a member
of Kentucky Association of
School Administrators, West
Kentucky Association of School
Administrators, and of Kentucky
Association of Supervision and
Curriculum Development. He has
served as director of Kentucky
Association of Pupil Transportation, and on the Specification
Committee for School Bus Purchasing for the state of Kentucky.
His other activities include
being a member of Murray Rotary Club, Crimestoppers of Calloway County, Humane Society of
Calloway County, and Booster
Club and Touchdown Club at
CCHS. He served as treasurer of
the Calloway Democratic Party
for three years. He is a member
and elder of Glendale Road
Church of Christ where he is
involved especially with the
youth and worship service.
Bohannon, son of Ernest and
Maxine Bohannon of Brewers, is
married to the former Toni Burchett, daughter of Rubye Burchett
and the late Clinton Burchett of
Calloway County. She is a teacher at North Calloway Elementary
School.
They have two sons — Todd
Lance Bohannon who just
received his medical degree from
the University of Louisville
School of Medicine and will be
doing his internship at Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn.; and Tyler Burchett Bohannon, a 1995 graduate of Calloway
County High School who has
received a football scholarship to
attend Murray State University
this fall.

TODAY

Celebrate the
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(5 Big Days of Super Fun and Great Entertainment)
Something For Everyone...
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Bohannon honored at
two retirement events
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Johnny Bohannon, right, Is pictured at one of the two retirement dinners given In honor of his 31 years of teaching. Pictured to the right of
Bohannon are his wife, Toni Bohannon, and their two sons, Todd Lance
Bohannon and Tyler Burchett Bohannon.

*Antiques
*Parades
'Fireworks
*Arts & Crafts

*Concerts
*Street Fair
•Pageants
*Family Night

*Pet Show
•Exhibits
*Golf Tournament
*And much, much more!

For schedule of events or more information, Gall 759-2199, stop at
Freedom Feat Headquarters, Murray Tourism Commission in the
Commerce Center-Hwy.641 N, or write Freedom Feat, Box 190,
Murray, KY 4207L
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Colleen Anderson, presidenL
presided at a meat meeting of
Tau Phi Lambda, Unit 827.
Woodmen of the World, held at
Cluistoptser's Restaurant
The sorority presented a Life
Saver Citauon to Joe Piskas.
Murray State University mascot.
"Maker." who saved the life of a
MSU cheerleader injured in an
j
r
a
automobile accident. Also in
attendance were his parents
In other business. lessen at
acknowledgment and appreciation
Murray Lions Club recently presented scholarships to, from left, Patrici- were received for Buford Hun
a Ann Maxwell, Susan Bogard, Shawn& Renee Thompson, and Danny Scholarship, Ginger Adams SchoPittman
larship Fund, and Korair's Children's Hospital (Airlift Services)
Service projects were discussed and voted on which
include Senior Camp Week at
W.O.W. Camp on Highway 641
Murray Lions Club has
of the local service unit of The
awar
two scholarships for Salvation Army. Parker was also North, Child Identification Kits.
entering
hmen and t • scho- an active member of Goshen and Oklahoma City Disaster
enr ed
larships f
United Methodist Church.
Also present were Marilyn
students at Murray State Univer
The idea for creating this schosity for 1995-96 school year.
larship was conceived by Mr. Chatman, Linda Fain, Loretta
"Two of these scholarships are
Parker's widow, Orlean, and Jobs. Pat McCarthy, Judy McCarmade possible by proceeds from
members of the local Lions Club. ty. Kim McKinney, Ann Spann.
Mary Ann Todd. Gayle Toon and
club projects throughout the year Interest earnings from this perpethat Murray and Calloway Coun- tual fund are used to finance the Tina Wright.
ty residents generously sup- Groover Parker Scholarship
ported," said David Hill, club award.
president.
The 1995-96 recipient of the
The other two scholarships Parker scholarship for $1,000 is
were made possible by interest senior Danny Pittman, an agriearnings on memorial scholarbusiness economics major at
ships for the Groover Parker
MSU. He has been active in colScholarship and the Bryan Tolley legiate FFA and is a member of
PADUCAH — Natalie C. Hill
Scholarship.
Alpha Zeta honorary fraternity of Murray has been awarded one
Recipients of the club's gener- and Alpha Tau Omega social of the 158 scholarships presented
al fund scholarship are Shawna fraternity.
to Purchase area students for
Renee Thompson, a May gradu1995-96 academic year at PaduBryan
The Murray Lions Club
ate of Calloway County High
Tolley Memorial Scholarship was cah Community College, accordSchool, and Patricia Ann Max- established by the club to honor ing to PCC Development Manawell, a May graduate of Murray
•
Tolley who was a charter member ger Andrea Lester.
High School.
Hill was presented with the
of the club. He gave 41 years of
Thompson and Maxwell will
loyal and dedicated service to the Mrs. Mary Louis LaFarlette Carbe freshmen at Murray State and
Murray Lions Club. Former Lion penter Registered Nurse Program
will received $1,000 from the
Tolley served the club as presi- Scholarship.
Murray Lions Club. Thompson
dent in 1951-52.
plans an elementary education
The 1995-96 recipient of the
program and Maxwell, a home
$500 Tolley scholarship is Susan
economics major, plans to enter
Bogard, a junior elementary eduthe field of dietetics.
MARINE LANCE CPL.
cation major at Murray State
The Groover Parker Memorial
JAMES R. LAWSON recently
University.
Scholarship was established in
"We are extremely pleased to was promoted to his present rank
honor of Parker who was a liferecognize these outstanding stu- while serving with 2nd Assault
long resident of Calloway County
dents and to award them funds to Amphibious Battalion, 2nd Marand had served as a president of
help them pay their educational ine Division, Marine Corps Base,
Murray Lions Club. He was coexpenses at Murray," added Lion Camp Lejeune, N.C.
owner of Parker Popcorn Co. and
Lawson, a 1994 graduate of
President Hill.
had screed as treasurer and memAll four recipients were guests Red Bird High School of Bell
ber of Murray-Calloway County
of the club at the May 23rd City, Ky., joined the Marine
Need Line and a board member
Corps in August 1994.
meeting.

ator will

Adrienne Nichole Kimbro
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Piskas given
citation by
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Wednesday, June 14
Reservations for Christian Women's
Club luncheon on Friday due
tonight/753-3999 or 753-2399.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church Bible
School/6:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Bible School/6
p.m.
Bethel United Methodist Church Bible
School/6:30 p.m.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Health Express of MCCH/Murray Post
Office/I2:30-3 p.m.
James Harvey Ellis Circle/7
p.m./South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church,
Murray Church of God Family Training Hour/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center service/7
p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Choir
practice/6:15 p.m.
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7
pm,
Community' Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 pm.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Choir/7:30
p m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
p.m
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Mission Friends, RAs and
GAs. Prayer service/7 p.m.; Choir/8
pm.
Westsid• Baptist Church business
meeting/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Bible- Study/6 p.m_ Wesleyan
Circle w/Helen Beal, Ruth Wilson
Circle w/Eunice Chambers/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Library open/S.15 p.m.; Youth Prime
Time/6:30 p.m.; Children** Super
Summer Studies and prayer meeting/
6:45 p.m.: Sanctuary Choir/7:4:1
1
t
s
Grace
Church events
College/Carew Bible Study, Adult
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church events include
worship/7:30 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 pm.
Christian and Missiersary Alliance
Bible ftady/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Mme/6:30 p.m ; Teen Ulan

Thursday, June 15
Grace Baptist Church Bible School/6
p.m.
Bethel United Methodist Church Bible
School/6:30 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
School/9 a.m.
Cooperative Marketplace AD Bible
School/9 a.m./Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church, sponsored by eight
churches.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
SchooV9:30 a.m.
Pot Therapy/2 p m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional families/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/Carolyn, 759-1884. or Nancy.
753-7405.
Murray Kennel Club/7:30
p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
Support Group for Blind/6
p.m./Seven Seas Restaurant.
Divorce Recovery Support Group/7
p.m./W•stsid• Baptist Church
Info/753-5584.
Hazel Center/open 10 a m -2 p m for
senior citizens' activities
Weak, Center/open 8 a m -4 p m for
senior citizens' activities
Health Express of MCCH/Uncle Joe's
Store at Dover. Tenn./9-11:30 am,
Bob's Corner at New Concord/1-3 p.m
TOPS KY 0460 meeting/7 p.m. with
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
Murray Country Club's Men's Stag
NighV6 p.m. Reservations/753-6113.
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Majestic Steakhouse.
Draflenville.
Murray Civitan Club/6 p m /Ann's
Country Kitchen

L
nillohel Scouting Museum/8
a.nt -4.30 pm
Thursday. June 15
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board/5 30 p m !hospital cafeteria
West View Board of Directors will also
meet
Dexter-AMso Lodge 0971 WOW* 30
p m ice cream supper/D•iter Community Censer
Poplar Spring Baptist Church Mkt
SchooV8 30 pm

+Of

Thursday, June 15
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p m/Sirloin
Stockade.
Murray notary Club/noon/Seven
Seas.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
First Christian Church *vents include
Singles Study-Support Group/7 p m.
Shiloh Full Gospel service/7 p.m
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Quitters in Social HalV9:30
a m.
Young in Hearts Class/10:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ_
First Baptist Church events include
Lottie Moon Group at/Roberta
Ward/1:30 p.m.
St. 'John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Mass/9 a m.: Legion of
Mary/9:45 am
Singles Friendship of Parts,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building.
Paris. Info/Konnith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon dosed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center. Benton.
Murray Women of the Moose/7
p.m./lodaii
National Scouting lAuseum open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/7152-3383
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m /across
from Players Rixorboat Casino, Metropolis, III. Info/1-800-935-7700
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Bean l Malcolm Darnell

Beanl Darnell
salutatorian of
graduating class
Bear! tslalcolm Darnell, son of
Dalton and Marcia Darnell, was
named a salutatorian of his graduating class at Sharon High
School, Sharon. Tenn
Darnell is listed in Who's Who
in American High Schools and by
the American Achievement
Academy. He served as vice president of his Beta Club and was
five-year letterman in baseball
He will attend Murray State
University where he is the recipient of an Achievement Award
Scholarship.
His paternal grandparents arc
Bearl Darnell of 1615 Ryan Ave.,
Murray, and the late Gladys Darnell. His maternal grandparents
are Mrs. Dorothy Brown of 513
South Sixth St.. Murray, and the
late Col. Malcolm Brown.

HENDERSON. Tcnn. — Two
local students have been selected
to serve with the FreedHardcman University service
organization during the 1995-96
academic year.
Jason B. Haley, Farmington,
has been selected as president of
the FHU organization. A senior
accounting major, Haley is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Haley.
Paige Patterson, New Concord,
has been selected as a member of
the FHU organization. A sophomore elementary education
major, Paucrson is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W.T. Patterson.
University Program Council
members are selected through
application and interview. Their
purpose is to plan, develop, and
carry out programs providing
social, Cultural, educational, and
recreational opportunities for the
students of Freed-Hardcman
University.
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Summer Savings...
•Parsy & Sulkier Ponety •Partsy Gala, Dtsti Fe's LIF41-.A
*louse Flags
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MENOPAUSAL
WOMEN

•

Four Rivers Clinical Research is seeking menopaurial
women,ages 40 to 70,to participate in a research study
being sponsored by a major pharmaceutical company
Volunteers will be asked to help evaluate the effective
ness of an investigational skin patch in controlling the
symptoms of menopause. To qualify, you must be
experiencing hot flashes and rannnt have had a
hysterectomy.

•••
•

Qualified participants will receive:

•

•Free medical care related to the study
•Free investigational medication for the symp
t.DMS of menopause.
'Opportunity to learn more about menopause
and the latest treatments available
•Up to $150 for your time and travel

Call Monday-Friday,8:30-8,for more information

Four Rivers Clinical
Research, Inc.
100 N. Sixth Street
Murray, KY 42071

(502) 753-5732
•

•••
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Alex Jordan
Paschall is born
here on June 3
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Paschall of
995 Suteline Rd., Puryear. Tenn..
are the parents of a son, Alex Jordan Paschall, born on Saturday.
June 3. 1995, at 7:35 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
Six ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former
Melissa Palter. A brother is Gene
Dale Paschall, 2.
Grandparents are Carolyn
Parker, Darrell and Susan Parker.
and Tommy and Elaine Paschall,
all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Grace
Parker and Imogene Paschall.
Murray, and Hazel Underwood.
Hazel.
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heated her fourth birthday on
April IS
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Adrienne's aunt Pat Bra)
Adrienne is the daughter of
Darla Dobkin' and her 'Lance.
Steve Bennett of Hardin and of
Hugh Kontwo 01 Murray
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Heegel is
graduate

Storey's

launder
MEMPHIS. Teas
Taykx Heegel graduated from
The University of Memphis visa
a bechelor of peiesuomal gawk*
degree s• psychodramatic
counselmg
She was premixed her degree
daring commeacement memonoes held May 12 at Pyramid
Arena, Memphis
Heegel. a 1972 gradaase Of
Murray High School. is the
dasighaer of Tommye mid Anna
Faye Taylor at Murray. She is
iisarnaJ so Cliff Hegel
W'hik she attended The U of
N. Heegel was the secretary of
the Adult Student Association.
the recipient of the We Believe
in You award, and was a Bridge
advisory board member
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Carter gets
her degree
JACKSON. Tenn. — Leigh
Ann Carter of Murray. Ky.. was
one of 480 seniors receiving
degrees at ceremonies held May
27 on the east lawn of Union
Unisersity•s campus.

Caner, daughter of Gerald and
Mary Ann Carter of Murray, its
honor graduate at Murray High
School
She has received many honors
during her four years at Union
University
Tennessee Governor Don
Sundquist delivered the 170th
annual commencement address
and was awarded art honoray doctor of laws degree by the

director of Independent Colleges in
Atlanta. Ga.

Gaines gets
B.A. degree
BOWLING GREEN —•Krista
Anne Gaines graduated from
Western Kentucky University
with a Badickw of Arts degree in
Government in ceremonies on
May 7
Gaines is a member of Chi

SodiEaliA.
59c
•OL

AS1 and Mrs Allyn Wayne
Rivera of Rt 6. Box 186A. Murray. are the parents of a son, Kyle
Wayne Rivera, born on Friday.
June 2. 1995, at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight

pounds two ounces and measured
20 inches The mother is the former Kimberly Sue Fish. The
father is serving in the United

States

Navy.

Grandparents are Avis Rivera
of Aurora, Ind.. and Kenneth and
Dorothy Fish of Murray.
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employed by a law firm in Bowling Green
She will continue working toward a Master of Science degree in
Communications at Murray State
University
Gaines is the daughter of Torn my and Jane Gaines of Murray
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Gupton. a junior majoring in
speech and hearing therapy from
Murray. Ky.. has been elected
treasurer of the Panhellenic
Council for 1995-96 school year.
Gupton will taken office this
fall. along with Blair Gene, a
senior majoring in graphic art and
v isual communication from
Cookesille, Term. presidesit, Eli
Labeth Hawks, senior majoring in
biology from Jackson. vice president. and Jennifer Barnette,
senior majoring in business adult-
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admissk.ns. dismissals and two expirations at
Murray ('alloway County Hospital for Friday. June Y. ha.c been
released as folkms
Newborn adiaissions
Topics baby pri parents Anne and
Scott. New Concord
Crete baby troy parents April and
ncia NiWn

Stacy Ilkoray
Dismissals
Thomas E Watson and C R
Now Concord W W Shelton

$ Harlow Benton his Mary Sutler
land and E award C Wilke Kirks*,
his Glinda B Howington Darter

U.S.D.A. BONELESS BEEF
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Dissaissals and one expusuon
at Munay-Calkiway County Hos
pital for Th.rsdas, Jane S. Isa.c
bees released as follows
Diamisasse
Sars Orate A Bairn" Buchanan
Tenn Mrs Joanne L T 6,401 Pain
Tv Mrs Angie isarrove and baby
sCadu
Robin R Anderson and baby
ri Benson Mrs laissa Hayden and
baby bay Fancy Farm Mrs Corinna
W $hia Hickman
Mrs Hato T Kantor° Natal Mrs
Jean P tillaweri Camden Mrs Dor
Why $us Brannon Prayers Tenn
Kynois McGarr* Louis Vf (Nivel
WS Mary Colson Ms Joe Nei Dien
net his Dorothy Balker Mrs Oyeuta
R lassie' and Charles T Seaborn
at of Murray
Expiation
Mahe C McClain Parinarsvile
Tenn

•

t

Mrs Oma Ann [Nair. Greanbr.er
Tenn
his Mary Frances Cohoon his
Haim R Jacason George C Patter
son Milton Dad Ira Joe Wadtuns
Mrs Janet Mans tiller kis Lisa A
Yates halo B Graham Jolly Wayne
Dodd Cody Ray Gibbs and Harold
Osborne at of Murray
E pir•lions
1.1rs Katie LI Chapman and Frani.
L Dalton tsioray
• • • •
Dismissals and one expiration
at Munay-Calloway County Ho,
pital for Saturday. June 10. habc
been released as follows
Dismissals
Thomas A Johnson Dogleg his
Judy Lee Goan!! Benton
Mrs Frank* Lee Farguson New
Concord hiss Cynthia L Burgess
Fancy Farm
Julius Paul Jonson Mrs Mary E
White and Kennath 8 Newsome all of
Murray
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One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray •Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday. June
have been released as
follows
Newborn admission
Stephens baby boy rnOthOf Jayne
Lynn Stephan* Murray
Dismissals
IN Sheila Gale Edwards and baby
boy Hollow Rock Tenn Mrs. P.
Su. Kraft. Almo
Mrs Nancy J Lee Kuttawa his
Anne Ma* Taylor and baby pi New
Concord.
Mrs NUM,* Morns Ban K Funs
Mrs Aprd I Clare and baby boy arid
Michael A Holland all of Murray
• • • •
Dismissals and one expiration
at MUetay-Calloway Count) [lin
pital for Monday. June 12. ha.c
been released as follows
Dismissals
Mrs Miry E Lawrerica and his
Mama &urnkiw Benton Mrs May
Denny. Dexter.
Mrs Arlene J Adams kis [anon'
W Woods, hiss Jayne L Stephens
and baby boy. Mrs Attie S Garrison
Pal W Caraway Paul N Read
Mrs InNovine 8 Hughes and Ms
Mary B Cromwell all of Murray
Expiration
kis Lucile 0 Thornton Murray
•
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Weatherford
named to list
at university
MURFREESBORO. Tenn
Julie McKenzie Weatherford has
been named to the Dcan's List
with 3.75 grade point average for
the spring 1995 semester at
Middle Tennessee State
University.
Weatherford is the daughter of
Buddy and Martha McKenzie of
Gilberuville. formerly of South
Felton. Tenn. Her mother as postmaster at Dexter Post Office.
A 1990 graduate of Fulton
Senior High School she is maptmg in public relations at MTSU.
Her husband is Jason Weatherford. formerly of Murray. sad of
Steve and Phyllis Weatherford.
He is employed by Opryland
USA Enterprises. Nashville.
Tenn. Steve and Julie reside in
Antioch. Tenn.

Th• first European to
sail on thi Colorado
Rivar was Hernando de
Akareoct In 1540
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LETTER TO THE CITIZENS OF
CALLOWAY COUNTY FROM
CONCERNED CITIZENS ASSOCIATION
OF CALLOWAY COUNTY

6
•

(.6

ft has been said that for every question there are two answers the nght one and the wrong one
in eakeway County we have found no answers to most of our Quest•ons the wrong answer to
some of our Quest One and the right answer rarely to our questions
fl is not the intention of our association to slop or delay the building of the east Our association is
based on the democratic principals on which this great nation was lounded We are asking
questions of our elected officia/s concerning the decisions they have made and continue to
make Out the business of this county Remember these elided officials are the servants of
the citizens of this county not the rulers of this county They are supposed to listen to our
concerns and make decisions based on what the matoety of the people want This is the true
bereccatic process that is guaranteed to each and every one of us as citizens of this great
nat.on

7

The foiloveng list of questions was compeect directly from citizens of this county at our June 12
"vet ng

WHY?
9
9

9

9
9
7

? was the 9% insurance tax the choice of the Fiscal Court?
?die the Fiscal Court not act on the building of ape in 1991 when they found out about closure
' present IV?
? did the Fiscal Court pay $200 000 00 for a piece of property when they could have bought it
ee $100000 00 and refused in weting?
7
. did the Fiscal Court not accept the property on 4th Street when it was offered to them for
$100 000 00?
? does Calloway County always follow-never lead and be innovative in facing issues?
? were the services of Richard Stephens not used which are free of charge to all counties?
? have no grant applications been filed with the Corrections Department?
? s the Fiscal Court wilting to force 50% of the people of Calloway County to pay for the Jail?
? have no grant applications been feed in the PADD office?
? did the four present magistrates sit and let the previous Judge do nothing?
? did the four present magistrates do nothing?
? was the truck that the road department foreman drives bought in parts instead of bid as
•equired by law?
? did the Fiscal Court sign an open end contract with Jim Woodrum with a $10.000.000 00
—ling,
? do the current plans not include a luverele facility when the benefits and revenue far exceed
•-ie cost?

WHERE?
? was the democratic principals of the Fiscal Court when they presented the insurance tax
.•Jinance?
'7
. are the estimates of revenues to be produced by the insurance tax?
? was David Hamngton our elected county attorney, when the Fiscal Court was violating KRS
liws?
? is Timothy Weatherford, our "Assistant County Judge Executive'?
? is Richard Price who offered to purchase 25 acres and sell 7 acres to the county with a future
e_rchase option?
'7 sine $1 000.000 00 left in the treasury by former Calloway County Judge Executive
.
George Weaks? ?is the resume of Jim Woodrum? was it so good that you hired him as an architect over a true
architect and are paying him architect's fees?
?is Kenialise Foods. one of our major employers going to expand now that you have snatched
the 4:h Street properly from them while they had an otter on the table?

WHAT?
? does the EPA say about the buried gas tanks on the 4th Street property'
)
? does the Fiscal Court propose to do about the natural spring on the 4th Street property?
?ices the jail standard regulations say about using tons of gravel to elevate the building site
er 6 foct?

9
. Ind of choice is the Fiscal Court realty offenng on the ballot between an 8 cent ad valorem
and a 904 insurance tax?
9
. has the Fiscal Court decided to charge the City of Murray to house their prisoners if the
'erance tax goes in effect?
? is the actual cost of the jail going to be?
9
. happened to the original idea of housing the sheriffs office in the Jail complex?
9
. happened to Brian Wilburn?
9
. happened to the City of Murray's offer of 6 acres of property in exchange for the old jail sate?
• :t

7

HOW?
9
7
7
9
9
9
9
9
9

? many miles of hot mix were received by District 4 in 1994 apd how many are planned in
E.'. strict 4 for 19957 How many miles are the other three districts going to get?
? can the ad valorem tax presented by the Fiscal Court come off when it includes operation
i•3 maintenance which are never ending expenditures?
? many meetings have you held privately?
?can you call an executive Session to discuss State Police investigations when the law states
ex Kaye sessions are for personel. property, and pending litigation?
? can you consider the Judge's chambers sufficient space to hold Fiscal Court meetings?
? was the decision to hire Jim Woodrum reached?
? was the decision made on the design of the tail?
? can you deny the need for a juvenile facility?

9
. many calls have not been returned to Marshall County Judge Executive Mike Miller?
? much time and taxpayers money have you wasted?
9
. much longer did you think we would be treated like mushrooms?
?io the taxpayers of Calloway County like paying $451 50 for the letter from the Fiscal Court
• the Ledger and Times?
'7
. can the Fiscal Court continue to portray the Calloway County Concerned Citizens as trying
to stop the building of the jail?
These are our questions We haven't gotten any answers We hope these are your questions
too If so call today and every day until we all know the whole story

9
9
9
9
9

JD
Magistrate
Magistrate
MagiStrate
Magistrate

Williams
Dan Miner
Steve Lax
Bobby Stubblefield
Clyde Hale

753 8406
435.4,44
436 5612
492 8252
753-2362

County Attorney David Harrington 753-9640
Jailer Pat Paschen
753-9457
489-2721
Sheriff Stan Scott
County Treasurer Sue Outland
753-4030
Jail Corn Chairman Ray Coursey753-8854

Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens

President Walter Steely
Vice President Phillip Rogers
Secretary Treasurer Ella Todwell

753-9352
753-6911

753-5308

This advertisement was paid for by the citizens of this county
in recognition of the true democratic principals on which this
great nation was founded. We freely chose to donate money to
pay for this ad. No tax dollars were spent on this ad.

PROPOSED NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT
OF PENDING CIVIL ACTION
MAY 18, 1995
1 Enact by ordinance an 8 cent per one hundred dollar ad valorem tax to De used only
for the construction and equipping of the lad, related juvenile facilities. and sheriff's
department. The fiscal court has the authority to enact an ad valorem tax by ordinance
without ballot. This action may be recalled, but in the event that this should occur the
Calloway County Concerned Citizens will present overwhelming support of the fiscal
courts actions The Calloway County concerned citizens are opposed to the 9°o
insurance premium tax proposed by ordinance in the event that the current 8 cent ad
valorem tax is defeated on ballot in November. We feel that the insurance premium tax
is not distributed equally on all taxpayers and would cause undue hardship on a small
group of residents of Calloway County. On numerous occasions the fiscal court has

heard the outcry from the citizens of this county in opposition to the insurance
premium tax.
2. Contact Mr. Richard Stephens from the Kentucky Department of Corrections who is
available free of charge to offer his assistance to all counties of Kentucky for the
following services: site selection, probable need studies relating to capacity and types

of inmates to be housed, sources of financing for constructing, laws and regulations
relating to treatment of inmates, laws and regulations relating to facility requirements
for inmates, sources of revenue for operations of the jail, probable cost of operation of
the jail, and potential of shared facilities with adjoining counties. Mr. Stephens is
available at no additional cost to the taxpayers of Calloway County. When he
renders his recommendations, it will be considered by both sides of this issue as an
unbiased, third party opinion. However, should he decide that the property on 4th
Street is the best site for the jail, charge only the $50,000.00 originally stated as the
cost of property for the jail to the total figure to be repaid by the ad valorem tax. The
remaining property Cost for the court facility should be borne by the court funds. If the
property offered by the City of Murray is the best site choice, add the cost of clearing
the present jail to the total indebtedness of the jail project. The fiscal court should have
no concern regarding legal action from sub-contractors due to suspension or
cancellation of contracts. The cancellation or suspension would be a direct result of
the misrepresentation of the "architect" who was hired by the fiscal court. In theory, no
work has been performed so the contracts could be suspended or cancelled.
3. Cancel all contracts with Jim Woodrum. Request return of all monies paid him

except $10,000. If requested, the Calloway County Concerned Citizens will furnish
the fiscal court documented material that he has signed the contract with the Calloway
County Fiscal Court on the architect line, but that he is not - and has not ever been - a
licensed architect in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Documentation from the State
Registration Board proves this to be a fact. Our committee has received calls from
Scott County, Kentucky, regarding a court facility there done by Mr. Woodrum which
ended up costing much more than his projected figures. We also have a letter from Mr.
Miller of CMW Corporation,a previous employer of Mr. Woodrum,stating that he is not
an architect and was not used in that capacity in his employment with that firm. They
also state that to their knowledge the only degree that he has is a degree in law
enforcement from Eastern Kentucky University. The letter further states that he at no
time was construction manager for their company and that they did not feel that he was
qualified to serve in that position.
4. Hire a reputable, licensed, architect to design a facility that would meet the

recommendations of Mr. Richard Stephens of the Kentucky Department of
Corrections. It is our suggestion that the jail be designed to present the least
expensive means of operation, thereby costing the citizens of this county less in the
years to come. The suggestions of Mr. Stephens should accomplish this, and he is
available upon request to the architect and the fiscal court at no cost to the county.
5. Hire a reputable construction manager to oversee actual construction for a stated,
up-front fee. The architect and construction manager must not be from the same firm.
6. After meeting with Mr. Richard Stephens, if his recommendations include a joint
juvenile facility, meet with Mike Miller, County Judge Executive of Marshall County, to
discuss a joint building and operating of a Juvenile facility. Mr. Miller has let it be
known that he is very interested in this venture and is willing to discuss it with the fiscal
court of Calloway County for the betterment of both counties. Again, the ideas and
expertise of Mr. Stephens of the Kentucky Department of Corrections should be used
in this phase of planning and execution to save the taxpayers the additional cost of
studies that can be done free of charge by Mr. Stephens.
7. Look at redesigning the jail facility to include sufficient space for the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department as their headquarters. This move would allow the
Sheriffs Department to assist the jailer at times of crisis, thus utilizing personnel more
efficiently.
8. Use local subcontractors whenever possible.
In Summary:

This proposed solution was drawn after extensive input by members of the Calloway
County Concerned Citizens. Each was requested to list his or her most important
complaint against the fiscal court's current handling of the jail project. At this time, only
the Calloway County Concerned Citizens Executive Committee has access to this
final draft which was compiled using only the most important points raised by the
membership. If the fiscal court accepts this proposal in its entirety, the Calloway
County Concerned Citizens will cancel and stop any and all litigation against the fiscal
court; and no media information about this proposal will ever be given out to anyone.
You may state — and we will publicly agree — that this is a negotiated settlement in
the best interest of all Calloway countians. It is our request that the fiscal court and
their counsel review all of these proposals and take a serious look at each one. We do
not feel that any of the points are outside the ability of the fiscal court and we feel that
all of the points are for the betterment of the county as a whole.
It is not, and never has been this committee's intention to humiliate the fiscal court,
although we admit some of the media articles have appeared to indicate such. The
vast majority of our members are hard working individuals who only want the best use
of our tax dollars. We feel that erroneous information on the qualifications of Mr.
Wcrdrum has been given and as stated, we have documented information that he is
not, and has not ever been a licensed architect. We are now at the point where we can
all work for the good of Calloway County or we can continue to be divided. The choice
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is yours.
In Conclusion:

We are asking for a prompt response to our requests from the fiscal court so that the
construction of the jail will not be delayed further. The taxpaying citizens of this county
have already seen the purchase of a $200,000.00 tract of land instead of accepting a
land swap from the city, a payment to Kenar Associates in the amount of $1200.00 for
a feasibility study that could have been done free by Mr. Stephens, the passing of an
ordinance to cover the cost of operation and maintenance of the jail as well as
construction and equipping which will render the ending clause of the ad valorem tax
mute since the operation and maintenance is a never ending debt, and the design of a
facility not including juvenile facilities when the outcry from the citizens and Judge
Leslie Furches was for the need of such a facility in Calloway County, and all of this
has been done without open meetings and records to inform us of what process was
used to reach these decisions.
At this time, we ask that the fiscal court review these suggestions and respond to our

attorney

This is an exact copy of the proposal submitted to
fiscal court.
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IF WORK OR EXERCISE
CRUSES LARGE MUSCLE BUNDLE PAIN
CALL US IS SOON IS IT HAPPENS

MSU News Bureau
wins media award
The Murray Stair l'nocrsity
News Bureau has recei.ed word
that the university is the winner of a
media,kommunity relations a v.aid
from the Council for the Ad.Atli ernent and Support of Education.
Kentucky. Joe Hedges. manager of
the News Bureau, received an
award of excellence for the News
Bureaus on-going public relations
effort on behalf of the National
Scouting Museum's celebration an
1994 of the 100th anniversary of the
birth of Norman Rockwell.
The year-long effort was judged
by a panel consisting of a representative from the print media, electronic media and a college public
relations director. The award will
be presented to Hedges at the annual
CASE Kentucky conference in Lexington Nov. 3() and Dec. 1.
The News Bureau is part of
Murray State's marketing and public
relations unit, headed by John
McDonald. MSU's marketing and
public relations staff has now won
18 honors since its beginning in
1992, including four national
awards.
The accomplishments of Murray
State's marketing and public rclauons area coincide with the revitalized recruitment effort led by Dr.

Kent Alexander. MSU president
-Recruslancal cant be dune by the
school relations office alone
takes an organized effort. Alexander said. 'We must activate everyone. Many umes the contributions
of the staff go unrecognized and
unacknowledged. but no institution
can achieve a high loci of quality
without all the attendant iritegral
functions that a well trained and
know ledgeable staff can provide."
he said -In this regard. Murray
State is unusually fortunatc
Hedges joined the MSU staff in
1990 as news editor of the Office of
He now
Information Services.
serves as manager of the News
Bureau.
Prior to his career in higher
education public reLltions, Hedges
spent 13 years in the newspaper
business. He worked as a reporter,
city editor and an editor and publisher.
He has a bachelor's degree from
Union University and master's degree in communications from Murray State.
In addition to managing the News
Bureau. Hedges has served as an
adjunct professor in the university's
department of journalism and radio-television.

Shelton to perform at
Freedom Fest concert
Freedom Fest *95 is keeping the
concert scene hot once again this
year with Nashville star Ricky Van
Shelton appearing in the WSJP/
WBLN/WNBS Kickin' Kountry
Concert.
Shelton, this year's 'TNN/Music
City News Country Christian Artist
of the Year, will appear in concert
on July 1 at 7:30 p.m. at Murray
State University's Roy Stewart Stadium for one show only. Tickets are
$12 for general admission and $20
for box seats in advance. The day of
the show, general admission tickets
are $15 and box seats are $25.
General admission tickets are available at the Commerce Center, and
both general admission and box
seats are available at the WSJP/
Murray
WBLN/WNBS Radio
office. ,
Shelton is well-known in the
country music world with such chart
topping singles as "Rockin' Years,"
"I Am a Simple Man," "I Meant
Every Word He Said," "Statue of a
Fool," and "Keep It Between The
Lines." His last two albums,"Greatest Hits Plus" and "Don't Overlook
Salvation" (his gospel recording)
have gone gold, along with albums
such as "Backroads," "RVS III,"
"Loving Proof," and "Wild-Eyed
Dream" going platinum.
Shelton has won many of the
most coveted awards in country

music, such as the TNN/Music City
News Country Awards "Video of
the Year" ("Rockin' Years" with
Dolly Parton) in 1992, and "Entertainer of the Year" and "Male Artist
of the Year" in both 1990 and 1991.
In 1989, he was awarded "Male
Vocalist of the Year" by the Country
Music Association.
Shelton's easygoing, down-toearth manner makes him a big
favorite among his fans. However,
Shelton is not only well-known in
the country music world, but he has
also begun to build a reputation as
an author and publisher of children's
books. He is best known for the
successful "Quacker" series.
Shelton has also tried his hand at
acting. He had a brief appearance in
the television series "Bay watch."
Shelton would like to further his
acting experiences. However, up to
this point, he hasn't had the time due
to his heavy touring schedules.
If you're a country music fan, a
country gospel fan, or even just a
music fan, you certainly won't want
to miss the Kickin' Kountry Concert'
'95. Freedom Fest is heating up the
summer,and the concert can only be
hotter than ever.
For more information about the
Country Music Fest'95,or any other
Freedom Fest event, contact Freedom Fest headquarters at 759-2199
or 1-800-715-5004.

Tractor pull set for July 1

ft

For all of you tractor pull fans,the
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. VFW Post
6291 of Murray has a festivity you
won't want to miss. It will be
sponsoring a Motor Sports Garden
Tractor Pull in the 8th annual
Freedom Fest that will offer FREE
admission to the public.
The garden tractor pull will be
held in the field adjacent to the Bee
Creek Soccer Complex on Saturday, July 1. The tractors will start
arriving around 10 a.m. and the pull
will begin at 11:30 a.m.
The tractor pull will consist of
modified lawn and garden tractors
pulling a weighted sled. The sled is
similar to those used in other professional competitions, as seen on
television, but are smaller in size.
All participants will pay a $10
entry fee, and a portion of that
money will be used as prize money
for the winners of each weight class.
The different weight class will be
determined by combining the total

weight of the tractor and driver.
The VFW Post will be working
with Western Kentucky Lawn and
Garden Tractor Pulling Assistance
out of Hopkinsvillc and Lamb Small
Engine of Murray to ensure that this
event is a success. Western Kentucky Lawn and Garden Tractor
Pulling Assistance is supplying the
scales, measuring apparatus,and the
P.A. system. Lamb Small Engine
has a demo tractor on display for
those who are curious about what
these tractors look like.
Donations will be greatly appreciated, and concessions will be sold
by the Kiwanis Club and Ladies
VFW Post to help with the expenses.
Entry forms will be available the
day of the tractor pull. For further
information call Leonard Brown at
436-2674, Richard Lamb at 7532925,or Freedom Fest headquarters
at 759-2199 or 1-800-715-5004.
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land rt*Cele $50 if wu qualit), and start treatment
within 72 9ti hours of imunng yourwlf

Healthy men & women, ages Iti-55. arc needed to
participate in a drug re scan h stu&h to determine the
effectivene5.s and •alet) of Rclafen• 1 gm and 2 gin
compared with placebo. for patients with acute Onset
moderate to sc%cre muscular pain of the
quadriceps, hamstnngs or ..alscs

Dr. John Thompson, professor in the Murray SOW Unlverstry department of
accounting, presents John Mart McDougal of Murray the Outstanding Senior
in Accounting Award durtrv the universay's annual FlOnOri Day program May 12_
The award is bawd on academic *salience and service to the department.
McDougal, currently a graduate student at MSU,is married to Christina Zabel
McDougal and the son or Johnny and Charlotte McDougal of Murray.
MSU photo by Sherry McClain

Aren't You
Glad There's

Relafee is an appro.cd drug which has been shown to be
effective in the treatment of the signs and siiiptoni. ot
Quaidh ing
rheumatoid arthritis and omeoarthntis
during .1
mts
for
%
office
three
participants must he asailahle
c%aluation
two week period, and will recei%e a free medical
of muscular pain. free study methk ation. and free dirr..t1
related medical tests

753-5732 or (800)445-6992

FOUR RIVERS
CLINICAL RESEARCH, INC.

IICq-mir
The Kentucky
Network

1041 %. fith Strcti • NIurra,.

-124171

IT'S A BIRTHDAY
PARTY...
AND YOU'RE
INVITED!
Chrysler Corporation was
founded by Walter P.
Chrysler 70 years ago, in
June of 1925. So,to celebrate, we are offering our
best deals of the year.
Plus, from today through
June 30, everyone who
buys or leases a new or
used car or truck will get to
choose one of 70 envelopes containing prizes
including:
'Free lube/oil & filter
coupons
'Free Mopar accessory
coupons
'Free T-shirts
'Mystery gifts
'Even a $1000 U.S.
Savings Bond

'95 DODGE NEON 4

door

'95 DODGE STRATUS 4 door
'95 CHRYSLER CIRRUS 4 door
'95 JEEP CHEROKEE SPORT

4x4

'95 DODGE CARAVAN
'95 DAKOTA CLUB CAB

4x4

'95 RAM 2500 CONVERSION VAN
'95 CHRYSLER CONCORDE

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE!

'95 EAGLE VISION TSI

10,599 ,
114,599
96,999
<to)
97,499
-'
fl 99
'15,8
‘ 0
99,199
21,999
'19,999
f
99,999

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Financing Available

Fuelish Person Someone paying rent or more per
gallon for gas on the tank they will never own
1

Lake Region Propane Gas

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH•DODGE-JEEP•EAGLE

Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
C411 753-8011

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray
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HACKENSACK. N J (AP) — DIMS
reportedly is headed tor die Ni. Vont Yankees. perhaps as'any as today `Vanities *any 13eerge Stein4 0100C100 10 hnakze a deal with Sbenterry.
WW1,
'
*no is serving a 60-day suspension from Ossetia* tor
vicilakng hts aftercare program

STEVE
PARKER
Sportit Editor

Alexander,
Strickland
shut out in
Morehead

•

—
FICK CITY. Ky.
Though Dr Kern Alexander
and Mike Sukkland had the
opportunity to visit some of
Rowan County's top restaurants and historic landmarks.
the Murray State delegates'
stay in the mountains in late
Ma!, was less than
&comod.ating
Mixing nights out on the
town with other esteemed
presidents and athletic directors from Ohio Valley Conference schools. Alexander and
Strickland were in Morehead
to help shape the future of the
leauge. but more importantly.
protect MSC's interests
Items being discussed by the
George Steinbrenners and
Marge Schous of the OVC
ranged from the minute to the
-Ilk'al
Of course, according the
Strickland. -the Morehead
thing was a bigger issue."
Lung the home field advanuge to the utmost. Morehead
:arm away the big winner.
Led by 'the crafty Ronald
Eaglin. a finesse president
with a tremendous screwball,
Morehead maintained membership in the league while moving as foothill program into
independent status
Strickland said Alexander
wanted Morehead to keep
playing football, or at least
seep showing up in OVC stadiams on Saturdays to take
their beatings
"Are felt we should have
held Morehead to the fire,"
Strickland said last week
-How that plavs out remains
to be seen "
Surung in 1996. Morehead
will no longer be the "Homecoming opponent of choice" in
the Valley
Morehead's victory rippkd
through the rest of the league
and beyond ()VC members
Tennessee State Middle Tennessee and Austin Pea. using
Atorehead's draft on the final
lap, took home their own
checkered flags flexibility.
With Morehead leaving
OVC football in 1996. the
league will drop to seven
league games TSU will benefit from this decision, scheduling four games per season
against traditional rivals such
as Jackson State. Grambling
and Honda A&M When -I'm
So Glad" hits the road each
fall, they usually play in NFL
stadiums and draw crowds of
approximately 40.000 Cha
Ching
With Morehead dropping
football, Middle Tennessee
which has long had aspirations
of moving up to Division I-A
football, now has a precedent
to follow
Strickland noted that Austin
Peay also is getting antsy
about staying and playing
football
Eastern Illinois led the way
of non-OVC winners at the
Summitt in Morehead. An
opponent to many OVC teams.
Eastern Illinois gained membership in the league and will
begin competing in the
1996-97 season.
Morehead's move also
opened the door for former
member Western Kentucky.
which bolted the OVC in 1982
for the Sun Belt. For the last
few years, the rilkoppers have
•See Page 13A
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(AP) — Onion oulhetder
TORONTO
—111111111111
GesesiviroN was taken oft the held in the
seventh inning Tuesday atter crashing head
brio into the 4ft.5s wall in Vie Red SOX'S 11-7
victory over Pie Oka Jays. Neck X-rays were
negative

Magic ponder lost opportunity
Rockets can win
2nd title tonight
By BOB BAUM
AP Soon* Write.
HOUSTON (AP) — One loss
away from being swept from the
NBA Finals. the Orlando Magic
are haunted by what might have
been.
If not for that blown 20-point
lead and Nick Anderson's four
missed free throws in Game 1, if
not for Robert Horry's clutch
3-pointer in Game 3, if Dennis

Scott could make a few shout ..
"Neck makes those free throws
in Game I and it's 1-0," Scott
said "If I shoot just 40 percent
the other night. we win the ball
if, if, if...
••But for some missed fret
throws, a couple of missed
assignments and some great
clutch shooting by them, we
could Just as easily be up 2-1."
Orlando coach Brian Hill said.
"But the situation is the same
regardless of whether the games
were close or blowouts. We're
still down 0-3 and have to win
four in a row to win the world

championship."
The odds against them are off
the chart. No team has come (roan
down 3-0 to win an NBA playoff
series.
The options in Game 4 tonight
are simple. Either the Magic lose
and chalk it up as a learning
experience on the way to what
many believe is a certain championship down the road, or they
win and move on to Game 5 Friday night.
With a victory, maybe the
momentum changes. maybe
Houston's confidence is shaken.
maybe the Magic can win another
one and send the series back to

Orlando.
"It would be a confidence
builder," Anderson said. "It
would give us something to ride
Hill said he might make some
changes tonight. He's considering
changing defenders against Clyde
Drexler and he might bring Brian
Shaw, Anthony Bowie or Donald
Royal in to rev up the running
game if Anderson and Scott continue to toss up errant 3-pointers.
But he said he will do nothing
drastic. The problem, he said, has
been with execution, not strategy.

NSA Finals
AN Moss CDT
Sunday, June 11
Orlando

103

Houston.

106

(Houston bads songs 3-0)
•• ••
Wednesday. June 14
Orlando at Houston, S p m
Friday, June 16
Orlando at Houston. IS pm, if
necessary
Sunday, June IS
Houston at Orlando, 6 30 p m , if
necessary
Wednesday, June 21
Houston at Orlando, S p m., it
necessary

• See Page 13A

Urbani returns,
leads Cardinals
past Padres 3-2
Cards finally
win 3 straight
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Tom
Urbana is looking forward to
what he calls a good sore arm.
Urban' was on a rehab assignment in the minor leagues Sunday when he found out he would
start for the Si Louis Cardinals
against the San Diego Padres on
Tuesday night.
•• He responded remarkably well,
allowing Just one .run and three
hits in seven innings, although he
didn't get the decision in a 3-2
victory over the Padres.
"I'll be sore tomorrow, but it
will be nice. I'm looking forward
to normal stiffness." Urbani said.
The Cardinals normally solid
relief corps allowed the Padres to
tie the score 2-2 in the eighth
before the Cardinals scored the
winning run in their half of the
Urbana went on the disabled
list May 22 with tendinitis in his

kft shoulder and was scheduled
to make at least one start at AAA
Nashville before coming back to
the Cardinals.
But when Danny Jackson went
on the disabled list Sunday. the
Cardinals summoned Urbani.
"I've had trouble getting loose
this year, but that wasn't a problem tonight," Urbani said.
Cardinals manager Joe Torre
said Urbani surprised him by
pitching seven innings.
"That was more than we
expected, and it gave us a big
lift," Torre said.
The Padres were also impressed by Urbani's performance.
"He threw me two good curveballs in a row during one at-bat
and he wasn't afraid to come in
with his off-speed breaking
ball," Phil Clark said. "That
kept us off balance all night."
The Cardinals scored the winning run on the speed of Brian
Jordan.
With the score tied 2-2 in the
bottom of the eighth and runners

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo
Paul Lamb of the Murray Express Connie Mack team (on ground) watches as a throw to second ends up
in the outfield after he successfully stole the base against the Paris Braves Tuesday night.

II See Page 13A

Els seeks repeat at U.S. Open
Fun a big part

of tourney plans

•P-

By BOB GREEN
AP Goal Writer
SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y. (AP)
— Times change quickly in golf.
"I've seen 'em all, big-eyed
kids — (Nick) Price. (Mark)
McNulty. (Ernie) Els — sitting
behind the ropes watching me
play," 54-year-old Simon Hobday said.
"Then, it was 'can we have
your autograph, Mr. Hobday'r
Get out of my way, kids.
"Now," Hobday said, and the
tone of his voice went from
pleading to belligerent, "it's
'What do you mean you want to
play with us?' "
Hobday. the South African

ERNIE ELS
called "Scruffy" by his fellow
pros and the current Senior U.S.
Open champion, got together
with the younger crew from

southern Africa for a practice
round for the U.S. Open.
"It's the first time I've played
with him. It was fun," said Els,
an easy-going sort who likes a
good time.
And that was part of his game
plan for defense of his American
national championship that
begins Thursday at Shinnecock
Hills Golf Club.
"I want to have a good time."
Els said. "It's going to be very
difficult to make a success of the
defense of the U.S. Open. I just
want to go out on Thursday, keep
calm, have some fun and try to
get in contention." he said.
Els, then 24, leaped to international golfing prominence with
his playoff triumph in this event
at Oakmont. Pa. He went from
the category of a very good
young player to the front rank of
the game's big stars, hailed by

many as the game's next
superstar.
"My life has changed a bit,"
Els said Tuesday. "A year ago,
you guys (in the media) didn't

And he has been playing sound
golf since his Open victory in a
playoff.
"I've played pretty well: won
four or five tournaments since
need to see me. More people rec- then," he said.
Two of them came in South
ognize me."
Africa,
another in the Byron NelAnd more is expected and
son
Classic
in Dallas last month.
demanded of him.
the
pressure of one of
But
Els admits he is "not comchampionships is
golf's
major
pletely comfortable with it."
something else, he said.
He is, however, very comfort"Winning the U.S. Open
able with the United States.
meant
a lot to me. It still means a
as
Els, now in his sixth season
lot
to
me," he said.
a pro, competed in South Africa
"When
I joined the tour, what
and Europe, made a brief and
unexceptional excursion to the I wanted to do was win majors
Nike tour, went back to Europe, and have fun," he added, pointthen returned to the United States ing to Price, who has dominated
world golf for the past two years.
and joined the American tour on
"What
he has done is phenomena full-time basis last year.
While he still plays abroad, al. To win major championships
most of his golf now takes place year in and year out, it puts more
in this country. He is building a pressure on you. It's very diffinew home in Orlando. As.
cult to keep it going."

Detroit, New Jersey meet in Stanley finals
By TOW CANAVAN
AP Snorts Writ*,
EAST RUTHERFORD, N 1
(AP) — Offense vs. defense The
coaching INISla against his for
met player. A long suffering
member of the original NHL six
facing a gypsy expansion club
looting for its first title while
considering another move.
Welcome to the 1995 Stinky
Cup Finals between the Detroit
Red Wings and the New Jersey
Devils.
It all starts Saturday night in
Detroit when the Red Wings and

STANLEY CUP FINALS
tease-4.n

*a Times COT
iseadey. Arse 17
Neu Jefetzesy
Desose. p•, FOX
. Awe II
Now avergaitirl
Deweir. 7 pm ESPN
, Aro n
Done is Nee Jen" ? • ESPOI
Nierdey. Aare 34
00,0•Neer knot 7pm. FOX
IX•wisy. arie 3111
Ne MA 1p., EV% of woeserr
1111•41modey. &ow 311
See MA 030 pm ESPN, Imaser,
Meet Joie N
Nem awe, el Dom& ?pm, FOX,
w•04111/0W,

conch Scouy„Bowinen playTiOst
to former pupil Jacques Las

and his Devils.
The best-of-7 series will match

Bowman's offense and his leftwing lock defensive system
against Lemaire's counterattacking neutral ice trap.
The Red Wings. the NHL's
highest-scoring team in 1992-93
and 93-94, finished second in
goals this year, a season in which
they established themselves
defensively. Their 117 goals
against was the second fewest in
the leagise.
Stars Sergei Ribero,, Sieve
Ysersaa and Paul Coffey

accepted the system that has gotten Detroit to the Cup finals for
the first time since 1966.
There are no comparable
superstars on the Devils, who
beat Philadelphia 4-2 on Tuesday
night to win the Eastern Conference title. Just players also willing to buy into the system, which
allowed New Jersey to upset Boston. Pittsburgh and Philadelphia
en route to its first Cup final.
Ironically. Detroit and New
Jersey have posted similar numbers in the playoffs. The Red
Wings scored 54 goals in 14

games while allowing 21. They
eliminated Chicago in five games
to win the Western Conference
final.
New Jersey collected 51 and
allowed 27 in 16 games.
"Scotty Bowman has them
playing a lot of defensive-minded
hockey," said Devils forward
Claude Lemieux. "You look at
Chicago and they didn't get a lot
of shots. Guys like Yunnan and
Coffey. they've bought into the
new system and Scanty kasihém
thinking they can win with
defense."

•
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Sports Briefs
LOCAL BASEBALL
PARK LEAGUE II
NOWAY:
•UM It. Cease I Swat 3(UCA C J Roy SR. 39 le Oren Waits, HR
2S. S. Tea* TM** 2 2111, IS. Adam Moore 2 22. Austen Galloon 2818
Pick Wolff 29. IS. lAna Bishop 29. Houston Nie IS Sean lAcEiraes le (Col
ea•Swot) Ikon 211, IS. Ammo 2 29 Trey 211. 18 Nathan 29 JaS0•1 113
Tow IS. Gaol Marna Is, Son Utter 19

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Knight reprimanded for outburst

IN

BLOOMINGTON. led. (AP) — The NCAA repnmandcd
coach Bob Knight and fined Indiana University 530.000 for
Knight's postgame otsibunt during the NCAA tournament.
Knight. miffed that an NCAA media liaison erroneously
said he would not attend the news conference, lashed out at
him after the Hoosiers' 65-60 first-round loss to Missouri.
Indiana athletic director Clarence Doninger said the sanctions were inappropriate but the university would not appeal.
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FROM PAGE 1241
Ordinarily. Anders.* and Suit
are the 3-point shooters whose
deadly accuracy burns those
spending too much time worry's.
about Shaquilk O'Neal is Agitating Hardaway Now Anderson
and Scott are raisfinng far more
often than they're connecung It's
a situation they (fever anticipated
In the first three rounds, that
was either myself or Nick making
those 3s or making those big
plays down the stretch." Scott
said
Anderson admits he hasn't
been the same since he missed
four free throws in the final 10.5
seconds of regulation in the
120-118 overtime loss in Game 1
"I don't feel like I've been in
the flow of things. not at all," he
said.
He's encouraged, though. by
the two 3-pointers he made, one

of them from about 25 feet with a
defender aU ova he, near the
end of Sunday night's 106-103
loss in Game 3.
The statistics tell Orlando's
sorry shooting story Anderson is
shooting 31 percent from the
field, 9-for-27 from 3.point
range. Scott has made 26 percent
of his shots and is 5-for-23 on
3-pointers. Both had made better
than 40 percent of their 3-pkunten in the regular season and ma
the first three rounds of the

Playoffs.
Their numbers against Houston
are m start contrast to those of
their two high-profile teammates.
O'Neal has made W percent of
his shots and is averaging 29
points per game. Hardaway is
averaging 26 and, while his
3-point shooting percentage of
.375 isn't great. it's the best on
the team.

them their lust three game win-

FROM PAGE 12A
at first and third. Jordan
pomaded to shun for a forceout
at second He beat the relay to
forst as the Padres attempted to
get a double play
-That's the old Cardinals
speed working thees,•• Jordan
said. "When we can crank it up.
it chants everything around"
Jordan's grounder drove an
Tripp Cromer. who led off the
eighth with a single and advanced
to third on a one-out single by
Todd Zeile.
Tony Fossas 0-01, who got the
final out in the top of the eighth
inning for the Cardinals, got the
victory. Tom Henke pitched a
perfect ninth to cans his 11th
save in 13 attempts
Brian Williams (I 4). who
relieved in the eighth, was the
losing pitcher.
The Cardinals' victory gave

ning streak of the 'car
The Padres, who won 212 of
their previous seven, tecd the
scum 2-2 in the eighth with the
help of a three babe error by enter fielder Ray L ankford
Lankford ran to the wall to
catch a fly ball by Andy's,
Cede-no. but Lankford dropped it
when he crashed into the wall.

and Cevieno raked all the way to
thud and uoreil the tying run on
a saLrifi.e fly by Suit
ingstone
The tying run was s.ored olf
reliever Ilene Aro. ha. who
started the eighth in relict 01
ttiani
Padres starter Alan Aitiby
allowed tvibo runs and sit hits in
his seven innings
The Cardinals s tired their first
two runs in the setond when Jor-

dan uipled and u.orcd on a
rice fly by Skott coviper

2.1•fl

SOCCER
U.S.

in semis of Women's World Cup

GAVLE, Sweden (AP) — Kristine Lilly scored two goals,
one on a spectacular 35-yard free kick, as the United States
advanced to the semifinals of the Women's World Cup with
a 4-0 victory over Japan.
Tiffeny Milbrett and Tisha Venturini also scored for the
defending champions, who play Norway on Thursday at Vasteras in a rematch of the 1991 final.
Norway beat Denmark 3-1 at Karlstad. Gro Espeseth, Linda
Medalen and Hege Riise scored for the Norwcigans. Glue
Krogh scored for Denmark.
China beat Sweden 4-3 on penalty kicks after the teams
tied 1-1. The Chinese will play European champion Germany,
which beat England 3-0 on goals by Martina Voss, Maren
Meinert and Heidi Mohr.

•Morehead...
FROM PAGE 12A
been quietly trying to sneak back
into the OVC for football only.
What's to stop them? If Morehead plays everything but football, who can argue against Western playing only football?
Since 1948, the first year of
OVC play, members competed in
all sports at the same level.
-That OVC is gone in 1996,"
Strickland said.
Basketball also landed on the

table and the nine-team OVC,
soon to be 10, could play 18
league games in basketball in the
near future.
OVC baseball also underwent a
major change, allowing all eight
teams entrance into the conference tournament rather than just
the top four. MSU head coach
Mike Thieke and 'Breds assistant
Mike Jarvis spear-headed the
move and designed a format that
will keep schools from having to
shell out extra money.
Finally, a win for the Racers.
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FREE ESTIMATES

CARPENTERS
Attention': Framers, Form Carpenters, Drywall and
Metal Stud Framers, and Ceiling and Floor Installers.
Do you want information on a better way of life
with better wages, benefits and working conditions?
Attend a meeting of area carpenters on Thursday, June 15, 1995
at 6:30 p.m. at 2029 Cairo Road in Paducah, Kentucky.
Contact the Kentucky State District Council of Carpenters, AFL-CIO

442-1148 or 1-800-615-1057
All calls will be kept confidential.

It's your future, make the call!
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Mrs. Lucile Downs Thornton

Foment rues for B.C. Dodd will be today at 2 p.m in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Singing will be
by gingen from Glendale Road Church of Cbrut with Raybo Dunn as
leather.
Pallbearers will be Antos lientdos. Danny Herndon. Gary Herndon.
Baste Dodd, Bea Nix, Jolts Warn* Nix. Ralph Bogard and Kenny
Boprd. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Dodd. 100. died Monday. June 12, 1995. at 1211 a m. at
Brookhaven Nursing Home. Puryear, Tenn.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Audie Mae Dodd Max. Murray; one granddaughter. Mrs. Betty Ann Nix Patterson and husband.
Dewey, two great-grandchildren, Mike Pauerson and wife, Shannon.
and Cheryl Hill and husband. Paul, and four great-great-grandchildren.
all of Orlando. Ha.

Mrs. Carol J. Smith
Services for Mrs. Carol J. Smith were Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Virgil Hale and Dean
Crutchfield officiated. Congregational singing was kxl by Danny
Herndon.
Pallbearers were Darrell Smith. Charles Smith and Mitchell Smith,
her brothers, and Marshall Hart, Louis Anton Gary Kypke. her
brothers-in-law. Burial was in Green Plain Cemetery.
Mrs. Smith, 56, Ri 4, Murray, died Sunday, June 11, 1995, at 12:10
p.m. at University Hospital, Knoxville. Her death was from injunes
sustained in a traffic accident.
Survivors include her husband, Haskell Smith; two daughters. Mrs.
Janet Cook Henley and husband, Don, Maryville, Tenn., and Anita
Smith, Rt. 4, Murray; two sons, Lewis Smith, Murray, and Tommy
Smith, San Antonio, Texas; two grandchildren, Kacie Cook, Maryville, Tenn., and Eric Smith, Austin, Texas; her mother, Mrs. Cecilia
Smith, Mt. Washington; four sisters, Mrs. Shirley Hart and husband,
Marshall, Louisville, Mrs. Frances Kypke and husband. Gary, Carmichael, Calif., Mrs. Connie Anton and husband, Louis, Shephardsville,
and Mrs. Gayle Burke and husband, Danny, Fairfield, Texas; three
brothers, Darrell Smith and wife, Faye, Macon, Ga., Charles Smith,
Mt. Washington, and Mitchell Smith and wife, Sherry, Shcphardsville.

Eulane Edward (E.E.) Burkeen
Eulane Edward (E.E.) Burkeen, 59, Old Dover Road, Cadiz, died
Tuesday, June 13, 1995, at 12:40 p.m. at Trigg County Hospital,
Cadiz. His death followed a long illness.
Mr. Burkeen worked as a classroom teacher, principal and federal
programs coordinator for Livingston County Board of Education, prior
to moving to Trigg County where he served as Federal Coordinator
for a number of years.
Prior to his retirement in 1988, he had served as Instructional Services Coordinator for the State Department of Education for 16 years.
During that period he was appointed by the State Board of Education
as one of five people in the state to serve as a hearing officer. Mr.
Burkeen received his B.S. and M.A. degrees and Rank I from Murray
State University.
A Korean War veteran, he served as Staff Sergeant in the Army
stationed in the Alps Mountains. He was a member of Cadiz United
Methodist Church, Cadiz Lions Club, Trigg County Golf Club, Trigg
County Shrine Club, Cadiz United Methodist Men, Ophelia Chapter
tic). 55 Order of the Eastern Star, Cadiz Lodge No. 121 of Free and
Accepted Maions."Shrineis. Scottish kite, York Rite, Trigg County
Retired Teachers Association and Association of the U.S. Army.
Born Jan. 3, 1936, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
E. Joe Burkeen and Addie Darnell Burkeen. Also preceding him in
death were three brothers, Alfred L. Burke,en, Dale Burkeen and
Donald L. Burkeen.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ben Helen Burkeen; one daughter,
Mrs. Anne Kay Scyphers, Louisville; two sons, Ben Hale Burkeen,
Cadiz, and Matthew Lane Burkeen, Murray; one grandchild, Kandice
Hale Burkeen, Cadiz; one sister, Mrs. Brooksie Nell Belcher, Belleville, Ill.; four nieces; two nephews; several cousins.
The funeral will be Saturday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Harry Lewis will officiate. Music will
be by Bob and Susie Higbee.
Pallbearers will be Howard Ward, Bill Fuller, Bob Rose, Kenneth
Guinn, Chapel Wilson and Jim Wallace. Burial will follow in Hcmathe Cemetery. in Trigg County.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Friday. Masonic
rites will be at 7 p.m. Friday at the funeral home.

'Summer in the Park'to
be featured this season
Give your child a summer to
remember! The Murray-Calloway
Parks and Recreation Department,
in conjunction with the Murray
Family YMCA, is proud to announce "Summer in the Park."
A Monday. Wednesday and Friday 10 a.m. to noon session will be
offered to children ages 7 through
11 (55 per week). A Tuesday and
Thursday 10 a.m. to noon sesssion
will be offered to children ages 4
through 6 (55 per week).
Programs will include organized
games and activities, nature walks,
crafts and outdoor sports. An
adventure program including such
things as ropes course. backpack-

ing, biking and canoeing will also
be offered to children ages 12
through 15, giving them the chance
to develop leadership skills while
participating in instruction and
overnight trip (call for details).
The programs will be organized
Chris
by
and implemented
Blanchard and Niki Murphy. Murray State University students majoring in outdoor recreation. Programs
will begin on Monday, June 26.
Participants will need to register the
Friday before the week they want to
participate. Programs open on a
first come, first serve basis. Financial assistance available. For program and registration information,
contact the Park Office at 762-0325.

The funeral for Mn Lucile Downs Thornton will be TItursdas at 11
a a in the chapel of J.H. ChurcluU Funeral Home Dr Jerre! White
and the Rev. Jim Sinunoas will officiate Mrs. Oneida White will be
organist. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p m tonight
(Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Met110f141 Baptist Church.
906 Main St.. Murray. where Mrs. Thornton was a member
Mrs. Thorntoa, $A. Rt 6. Murray. died Monday. June 12, 1995, at
9.15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
One son. Bobby Joe Thornton. died in 1950 One sister. Mrs Mabel
Alexander, also preceded her in death. Born Sept 16. 1910. in Calloway County. she was the daughter of the late William T Downs and
Fannie L. Clayton Downs.
Survivors include her husband. Joe Howell Thornton. one daughter.
Janice Thornton. Washington, D.C.; one son. Will D Thornton and
wife, Anita. Murray; four grandchildren. Sheri Wnght and husband.
James. Becky Brown and husband, Bob. DcAnn amen and husband,
Brad, and Downs Thornton; one nephew, Tommy Alexander and
wifre, Annette, Murray; five great-grandchildren.

Astronomers report first
confirmed observation
PITTSBURGH (AP) — A
group of California astronomers
has claimed detection of the first
confirmed "brown dwarf," a
celestial object more massive
than a planet but too small to be
a star.
Researchers at the University
of California, Berkeley, and San
Francisco State University
reported Tuesday that the brown
dwarf, known as PPLI5, was
found in the Pleiades cluster of
stars, a part of the Milky Way
galaxy.
Brown dwarfs are cool, red
objects thought to have too little
matter to have condensed into a
star. They have long been sought
by astronomers, but arc usually
too dim to be seen in visible light
and emit most of their energy in
the infrared. The objects hold an
important place in theory because
it's believed they account for a
portion of the mass in the
universe.
Gibor Basri, astronomy professor at Berkeley, said PPLI5 was
identified as a . brown dwarf
because "it passed the lithium
test."
Lithium is a primordial element present in the formation of
celestial objects. In stars, the element is destroyed within 100 million years. But in brown dwarfs.
which lack the nuclear fires of a
star, lithium is not destroyed.
Thus, if lithium is detected, a
faint object may be a brown
dwarf.
PPLI5 was first identified as a
brown dwarf candidate last year.
Basri and his colleagues say they
confirmed its identity by detecting the presence of lithium
through the use of the world's

largest telescope. the 10-meter
Keck instrument on Mauna Kca
in Hawaii.
The researchers used the Keck
to collect light from PPL15 and
then analyzed the wave lengths of
the light to detect the presence of
lithium.
**This is the first confirmed
brown dwarf,- Basn said. "It is
confirmed by the fact that it has
not destroyed its lithium."
James Leibert of the _University
of Arizona, Tucson, called the
finding a "tremendously exciting
result," but said there is the possibility that PPLI5 as actually a
failed star. He said this could be
a stellar object that burned briefly, but then winked out before it
could destroy all of its lithium.
He said if the object is 70 million years old, the accepted age
for stars in the Pleiades, then "it
definitely is a brown dwarf."
However, Ram and his colleagues claim PPLI5 may be
more than 100 million years old.
A star this old would have no
lithium, but the clement would
exist in a brown dwarf. Thus, the
older age is an clement of their
conclusion.
Leibert said if the TOO-millionyear age for PPLI5 is correct,
then it could be a failed star and
not a brown dwarf.
But Geoffrey Marcy of San
Francisco State University said
the work has effectively established a definition for brown
dwarfs.
"Anything that is fainter than
PPLI5 has to show lithium to be
a brown dwarf," he said. "The
condition for brown dwarfdom
has been established once and for
all."
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FOR DOMISTIC VIOLENCE.
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Walk, walk, walk' NI 0111 your
TeamWalk is the ,onipunent of
walking shoes and get your blood WalkAnionca that encompasses
pumping for the first cm Freedom group walkers representing tsu
Feat WalkAmerica for Healthier messes,industries. churches. clubs
Babies. On Saturday. July I. the and other orpeto.ations in the corn
March of Dimes will sponsor the 11M2A/1) -TearaWalkers either sulk it
WalkAnterica 'fun-raiser" to ben- dosations from fiend) and friends
efit as Campaign for Healthier or sponsor themselves by making a
Babies in Wear= Kentucky
$25 donation to the Marsh of DI
Starting at Murray State Univer- Mel.. explains w &twin
"LaL h
sity's Roy Stewart Stadium, the walkers contribution is added to
walk will began at 10 a.m and end make up the team s total
The
back at Stewart Stadium. Registra- organization then qualifies for in
tion fix all walkers is at9 a m at the duction into the March of Dimes
stadium. The walk route will be Thousand Dollar Clubs and is kun
from Stewart Stadium &king Doran sickend (ix awards like Top Dollar
Rd. past Murray'High School. pass- Team. Top Dollar per Employer.
ing through Gatesburough subdis
and 'Highest Level of Panic'pawn
non. so 16th St. and then back to Incentives UK h as T-shuu. meat
Stewart Stadium There will be shirts, watches and gift scrub.air s
marten displayed along the route
will be awarded (or s&nous leek ol
Also, vans will be available ailing fundraising
the route to pick up those who
The Muth of Dimes Walk
choose not to complete the sixnule
America for Healthier Rabies I.
walk. WalkAmenca is not a corn- only one of the several esenis
peution or a race, but a fundraiser
Freedom Fest is promoting I-oi
for the tvlarch of Dimes Binh Demore informauon regarding the
fects Foundation.
Walk. please call the ktanh of
This year marks the 25th anniverDarnel office at 1-800- %65- ata1(
sary of WalkAmenca for Healthier
the Freedom Feat hotline at S4)2
Babies. In hoaor of this occasion. 759-2199 or 1-1100 715 5(04 Ut
the March of Dimes is asking those stop by the Murray Tourism t'om
who participate to gather sponsormission office. located in the Com
ships of more than 525.
merce Centre. ltoS N 12th St . tor a
For sponsorships between $25sponsorship application
$59. prizes of sunglasses will be
given away. From S60-S99, sunglasses and a T-shirt will be given
away. And then. from $100-S299,
sunglasses, a T-shirt and a tumbler
will be given away.
According to Barbara Watson.
S'f ,rt grne!,
Director of the Purchase Pennynk
Division of the Western Kentucky
Chapter, donations will come back
and benefit future generations of
-4
•
Western Kentucky's babies.

Investments Since 1854.

•

15A

AM( '• '141$

WalkAmerica will
be festival activity

DEATHS
B.C. Dodd

sat 0441S0a

URN AUSTI
Downtown • Murray

Buy A 1995 Polaris Personal
Watrcraft And Take A FREE
Lifevest Along For The Ride!
lEnc ou taught a KIIMpst* uI
the bottc.t boats on %% go''stop
in to sec the lq4; Polaris Striill
Standard. SI.00. S1,7;11 and
51:17S0 1 hcsc mathines arc
making a big plash on the
personal MAlatilf2 MAUI!
If sou purchase one of thew
models, sour Polaris ticakr will
go‘c trti thc Polaris Spring

J I REF. Polaris
is ill ret cite it is hen
iou plitthasc and take deli% ens
befueen \put 1 and \IA\
199c
tome sec the aucuane new
199i Polaris personal is JIM raft
Homo i,t

MAC'S at sour

101. al dealer

before thc‘ all ride off into the
sunset'

POLARIS lie/leer It
Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center
80!. Main St. • Murray • 759-9891

•

•

•

Keyboard festival draws competitors
Peso saidams bom wassern
Kentucky and atinhera Tearlesse.
*tow teachers arc inemben of Me
Kentucky MUSK Teachers Amax rum (104TA ). panicspited in the
Murray Regional Keyboard Festival
held May 7 at Murray Sum Larva
say
According to Mane Taylor. key
bawd coordinator at Murray Sims
nho served as regional managa of
the event. students is grades seven
dwasigh twelve perform (from
memory a reinisred an an opoorsal
iekcuon RAO are rated by a guest
adaidscator Each student also takes
a theory examinauus based on the
nunibcr of years of participation
StudeOLS begin taking dimity Wills Ni
the sevesith grade Thom below that
loci may participate if they have
prepared the appropriate literature
Rena Carp am selected as adni
&calor for this yeas festival A
resident of Martin. Tenn.. Carp is
well knoan throughout the area and
v.as recently named "Teacher of the
Year' by the Tennessecc Music
Tc.a. hers Association Also assisting with the fcsus al was Pat Scott of
Princeton. and MSU department of
muuc students ith the festival was
Rat Scott of Princeton and MSU
deparunent of music students
Martha Saywell and Angie Thome
of Mum.. and Cayce Travis of
Dixon
Studenu of teachers from the
Murray/Calloway County area ho
part*.ipated in the event include
•Eleanor Brain — Emilee Dale.
daughter of Greg and Jacque Oak of
Pans. Tenn
•Dr Stephen Brown — lender
Carlson. daughter of Chong Hiss
Kim of %lurray . and Vincent Fnzzo.
WA of Joanna and Jay Fnzzo of
Paducah
•Joyce Flern•kwi — Elizabeth Allen. daughter of Carol Allen of
Murray. Jana Herndon. daughter of
Danny and Gad Hernckm of Murray. and Andrea Scott. daughter of
Tommy and Shemu Scott of Mayfie Id
•Dorothy Mason — Kristen Farmer.daughter of Dr Steve and Janet
Farmer of Murray. Nathan Hughes.
sial of Drs Robert and Joyce
Hughes of 'Murray. Melody Parker.
daughter of Dr Sam and Jane
Parker of Murras and Wharves
Prsce. daughter of Richard and Rita
Price of Murray
•Margaret Wilkins — Came
Gaff-alit. daughter of William and
Lynn Gntliths of Murray. Jason
Lee. son of Glenn and Pam Lee of
Pans. Tenn. kshley SlcKendree.
daughter of Roy and Melissa
Mt. Kendret of Murray . Brandon
Sharp. son of Paul and Jan Sharp of
Murray. and Knsy Whitfield.
daughter of Donna Whitfield of

Murray. and the lam Truism WhatAny anta porno hitcher maxesmed
la participant%a this annual evait

CONIVINP

Pnces Good
June 14 thru
June 20

Food"

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

— 744UIddd
We Oesorr• Ttl• RIcrit To lima

Field 1 W. Vac Pack

Hot Dogs

Bacon

Reg. Bun Length & Light

99
89`

Proleagers

Lb.

U.S.D.A. Boneless Whole

Sirloin Tip
93

Post

Alpha
Bits
150z

Sliced Free

Sporn
Luncheon
Meat
$1

$279

Owen's Best

Sirloin Tip Steak

Ground Round
1 99
Vienna
Bryan

Hyde Park
Heavy Duty

Lb.
1 79

Foil
25 ft

12 oz

Lb

Sausage
5 oz

289C

99c

79

59

U.S. Choice Boneless

Good Only Al Owen $ Food Motto!

Flav-O-Rich

2% Milk
Gal. $ 1 99

*PR,10.5 COUPON •IMIEN 'IOU Buy
2 01 SwELOPErn Sud.41.11wEETENED

201 MAL OPUS) my
WIN COUPON
..3• 74 /et • :J•I
•• 1•••
111•01••••1

•Nla

Parkay

Angel Soft

Margarine

Bathroom Tissue

99'

1 Lb
Heinz

48 oz

$219

o

4 Roll Pkg.

ueeze

$.1 29

Ketchup

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
$329
Cat Free Coke, Mello Yello 12 p«
Duncan Hines

Philadelphia

18 oz

Prairie Farm

89'
$189

10/0 Milk

gal

Plochman Squeeze Bonus Pk

Mustard

24 oz

89'

0
89

0
39

Seneca Apple or

Cake Mix

I

AMC(—OfFEE GOOD JUNE 14-20

ONE couPoN Pts

Grape Juice

2/$3
89'
si 59
2/$3

64 oz & 40 oz

MO.

Cream Cheese

8 oz

Chinet

Dinner Plates

15 ct

Minute Maid

Orange Juice 64 oz

Post Honeycomb, Blueberry Morning,

Golden Raisin Crisp

15 oz.

Solo Ultra Color

Cups

16 oz. 12 Ct.

$249

99'

Tony

Dog Food

14 oz 4/$ 1

Mt. Olive Hamburger

Dill Chips
Scott Single Roll

Paper Towels

$ 1 89
46 oz

I

69'

glett
Owens Best
Oven Baked

Owens Best
Roasted

Owens Best
Honey Baked

Turkey Breast

Chicken

Ham
$399

89
$3

$399

Ea.

'

Ovens Best
Storemade

$489

Lb
4.

•

do.

411..

Owens Best
Honey Dipped

Baby Back Ribs

Chicken Soled
$.159

SUBSCOUBE

••• 411•NR•

$ 1irkey

horn

eld 12 oz

Crisco Oil

Catherine !Marshall's -Ctinsty'
returns to CBS for an additional
eight to nine ncw episodes to be
aired on Wedne.day nights. beginning June 14. at 7 pm.
The series v. ill •ontinue through
the middle of August. Eleven-yearold Clay Jeter. the grandson ol
Clifton and ?stark Coleman. Murray.continues his portray al of Creed
Allen
The pilot of "Christy" aired on
Easter Sunday 1994. starnng Kellie
Martin. Tyne Daly. and Tess Harper feta appears in each of the new
episodes escept one. He parbc'pates
in a treasure hunt. finds a baby in a
basket. accidentally sets a house on
fire and nearly dies in various
episodes.. A nos character played
by Lava Burton should be intro•
duced soon.
Anyone interested in wnung
their support may send letten to:
Mr. Peter Tononci.CBS-TV. 7800
Beverly Blvd Los Angeles. CA
90036 or call CBS Comment Lone:
#(213) 852-2345.

Ouontnies

Oscar Mayer

Veg., Corn, Puritan

Jeter continues
as Creed Allen

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

2 Liter

CLAY JETER

111-11111a.M p.m

1'I rk1

*ft, Acc•pt Fooa Stomps

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Cat. Free Coke, Mello Yello

•••••

REUSE THE NEWS elk
•
*
Noisy RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER."ta•
or

or inilso would hke Inure ashirsnauos. as samatid to contact Tay kx at
the MSU deportment of mum.
iSCC) 162-6443

Lb

Golden Ripe

Sweet Texas

1 Lb. Baby
Peeled

Bananas

Cantaloupes

Carrots

990
0
39Lb 99
Ea

•

L

Baby Swiss

Cheese
$q89
)
44 Lb.s-

Fancy Bell

Yellow Sweet

Crisp Head

Peppers

Corn

Lettuce

41W
69!
2/79,

•

. •+.1101111 •

•

JUN 1 4 lIct.
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Rotary golf
tournament set
time again for
FOOUURR!!
the Max Hun Memorial/Rotary
Golf Tournament, an get out those
clubs and head to the Murray Country Club on June 30 at 1 p.m.
The tournament is an 18-hole
two-man scramble tournament open
to the public. DORI wait unUl thc
last minute to sign up because there
is a 132 player limit. There is a
panicipation fee of $35 per player
which includes cart fee and entry to
all contests. The proceeds from this
exciting tournament will go to the
United Way and toward scholarship
funds for the people of the community to attend Murray State University.
Rotary is the largest service club
in town, made up of business and
management members. "We are in
business to support the community," said Tom Auer, tournamem director. "The Rotary's slogan
is 'Service above Self.' "
Prizes will be given for the top
two teams as well as 10th, 20th,
30th, 40th and the last place team.
For applications and information
call Van Haverstock at 762-3415.
For other information on the golf
tournament, contact Tom Auer at
762-6798 or Freedom Fcst headquarters at 759-2199 or 1-800-715-5004.

rs

9

Pride of Illinois

Green Beans
or
Corn
.1111•12PRI

.1

15 or
can

FOODS

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew
2

\..‘
•\'

JUNE 1995

\`
\
I

EIEEDUB

Limit 2

• //

Additional
59

IIII 14 15 1617

Dr. Pepper

19 201111111111

Hi-Oni

Paper Towels

Imperial

Bush's Showboat

Margarine

Pork & Beans

Reg.
63'

Sunshine

15 or
can

Turner

Kracklln' Chunck or Chunck

Campbell

Hefty

Whole Milk

Dog Food

Oriental Noodle

Foam Plates

1 99
gal.

1•/1IIETE

319
20 lb
bag

I

1‘1[

I1_,IE

Boneless
Swiss or Chuck

(
1111111101 38.

Dr. Derting
part of
Belize program

Boneless Center Cut

Chops

Dr. Terry Derting of the Murray
State University department of biological sciences faculty is participating in the Tropical Ecology in
Belize program this summer.
The program is organized
through the Consortium on Belize
Educational Cooperation.
Derting will be the associate
director for the program and will be
accompanied by five Murray State
University biology students. The
program will focus on field research
in plant and animal ecology and will
be based at the Monkey Bay Wildlife Sanctuary in Belize. Faculty
and students from Kennesaw State
College in Marietta. Ga. will also
be participating.
Students will receive upper division biology credit for their work.
They will study such diverse ecologies as tropical rainforests, savannahs. blackwater rivers, coral reefs
and pine forests.
'This study abroad experience is
example of the international experiences developed by faculty at Murray State in cooperation with the
Center for Intemauonal Programs,"
according to MSU President Kern
Ale under.

)y

00

1 lb
stick

jumbo
roll

isa Boguslaw, a visiting guest
artist to Murray State University
Dance Theatre Company, recently
directed "The Spring Dance Thing,"
an informal dance concert, on the
campus of the university.
Boguslaw, dance director Jean
Elvin's successor, has been working
with the company since February
and assisted in designing and choreographing the culmination of
work including traditional dance,
modern dance and excerpts from
larger pieces.
She received her training in the
Merce Cuningham technique and
has incorporated the style into her
teaching.
"The Cuningham technique is a
way of working with dancing with a
ballet influence," Boguslaw said.
She said the emphasis is on standing
and isolating certain parts of the
body, such as concentrating the
upper body on one movement while
the lower body is doing something
different. "At the same time the
entire body must remain in line."
Bog uslaw graduated from the
University of North Carolina at
Greensboro. There she was a
member of the Blue Skid Dance
Company and practiced modern
dance with a concentration on performances in elementary schools,
museums and other educational environments.
After the new dance studio in
Loveu Auditorium is completed.
she will continue to teach ballet,
contemporary dance and jazz at
Murray State.

9'

99'

2 tiler

for S

Lisa Boguslaw
directs dance

89

21 pk 12 or can

liter

258
Red

Carrots

Potatoes

2 87C
for

lb
bag

Red or Golden
Delicious

Apples

Lettuce

$199
10 lb
bap

Broccoli

'BC 48c Iriarg.
head
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We are proud to use
recycled newsprint. I

Two Kentucky artists display ceramics

As part ed the Tomb Anniversary
of the Kesaucky Art and Craft
(M-F, 11-1:30)
Gallery. the wont of two chitin
pushed ceramists will appear In the
s2.65-:
All You Can Eat Downstairs Galkry Wayne Bates
• . kty.sts • 4 rt.v.t.po.tts • .) "4 vs • 0.4e›,• • besso..
mid Laura Ross. two of Kentucky s
annex. will helpus conunue
I'
Daily Chinese Dish cekhraung the decade of excelknce
Egg RoS- Race • Sesame Semi Ititev
by Idling the Gallery with exciung
new wort .8 larger scale represen
ted by Bates 'nixes and a new
direction
apparent in Rom body of
0
24'N.3
'
.
•
1641,40,11,
•
.5
5
,
••Ai
N.r•••••
wort Both Bates and Ross use a
plOp
7 Dogs A lAte.stk • 6 a rvi 2 p re+
similes design axhnique to create
the beauti ul surfaces ot their pots
and veaarts By scraping away parte
gm. loop
‘06.• vs •43,111. • a
'
of the surface clay, they expose slips
We Feature Name Brand Tires
and glazes underneath While the
two potters employ a cornparabk
Made in the U.S.A.
Laving method, they produce starLaramie • Remington
i111146Allitt
tlingly different results
Firestone • Michelin
4**
*A
‘
The Gallery as open 10-4 p.m.
=
fra.#41,41)
.
,
.4P
--Own SeteeMera LOW Notaa—
Monday through Saturday.
Bates' "sgraffito" (Latin for
scratch and graffiti) style creates
peas that are rich in color and
East Main • 753-5606
display introcate geometric designs.
•••
•
nig
Bates admits that almost everyone
a.le rie
who has gone through kindergarten

Noon Buffet

/.55

t„„„. •

Ho's Kitchen

•

Holland Tire Co.

has pracuced this acchataim- -draw
mg a layer of color does pug
black over it mad scrapes away the
top layer to reveal designs in the
underlying color Beau lets the
shape and perionalities of his parte
taut clay bodies determine the fields
ot color that he points on. the
'.Roble surface He then carves his
designs revealing the white porcelain clay beneath He deacnbes the
process as subtractive. lik.e a sculptor On the other band. Bates also
does wort which he describes as
painterly --where he works with an
additive process. painting directly
on the surface of his greamere.
Bates says that he still does not
have all the answers and that he is
trying to
lve the mystery" every
time he sits down to work. He says
that he will continue to search
around until he finds what he is
looking for. His solutions reveal a
distinctive style, yet he has con Untiod to move forward with his
work. embracing the changes that
have developed. He remarks that
his process is very impulsive—with

Your Local Sears in Murray, Ky.
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Get the LOWEST monthly payments1
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of any national department store with SearsClaarge PLUS!
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4 5-HP 22-in hi-wheel push
mower 14-in diameter rear ball
Dearing wheels provide great
maneuverability in rough terrain

55-HP, 22-in propelled rear bag
mower-mulch, bog or discharge
grass without changing blade
Deflector extra
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Craftsman 13-HP 42-in lawn
tractor with Briggs & Stratton I/C
Gold engine

18-in . 2 3-C.I.D. gas chain saw
with low-kick sprocket nose
guide bar
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by a 2-year
A
warranty'
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Alter creaung the shapes from
terra-cotta clay. Ross then brushes
on dark stain: black, brown or gray
She then carves into the surface
creating concentric circles around
the circumference of the pieces.
When the clay is fired, the rich tones
of the terra-cotta show through the
satin with a stunning visual effect.
"Having spent years airbrushing the
surfaces of my pots with vivid
imagery, I find myself wanting to
simplify," said Ross. The pieces in
this show are about simple organic
forms with line patterns to fn the
individual shape of each piece.

WalkAmerica will help
promote healthy babies
Preparation for the 1995 March
of Dimes WalkAmerica for Healthier Babies is in full swing. John
Williams,Executive Vice-President
of the Murray/Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, is chairing
the event.
A WalkAmerica kick-off is
planned for 7:30 a.m., Tuesday,
June 20, at the Chamber of Commerce, Highway 641 North. Anyone interested in forming a walk
team is urged to attend.
Walkers will step out Saturday
July 1 at 10 a.m. from Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray. At several point
along the six mile route, walkers
will be able to stop for water and
refreshments, compliments of area
businesses. A "poop-out" van will
follow walkers so that anyone who
chooses not to finish the route can
get a ride back to the stadium.
"I think it's important for people
to realize they do not have to finish
walking the route to be part of
WalkAmerica," states Williams.
"All the incentives and prizes we
award are based on the amount of
money donated to the Campaign for
Healthier Babies. And there are
always lots of ways to help out,
rather than just walking the route."
Williams feels there's a lot of
excitement about the walk. "This
year marks the 25th anniversary of
WalkAmerica, so we're finding a
long tradition of excellence to follow."
"Twenty-five years on the road to
healthier babies is an accomplishment to be proud of," says Barbara
Watson, March of Dimes Director.
"But while we feel the pride of that
accomplishment, we also realize
there's a lot more work to be done
before every baby born in Western
Kentucky has the opportunity for a
healthy birth."
For over 50 years, Americans
have been coming together to fight

birth defects through programs of
the March of Dimes. And for 25 of
those years, WalkAmerica has been
a major fundraiser for the national
foundation. Every year, more than a
million volunteers all across the
country take part in WalkAmerica
for Healthier Babies.
Over 200 people are expected to
participate in Murray's July 1 event.
"We've seen WalkAmerica grow
rapidly in neighboring counties during the past few years," asserts
Williams. "We plan to introduce
WalkAmerica to Murray and show
our neighbors that we, too, are
aware of the increasing need for
programs addressing the problems
of newborns."
The United States now ranks
22nd among the world's nations in
its rate of infant mortality. "What
the statistics tell us," Williams relates,"is that a baby born in 21 other
countries has a better chance of
survival than does a baby born in the
United States. I find that figure
appalling."
Team Walk is the most rapidly
expanding aspect of WalkAmerica.
The Team Walk concept encompasses groups representing business
offices and institutions, industrial
operations, civic organizations,
clubs, schools, churches, neighborhoods, families and friends. Independent participation is also encouraged.
"WalkAmerica is an excellent
way to put the fun in fundraising,"
quips Williams. "By walking with a
group of co-workers or friends,
volunteers combine stimulating exercise with a pleasant social outing.
And healthier babies are the ultimate outcome!"
For more information about
WalkAmerica for Healthier Babies,
call the FreedomFest Hotline, 502759-2199, or your March of Dimes
office, 1-800-365-8603.

'

Grumpy Old Men to jazz
things up at Johnson Theatre
The "Grumpy Old Men," a jazz
combo, will be among the performers at the "Evening of Music and
Comedy" scheduled in honor of Joe
and Ruth Jackson on Monday,June
19, at 8 p.m. in the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre on the campus of
Murray State University.
Sometimes billed as "Chuck's
Swingin' Buddies" in tribute and
memory of drummer "Chuck" Simons, the group is made up of four
musicians. "H" Pruitte of Dawson
Springs, who plays the keyboards,
now works as a piano technician.
Jim Fern, playing bass, owns a real
estate and insurance agency in
Calvert City and serves as the
executive secretary of the Kentucky
Music Educators Association. Benton native Beni' Bohannon. on
drums, was a student of "Chuck"
Simons,and just recently completed
his freshman year at the University
of Louisville, Roger Reichmuth of
Murray. playing saxophones,serves
as interim dean of the College of
Fine Arts and Communication at
Murray State.

The "Grumpy Old Men" play jazz
standards and showcase the improvisation talents of each of the
members. They arc popular in the
region in performing for dances,
receptions and other entertainment
functions.
The Jacksons are known as leaders and avid supporters of cultural
endeavors throughout the region. In
consideration of the expenses they
have incurred due to serious medical disabilities, a group of their
friends conceived the idea of this
benefit performance. In addition to
the "Grumpy Old Men," several
other talented performers will be
featured.
A $10 per person contribution is
suggested at the door of the event.
Individuals unable to attend the
benefit are encouraged to send
donations an advance. The Murray
Rotary Club is assisting with the
collection. Donations can be mailed
to "Murray Rotary Club Jackson
Fund," P.O. Box 1369, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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the pox pro.'ding the answers-yet his results appear so be very
organized and controlled He is
responding emotionally to his wort
when he acmes.
In addition. Bales whim a) keep
an aspect of (mecum m his work
He wants the pieces to be able to
stand out as a piece of art ail day and
be used as dinnerware at night. For
this exhibition. Bates will show
Large plauers, vases and covered
Jars.
Laura Ross has also been using a
carving technique on her recent
work. While Ross is very well
known for her lavishly embellished
vessels, she will be presenung a
different body of work in this
exhibition. Ha' new direcuon consists of a soles of basket-Like forms
and tars that are neutral in color,
minimal in design and heavy in her
attention to the form. In stark
contrast to earlier pieces that she
treated with airbrushing and dec-ora-
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UPS Pick-Up

Owned & Operated By: Opel Hart

Bel-Air Center
Murray, KY
Phone 753-2310
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Adult students who have been
admiueel to the 1995 summer and
fall semesters at Murray State University still have time to register for
either of two onentauon sessions
planned to introduce them to colkge.
"The college expenence at Murray State begins with Orientation for
Adult Students an Schools (OASIS)." said Billie Burton, coordinator of Adult Outreach with the
Murray State Center for Continuing
Education and Academic Outreach.
"All new freshmen adult students
are expected to auend one of the
three summer sessions. This will
enable them to cater Murray State
fully Informed and confident about
what to expect before they begin
their studies."
Remaining sessions are scheduled for June 21. and July 9.
Adults will have the opportunity
to discover services designed especially for adult students; pre-register
for fall semester classes; meet other
new adult students; and learn about
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Dr. Robert Martin, chairman of
the Murray State University department of biological sciences, is involved in an impressive array of
international activities this summer.
Martin is accompanying two upper division biology students to
Spain for a summer experience in
paleobiology. This program will
focus on vertebrate paleontology
and will involve both field work and
classroom work. Paleontology is a
science dealing with the life of past
geological periods as known from
fossil remains.
They will be working in conjunction with the Universidad Complutense de Madrid at a paleontological dig in Daroca, located northeast of Madrid. The students will
first visit the Institut° Andaluz de
Geologia in Granada, where they
will study modern ecological sites
as well as paleontological sites. This

study abroad experience for his
students will last three weeks during
July.
Martin also plans a two-week
stay in France where he will visa
colleagues in Montpelier, Dijon and
Paris.
He plans to conclude his international travels by conducting a workshop for the International . Quaternary Association Congress in Berlin. He will present a proposal to
organize a global research group to
study the evolution of a group of
mammals from their ancestral
stocks to their modern descendents.
"Dr. Martin's initiatives are an
outstanding example of the international experiences developed by
faculty at Murray State for professional development and for the
benefit of their students," according
to MSU President Kern Alexander.

Tennis tournament begins in July

nost rapidly
alkAmerica.
encompasng business
s, industrial
ganizations,
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Its time to string up those rackets,
get a partner, and hit the court! The
third annual American Red Cross
Doubles Tennis Tournament is almost here!
This two day event will start July
1 and 2 at 8 a.m. each day and last
until 5 p.m. The tournament will
take place on the Murray State
University tennis courts. There is a
participation fee of S25 per team,
but the admission is free, so come
support the players.
Peggy Billington, director of the
Calloway chapter of the American
Red Cross, stated that Calloway
County's chapter of the Red Cross
wanted to be a part of Freedom Feso
"Red Cross is an agency that
prepares and responds to disasters.
Our chapter has, on loan from the
National Red Cross, an emergency

in excellent
"undraising,"
liking with a
or friends,
nulating ex)cial outing.
Ire the ula-

ition about
bier Babies,
Iodine, 502:h of Dimes

response vehicle in Louisiana helping out with the flood victims," said
Billington. "We are a small chapter,
and National has given us the
to
responsibility to respond
emergencies locally as well as nationally."
Red Cross not only helps with
disasters, but also plays a huge role
in providing service to military
families.
Not only will there be fun in the
sun on July 1 and 2 at the American
Red Cross Doubles Tennis Tournament, there will also be prizes for
the winners. Applications are available at the Red Cross office and at
the Commerce Centre. For more
information, call Denny Lane, the
tournament director, at 767-2290 or
Peggy Billington at 753-1799.
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Toffy Garvin and Paige Sinimons were among parents attending a workshop
on KIRIS spectfically for parents of fourth graders at Murray Middle School
School counselor Jan Seargant led parents through "performance events"
teSting, one of the ttree elements of the state's standaraired testing system
(The state also relies on portfolio and open-ended tessay ) questions) In
performance events, participants are given tasks to complete as a group,
they writs up the results as individuals Principal Pat Silber said that
because of the positive responses from parents, the school plans to open up
the workshop next year to parents of students in other grades
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Adults uttesested on the ltaillekw
01 Independent Studies tB 1 S de
pee at Murrat Staic Unitcrsaty can
Lull more about the program char
int; a ..enttnx hoduled tot Auguu

campus a-ovules and organize'Our new adult students *di &tau
gain first-hand know ledge of campus laclbws and avoid feeling like a
stranger when they arnve an the fall.
and be able to meet informally with
Murray State students, faculty and
administrators.' Burton said.
All new undergraduate adult students who hase been admiued to the
1995 summer and fall semesters are
eligible. This includes first-time
freshmen, transfer students and students who attended Murray State
many years ago and have been readmitted.
'Because class scheduling is a
part of orientation, only students
who have been admitted to the
University may attend." Burton
said.
Students will receive information
about OASIS in their admission
letters. For more information, call
(502)762-4150. Persons outside the
local area may call toll free at I 800-669-7654.
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Independent studies seminar
offered for adult students

OASIS for adult students
wanting college experience
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Anableps. small tropical fish, have two-part eyes.
the top half projects above the water and can see
through the air the lower part different in structure
lets the fish see underwater
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We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.

SAVE•A•LOT
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Mon 'Thus 9-7 • Fri •Sat 9-8
12 Noon • 6 pm

CHAMPION OF EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
Plus While Supplies Last
TNT Temporary Terrific Prices

Temporary N Terrific

Temporary N Terrific

Temporary N Terrific

Ideal American

Ground Fresh Daily
Value Pack Fresh

Fresh Western

2% Milk
Gallon Jug

Cantaloupes

Ground
Beef

15 (

88'
Whoppers Milk Duds,
Malted Milk Balls
11-15.4 oz.
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Red Boy

Wylwood Golden Corn,

Mustard

Sweet Peas, Cut Cr, Beans
14'/I oz.

32 oz. Jar
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Every Day Low Price

Heinz

Betty Crocker
Augratin or Scalloped

Pennant All Meat

Barbeque
Sauce

Potatoes

Franks
12 oz. Pkg.

18 on. Bottle
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Worth nsore because it does more.

_
OrassperegSpidalspowison now

Murray Home I Auto
Tuce-Vezeize•

753-2571
753-4110

Chestnut St.
Murray

•

We accept checks for
of
amount
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purchase only. food
man
stamps and
ufacturer a coupons
Savings up to 40'.,

as the food you use
the most — 100%
rowan tetdf

SAVE-A-LOT
FOOD STORES,
Warne Says It Alter'
12th St. at Storey Ave.
Murray, Ky.
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Help
Wanted
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DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career,We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753 9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
This protect is funded by
the Job Training Partner
ship Act through the Kentucky Department for Em
ployment Services and the
West Kentucky Private In
dustry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

Neese

Mort-Frt. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 am.
• Deadline* ant 2 days
ochoricel

Classifieds
_Office Open
8 a.m.-5 p.m

INVITATION TO BID
The 11,,using Authonty of Murray will
receive bids or • 1995 Ford Ranger Truck,
Or.ly bids of$2.000 or more
be considered Sale enfl be on an asas
»rem is basis The truck may be seen at 716
Nash Drive. Murray, on Friday. June 16,
1995 bet Alper
00 am and 200 p.m
Bids must be sealed and delivered to
reach the II,.0 ng Authority office, located
at 716 Nash Do.e. Murray. KY 42071, by
t;th, at which time the
2 15 p r J
will be conducted Item
formal b.ki
purchased mu -it be picked up no later than
3 30 p m or the date of the Li:.
The 11.
jg Authority reserves the right
to res'c r.iir:d a:: bids, if deemed to be in
the best Ir.terest uf the Housing Authority

LEGAL NOTICE
A final sett:ernent of
accounts has been filed
in the Calov.av District Court by j Dan
Parker.executor.of'the
estate of 11 yrtle
Parker.
93- P-00078,
Exceptions
deceased
to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court or, or before 900 a in June 28,
1995. the date of hearing
Ann P Wilson.
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A firial settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Nancy L
Jones,eitecutn 6, of the
estate of N.iv a Lee
94P 00004.
Wendt,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlerr.ent must
be filed in the Calloway
District Court or or before 900 a Tr. June 28,
1995. the date of hearing
Ann P Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
An informal final
settlement of accounts
hes been filed in the
District
Crilloe ay
Court by E:“i
executor, of the estate
of Carol ne Bio . 94P-00268, deceased Exceptions to this settlement must br filed in
the Calloway District.
Court on or before 900
am June 28. 1995, the
data of hearing
Ann P Wilson.
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway District Court by
A. Howard Arent.CFP,
executor, of the vast*
of Kim Scott, 94-P.
00228, deceased Ex•
(-options to this settle
ment must be filed an
the Cannata) Ihstnct
Court on or before 900
is-m.June 2C 1995, the
data of heanr.g
Ann P Wilson.
Circuit Ciisirt Clerk

FOR SALE'
FOR SALE
Frame house build
ing TO BE MOVED
from the land of the
Baptist
Hazel
Church May include
central heat and air
unit. Sealed bids to
be postmarked by
June 29. 1995 Send
bids le Haul Baptist
Church P0 Box 129
Hazel. Ky 42049
Strict terms &condi
r0r
tons apply
more detail. contect
Pastor Tim Adcock
at 492 11116e or 492
Oke4;.4

NOTICE
TO CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary appointments
have been made in the
Calloway
District
Court.
All
claims
against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of date ofqual•
fication.
Wilson Scott, Rt. 8
Box 432, Murray, KY
42071. deceased, Dixie
Peeler, Rt. 8 Box 342,
Murray, KY 42071,Selministratnx, appt. 5/
19-95, Ronald Christopher. 118 S. 5th St.,
Murray, KY 42071 attorney, 95-P-00111.
Treirs Redden Johnson. 2007 Catesborough, Murray, KY
42071. deceased, Thomas W. Redden, 2007
Gatesborough, Murray, KY 42071, executor, appt. 5.31/95, Sid
Easley, 204 S. 6th St.,
Murray, KY 42071, attorney, 95-P-00128.
Jess* V. Darnell, Rt.
1 Farmington, KY,deceased, Hyland K. Darnell, Rt. 1. Murray,KY,
executor,appt.5131/95,
Sid Easley, 204 S. 6th
St , Murray,KY 42071,
attorney, 95-P-00130.
Martha F. Adams,
1005 Southwood Dr.,
Murray, KY 42071, deceased. Fonda A. Grogan, Rt. 4 Box 684,
Murray, KY 42071, executrix, appt. 6:795,
95-P-00132.
Lee Roy Vaughan,
309 N. 7th St., Murray,
KA' 42071. deceased,
Jean Audean Johnston, 2102 Brookhaven,
Murray, KY 42071, executnx, appt. 617/95,
Wm. Donald Overbey,
P.O. Box 1419, 291
Main St., Murray, KY
42071, attorney. 95-P00135.
INVITATION
TO BID
Building 25 it 90
on the corner of W.
F`ront and Main St
Dobbins
Give.)
Puryear, In. is
brick, two story
with new rubberised root
Bids must be received by mail or
person June 18th
For appointment to
see bldg or deliver
bid call 901.2473943
Owner has right
to accept of reject
any bid at the time
of opening.

CLEAN 64 mianIad Do you
to *ism old
commis asonax rocs or
46,1 Ploase comma Fern
Tostaoe Lodge 753-7100
rood • piece

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST

INVITATION
TO BID
The City of Murray, Water and
Wastewater Division, will receive
sealed bids for one
x 16 aluminum
doubled
wall
trench box. Sealed
bids are to be
marked
Trench Box- and
delivered to the
City Clerk's Office
by 2:30 p.m on
Wednesday, June
21, 1995. Specifications are available
at the City Clerk's
Office located at
207 S 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky
42071

Guararesed 5 years
Monthly income
available'
100% mensuredl
100% nvestment
grade assets'
Substansal penalty
for serf), withdrawal

McConnoll
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199

Pamper
yourself
with a set of acrylic
nails -only $25. Nail

technician, Sherry
James, is now at
Kut-N-Kurl.
Manicure
$8.00
Pedicure
$16.00
Hot Oil
Manicure
$11.00

Kut-N-Kurl
Southside
Shopping Center

753-1682

I James Ferguson am no
loreper re:eon:kW for any OPEN Pizza Maw Aurora
deft other than my own Open 5pm. Closed
Mon -Tuft Pizza, salads,
LONE Wolf Hunting Club hot sandaicties, gyros &
Inc Looking for safety con- bread sticks Dine-in or
scious taaabiding mem- carry out. 474-8119 or
bers to pin the, huneng 1-803-649-3804.
dub We currently have a
OUTLAW Construction
renewable lease with West- We custom buid log homes
vaco tor 1,335 earls of I have log home
supplies
property located in New for the do *yourself person
Concord Ky Annual dues Approvek boensed,
general
we 5-31500 per pence contractor with 25yrs exProperty has Deer, Turkey. perience VA-FHA-2-10
Ousel end ail types of small HBW,
warranty. F-or al your
grime For more informalog home needs call Shantion cameo Kesel Black at non Horns
502-436-5210
753 5246 or 753-0839
PSYCHIC reading by Sue
502-876-7398 $1 00 per
minute June a quality of
We month

Tobacco Plants
For Sale

RECK'S
PRODUCE
489-2442

Once againin another state,
Flags are flyingain't it great!

TAROT card readings Call
tar al)Pc•htfridnt, $10 each
reading 502-753-3663

Happy Birthday, Pops
Love, Brian

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
• ACADEMY
A Southern
•

Baptist School
OPEN FALL 1995

Erwoil Now Grades K6
,ocatecl at Siniung Springs Baptist Church
New Southwest Elementary
753-6487
437-4432

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile. good driving record
and have own vehicle insurance
So days per week delivery of Ledger & Times
plus gas mileage Earn $11.000-316,000 or more
per year
tf Irierosted contact Jeff Duncan. Circulation
Manager at the Murray Ledger $ Times and
comports a resume No phone calls please

DO you have acne prone skin
scars, line lines')Would you like tot .
firmer softer younger looking skirl
weeks? Try Glycoligue 3 Step Sin P.

pair Buy a starter kit arld
- Peel Dear
A neKN710:,c , r,
,,sr
Ask about OW ri.itiiijI n
Now you can have pr.
naturally

It

f

The family of
Doris Keel would
like to express our
great appreciation
to everyone who
helped us during
our loss. We thank
everyone
who
called,
visited,
brought food, and
sent cards & flowers. We also want to
thank the many
friends and neighbors, the New Jenny
Ridge Pentecostal
Church,
Bro.
Robert Jones and
the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter
Day Saints for their
support and prayers. Special thanks
to the Hospice and
Home Health programs and
their
nurses, Dr. P'Pool,

Dr. Winkler, Dr.
Dowdy, Dr. Cook,
Dr. Saghafi, Brett
Miles and their
kind staff, the
fourth floor nurses
at Murray Calloway County Hospital and Blalock &
Coleman Funeral
Home.
With Many Thanb,
The Family of
Dons Keel

r•

•

$25.00

1 11111/C 1;('11 el 1. i.N
Hair & Sb

•
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Help
Wanted
A HIGHLY self motivated
individual with great interpersonal skills for advert
ing sales Job responsibilities include outside sales,
customer service. maintain
established accounts and
open new revenue accounts Must be a responsible and enthusiasoc indrodual. Must own vehicle and
a valid drivers license Salary plus oommissxxi. Send
resume to P.O. Box 1040F,
Murray, KY 42071
ATTENTION RN's full time
position with home health
agency Apply at Extend,
pare Home Health 103
St, Pans Tn 38242
901-644-1990
AVON 661 at work, home
anywhere! Be your own
boss! Earn 50%
1-800-530-4528 Ind/Rep
BIG Apple Cafe Puryear.
Tn,snow hiring cooks, part
time or full time Apply in
person after I lam
1.901.247-5798
EARN up to 51,000 weekly
processing mail Start now
no experience free supplies. information no obit
Send self
'gation
addressed stamped enve
lope to Bucks Dept 14
8407. Benders Rd Suite
133-217, San Antonio Ti
78250

ELECTRICIANS and helpers needed Apply at new
Kroger store in Murray
EXPERIENCED travel
agent needed full or part
time Send resume to P 0
Box 430. Giltertsville, KY
42044
EXPERIENCED carpenter
needed Needs enough experience to run a crew
753-3343
HINTON & Son's Cash &
Carry now accepting applications for full time delivery/
sales position Must be at
least 18yrs old with a vaild
drivers license Apply in
person at 621 S 4th St
next door to D&T Foods
IMMEDIATE opening for
auto clean-up/ detail person, experience necessary. full time, year around
employment. 437-4127
JACK of all trades prefer
retiree for apt , maintenance 759-4118 between
2 3pm
LAW ENFORCEMENT
JOBS, NO EXP NECESSARY Now hiring, US customs, officers, Etc For info
call (219)794-0010 ext
3007,8am to 10pm 7 days
PART time or full time help
needed at Hitching Post
Gift Shop in Aurora Call for
appointment 474-2266
POSTAL JOBS, start
$12 68/hr For free registration form & info Call
1-800-233-9078 toll tree,
24hrs 7 days
SAFETY advisors
$2150/per mo Company
will train, call Mon Fri
9am- lpm
only
615-399-8269
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring cooks, cashiers dis
hwasher & salad bar attendants Apply in person be
tween 2-4 Mon Fri
WAITRESS dancers
wanted Doll House Cafe,
Paris, TN 901-62-4297
WANTED Mature female
to babysrt 4 yew old girl in
my P
ay horne 2 3 atternor
week (Wed- Fri)
a
9pm Must
d have
ex
ans
portabo
sary Call
tween 9arn 5

HAIL DAMAGE
Paintless Hail
Repair

$1.000 WEEKLY stuffing
ervvelopes Free ordo Send
eel addressed stamped
oneness w Aladdin Dept
41. 302 N A S
,site
171. Corpus Christ. Ti
711418
PAINTERS must Nave
tyre esomeros ar more
Sore* vfOrt Apply at
Sholis Deooraeng Center
701 1 4th St. 161Laray or
eire 800-753-0139

SHOE SENSATION
MANAGER WANTED!
Growing retail shoe company seeks a local enthusiastic, independent individual to start as manager
Previous expenence in retail management a must
and retail shoe experience is a plus
Benefits Include:
Salary Plus Bonus
Pad Vacations
Group Health
Employee Discounts
Opportunity for Growth
Send Resume Today!
Shoe Sensation *939
Chestnut Hills Plaza
718 N 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
APPLY IN PERSON AT:

JAKEL, INC.
700 NORTH 4TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
(Located in former Safegua(d, Sager Glove Plant)
PRODUCTION WORK

ASSEMBLY LINE + INCENTIVE
BENEFIT PACKAGE
WORK FOUR 10-HOUR DAYS,
M-TH 6:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M
OVERTIME POSSIBLE
Equal Opportunity Employer
HELP WANTED
SENIOR SUPPORT SERVICE ASSOCIATE
The Purchase District Health Department is seeking
applications for the position of Senior Support
Service Associate to perform duties which include .
data entry, clencal, receptionist, and medical records. Primary work station will be at the Calloway
County Health Center in Murray, KY. Starting salary
is $6 14 per hour/$460 50 bi-weekly. Education and
Expenence- High School Diploma or GED, basic
knowledge of grammar, punctuation and simple
mathematics, and at least one year of expenence in
office management, administrative activities, or
moderately diffcult clencal expenence in typing, use
of the keyboard, or computer entry. Additional
education (college, vocational school, etc) may
substitute for the required expenence on a year for
year basis An examination will be held July 7, 1995
at 8 30 a m and 12.30 p m. at 320 N Seventh Street,
Mayfield, KY 42066 Please call if you require any
special accommodations
Excellent fringe package 10% possible increase in
salary dunng first year of employment. Applications
may be picked up at the Purchase District Health
Department Administrative Offices. 916 Kentucky
Avenue or any other Purchase Area Health Department Applications must be postmarked no later than
midnight, June 21, 1995 EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

'NURSING OPPORTUNITIESIr
Henry County Medical Center, a dynamic,growth-oriented hospital invites
you to join a team of professionals who
are committed to providing high quality healthcare. With state-of-theart technology, we are able to offer a
challenging work environment that will
allow you to realize your potential. We
have the following openings:
Med/Surg: RN's 3p-11p, 11p-la
Surgery: RN

With Experience
Surgery: ORT

With Experience
Psychiatric RN: 7p-7a

DENTS U.S.A.

S. r

Pedicure - S16.00
Acrylic Nails -

Thefamily ofRoy
Arlon Willoughby
would like to thank
everyone for their
love, concern, prayers, and kindness
during the sickness
and death of our
loved one. Perhaps
it was a card,a visit,
food,flowers, a telephone call, kind
deed, or words of
support. We especially thank Dr.
James Robertson,
Dr. David Ginn,
Henry
County
Medical Center and
Home Health Care
Services, and Lourdes Hospital for
their loving care.
Also, Bro. Robert
Simmons, Bro. Alvin York, BlalockColeman Funeral
Home, the pallbearers, and Patty Harris and Cindy Satterwhite for the
beautiful
music.
May God bless each
of you.

Monday-Friday
8 am.-11 a.m. Saturday

• No Paint or Bond° Used
• Keep your original factory finish
• Save Money
• Save Time
1
Free Estimates
References Available
-sr
621A S 3rd St (behind MIT Mantel)
Murray • 753-0302

We offer competitive salary
and a comprehensive
benefits package.
For more information, contact:

Fran Cashman, RN, MSN
Director of Nursing
(901)644-8257
or apply in person at:

H IC HENRY COUNTY
MI C MEDICAL CENTER
TYSON AVENUE
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

40116.1000.1....
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MUl4RAY LEDGER • MSS

WILDLIFE Conservation
Jobs Garne wardens sec
unry ',immanence etc No
•ip necessary Now hir
ing
For into Call
t219/714 0010 eat 7155
San 10pm 7 days

waded.,
edam el
Pg./Amoy
lb. bee boorsy exec
imatedleau be

BABYSIT in home Mow
Fn, days only 750 4490
CLEANING houses a my
business Reliable and ex
wafted references Cal
Linda 7559553
HOUSE cleaning hays
owing. reliable depend
ads and experienced ref
Cal Carta 436 2667 leave
message

MRS;
-5 p.m.

HOUSEKEEPING or win
dows, references. dependable. honest 759.1781

n 0.1%

t dors

I will set with elderly any
time Consider Inn* in ref
exp Call 753 4590 for
information
WILL clean houses rea
sortable rates references
437 4064

riday
ay

ION

WILL keep books in my
home Experienced in bank
records general ledger,
accts rec accts pay, payroll, sales tax returns 941's
and much more Call Erica
489-2405 if no answer
leave a message

DI

ocal enthus manager
lent a must

1rtn
Business
Opportuntty
RETAIL franchise oppor
tunity, existing locations
Call
available
1-800-277 3278

Ttises

120
Computer'

ING
Is

AMIGA 2000 computer with
color monitor, includes two
3 5 disk drive 1 MEGA
BYTE of memory & all
cables Over $400 in software included Will take
best offer 759-4729

1.1

HAWKINS RESEARCH
NOW LOCATED AT
1304.E CHESTNUT IM
THE DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER. NEXT TO
PAPA JOHNS PIZZA
CALL 7$3•71101.
LEADING Edge WI corn
Maar with SWIA monitor
external CD Rom sound
card 14 4 fax modem
12000 nvested will take
St SOO *be Call 759 2070
betareen 5 30 9pm
SEE HAWKINS RESEARCH FOR YOUR
COMPUTER AND OFFICE
FURNITURE NEEDS
753-7001
SHORT ON MEMORY OR
HARD DRIVE SIZE, SEE
HAWKINS RESEARCH IN
DIXIELAND CENTER,
753-7001
1,
10
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by tie pace Or
collections 753 9433 day
or night
CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th
Murray
USED 250 or 500 gallon
propane tank
Call
759-9752
WANT to buy Antiques 8
collectibles, coca-cola
items civil war artifacts.
stone whiskey jugs with advertising gas & oil advertising glassware Elvis memorabilia etc Phone
753 3633 ask for Larry
150
Articles
For Salt
20 RIDING mowers, 2
boats, concrete mixer,
camper Call 328 8123 after 5pm

3FT BALL Python with 30in
cage and lights, $125
759-4814

7-17-95 - 2-1-96
7-15-95 - 12-18-95

yer

FEDDERS ac 18 700
BTU. 220V single phase.
(A) lop condition. energy
saver Cal Chre 4362292
FIBERGLASS topper for
long wheelbase full sise
pick up $250 136 2523
GOOD clean used lawn
mowers clearance prices
J D Cub Sears 8 others
Hutson Ag Equipment
247 4456
LADIES small size wedding
dress with V011 753 0789
LINDSEY'S original anti
que showcases old man
led, card rack cash register
bed quilts trunk 7,• ft Bar
cana chnstrnas tree table
& chars queen bed frame
753 9887 leave message
NEW metal siding & roof
ing Cove( 36 cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable car
port kits 489-2722 or
489-2724

PORTABLE welder, 1993
Miller Bobcat, 225 amp with
Deutz diesel engine low
hours 4926568

ROOM for rent & air conditioners for sale Call
753-6442

7-8-95 - 12-18-95
75% time guarantee. all tools provided.
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met.
$6.00/hr. - cutting/housing,$5.47/hr.
- setting/stripping. Contact local State
Employment Service Office.

AYS,
m

ENTIRE baseball card col
action Neiv mato. chest
areezer aquariums 10gal
riltri wood cabinet $35
tOgai with 'minded top
hood $40 20gai long $45
20gal tat with metal stand
$60 some accessories in
cluded 753-4985

REPAIR & refinish furniture Also 1951 Plymouth
Club Coupe for sale
492-8714

Tobacco Workers Needed

1TIVE

ENCLOSED teary Imam
6,10,1611 ngh $1030 obo
502 247 8754 alter Sprn

NEW & used furniture antiques. glassware, jewelry,
clocks, tool's, crafts coins,
2 STEEL safes at Horton old pie sate, cedar chest.
Lock Shop One 52H x 32w chicken incubator linen's.
*250.74H x 36W x 310, two Elvis Presley photo's &
burglar resistance, TL rat- lots more Hwy 94 East.
ing 753 5980 753-1203 Murray, KY Mon, Tue.
after 5pm
Thur. Fn, 11-4, Sat 9-12

ET

2071
love Plant)

ANTIOUES ctning room
suite bedroom suits%
Aachen table & chaos
martin lop lades i 2 end•
coterie) etagere china
crystal • eters 753 1513
BOGARC) Trucking erica,
cievaang Inc We haui top
sod gram* tft dirt white
rock rip rap Mon Fri
8 4prn 753 2446

SEARS Craftsman 8hp riding mower, good condition
$350 436-2619
STEPPING stones con
vete various shapes &
sizes $3 50, Flagstone
$450 & up 759 4814

OCIATE

SUMMER wedding dress
with waltz length veil size
6-8 435 4423

1is seeking
w Support
ch include
nedical rex Calloway
trig salary
cation and
iED, basic
[rid simple
penenc.e in
tnnties, Of
typing, use
Additional
etc ) may
a year for
uly 7, 1995
inth Street,
°quire any

ART LESSONS

WHIRLPOOL washer &
dryer. treadmill, Drake
satellite system and yideocipher Call 436-2667

Ages 5-13

160

753-7201

Horne
Furnishings

D'ART SUPPLY

42- diameter solid oak dinette table & chairs $350
Solid oak coffee table & end
tables $300 Call after 5pm
753-5644

Court Square

ncrease in
pplications
nct Health
Kentucky
Ith Departlater than
)RTUNI TV

4PC BEDROOM suite with
daybed One year old excellent condition Call Carrie at 753-8902 or
753 8951

************************
Drivers
LOOKING FOR A CHANGE?

ALL in stock furniture 8
bedding reduced Must
make room for new shipments Extra savings' Car
raway Furniture. 105 N
3rd 753 1502

If a new career is what you're looking for, you can
stop your search J B Hunt is looking for drivers with
either verifiable over the road experience or someone who lust wants to learn to drive a truck If you are
inexperienced, J B Hunt will help you get the
training you need to be on your way J B Hunt
drivers can earn an average of over $2000 per
month their first year, along with comprehensive
benefits Why wait? Meet with our driver recruiter

EST

r, a dy!invites
ale who
; high?-of-theoffer a
hat will
tial. We

WEDNESDAY. JUNE 14
MEETINGS BEGIN PROMPTLY AT
2 P M AND 6 P M
HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS
3994 HINKLEVILLE ROAD
1-24 AND US 60, EXIT 4
PADUCAH. KY
Or, call

COUCH & chair. good condition. $85 Electric lift
chair excellent condition.
$200 Call 753 2635

•

FOR sale three piece bed
room set consisting of a
headboard and tootboard
adaptable to either full or
queen size chest and
dresser with attached me
roe excellent condition
Call 753.4899 after 5pm or
leave a message

1-800-2JB-HUNT
Experienced driver applications are
expedited by calling

7a

COUCH 8 loveseat modern pillow back styling.
charcoal with maroon 8
green tint, excellent condi
bon, must sea 753-5316

1-800-368-8538
EOE Subject to drug screen
** Sr* *****************A **

HIDE A BED sole & loveseat taupe blue it rust
$100 435 4525

Fisher-Price
dry

In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities.
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions
on the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off ume)
• ft hour fixed (Monday-Fnday, First/Secondahird)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, 9 am.-I p.m./6 p.m.-10 p.m)
Stating pay roes are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedulcs and $5 10 for
Sand 4 hour. Positeons leading to regular full-time employment offer a
top coy rate of S5.58 plus a comprehensive benefit peck.age.
If you've got whet it takes to work with the world's best toyrnakers.
piease contact
Murray F.aiployeeeet Agency
201 So. 12th Street
Murray. Ky. 42071
755-21S0
As hese Opponesey Ferpteym MN

ntact:

L:

TY
TER

242

AJAIE 14

1175
.4 de a brad
4354:36 after Spin
ruNG s•te easerbect good
corcleon padded raes arid
hsadboerd $75 25- Zona+
console television $60
7554432
OVERSIZED ockch•chas
me% ottoman bought new
al Crass Furniture in et
Also matchrg di periwig
Cal 7552473
SOFA AI *homiest Me new
blue & tan stripe OFT pool
wow Cal 7536430

Antique Booth
Space Available
New AddiDon
40 New Booths
Tooter's
Antique Mall
Hazel, Ky.
492-6111
190
Fens
Equipment
F GLEANER combine ac
hard land planter
753 7845
G JOHN Deere $2,500
382 2243 after 6pm
INTERNATIONAL Super C
with 2 row cultivators
753-3547
2n0
Sports
Equipment
GUNS buy, sell or trade
436 5650
2111
Firewood

UNIVERSITY Squer•
space gnawed*" central
gas conga at sal let
rinse revive oaks Veo•
Nan raft ores 753 1402
tea Itsi Lorene

KENTUCKY Lies Lake
lend Weser Veep 10.
apartm•ni
I 2 3130 Spa Furnished
C11.411x1 rent based on n
very flial Met MISU No come 5.5•older handicap
753 1 2 5 2 • disabled Ewer ismaing
pets
delve 753-0501I atm Spim
O pportunity
1702 OAKHKA. extra mos 502 354 NW
21:w duplex kitchen pp
LARGE Its apt 2 week on
phonon kenahed previa dose's does, tsars dorms
beck yard decal, iemie de very low Wales $22Srmo
pool no pee 7530514
Pinion $250erno 2 cooper
1913 W1SWELL Rd extra 753 2339 Of 7535767
barge kixury 2br apt can
LARGE upstar Ite 2 bet,
Pal 9411 tva dOokmices central Na erd hook we
furnished no mils lease & avertable July 1st Woe
deposit required Call once* & Oetvatt required.
753 7186
no pea 753 3949
1BR available Ai, 1st, con
MUR CAL Apartments now
Val fvo wild hook up. no accepeng applicaeons or
pea. $235mio. relerenoes 1 2 and 30r apartments
& deposit 753-3049
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
1BR duplex on Hwy 280
energy *Moen( No pea
MURRAY Manor Apart
$285 rio •d•posit
merle now accepting &poi
7538848 before kint
cabons for 1 20r apart
merits Apply in person
1BR furnished apt
F
$195/rtho available now, 1 30pm 4pm Mon
1409 Dusgiud Dr
water paid no pets
753 5980. after 5pm NICE 2tir apt across street
753 1203
Prom MSU Business Build
1BR furnished apt . mg 753 7397
$200/mo plus deposit. no NICE 3br apt central ha
pets Hwy 121 at to tar
located on campus closer
grounds 753-3139
heat than dorms to MSU
1BR low utilities, retort- very very low Akins 2
once* & deposit required, people $400mo 3 people
available July 1st, no pee. $450/mo 753 2339 or
753 8767
$195imo 753-3049
NOW tatung appbcations
1BR, nice evadable now
for Section 8 low rent Pious
Coleman RE 753.0898
wig Apply in person at
1 OR 2br opts near down- Southsid• Manor 906
town Murray 753-4109
Broad St Extended be
1 ROOM efficiency very tween flam 12noon No
nem USU. period utilities phone calks {Assiut Equal
Housing Opportunity
furnished Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
22n
Musical

IsaiE I Apanneins Netel
KY no. werv appecekona
You must be 62 nand
capped or &seemed Rent
bleed on mown* Email
Housing Opportunity
1179074 or 482572'

1 ROOMS for rent al 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share lutchen. Irving room
8 bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753 9898

ENSONIO SD-1 synthe- 2 1BR furnished apts
sizer, full size keyboard
16044 Miler, partial utiliSampled sound built in se ses paid,
no pets 28R
quencer & 3 5 desk drive
furnished apt, partial utakHundreds of real sounding Iles paid, no
pets, 1604
instruments Speakers 8 Miller
753-0932 or
keyboard stand, excellent 753-5898
condition Over $3000 invested will take reason
able offer 759-4729
PIANO for sale Ike new,
must sell, grand console
Call 753-7316
29R apt 1 block from campus, 16194 Fanner St.
upstairs apt, available
270
June 16th.. $210/rno plus
Mobile
deposit 753-4249
Homes For Saki

PASTURE
barn space
included with furnished 1 be
apt
utilities included
$350imo 435 4236 week
days 753 0732

ROOM 10( rent washer
dryer, kitchen access
753-7115

Kowa
For Rees
28R no appliances no
pets $275/rno deposit required
After 5pm
753 4860
3E1R 2 bath brick house in
Sherwood Forest, great
neighborhood, central ha.
refrigerator 6 save en
dosed garage, references
required, no pets $600/mo
plus deposit 7514043

1966 MOBILE home clean
$1.350 Call 489-2898

28il apt on 908 Hallwood
Dr , 285/mo 750-4406

1990 CHAMPION 14x80
3br 2 bath dishwasher, deposal refrigerator with icemaker. Whirlpool, extra insulation package, many extras. in Fox Meadows,
$17,000 Cal 753-1046 be
9arn- 5pm

28R bath II A duplex, 1909
Wowed Rd 759-1506 or
753-6266
38R 2 bath bnck. 1653
213FI duplex vi Northwood Ryan, central Ws, quiet
neighborhood $600mo
759-4406
year lease and deposit
28R duplex, townhouse, 7'53-6424
triplex, house, appliances
furnished Rent varies 38R recently remodeled.
$350- 430 CM 753-1266 central his, ceiling fans.
stove & refrigerator, *PO
for more details
hookup, nice yard
MA Embassy Apartments $395rmo plus deposit, no
central gas heat, available pets. references required
now $300/mo Coleman 753 1059
RE 753-9898
NEWLY remodeled 2br
28R townhouse on Diu' appliances furnished can
grad Central HA Available Val gas heat. detached 2
now $325imo Coleman bay garage. optional it
RE 753-9898
able, & pasture. 3mi from
28F1 upstairs apt 1134 S IASU horse bam in South
13th St deposit • lease west School district
no pets 753 6001 leave 753 9468
message
NICE 3Br, 2 bath brick
DUPLEX 2br near univer- house with 2 car garage in
sity, quiet residential neqh- Panorama Shor•s
lyr S600rno plus deposit No
bortiood central
pets 12 mo lease Rektr
Maas $350/mo 7538096
•nciis required Call
• L Rental Property an- 474-8430 after 69 m
nounces openings at
Sherry Lane Apts near PRIVATE 2br kerne house
MSU These attractive two in country central his fruit
bedroom units lease for trees, grapevine. garden
$440 & will be reedy for area plus storage Avail
June move in Grey's Prop able immediately $390/mo
saes is taking applications plus deposit 753-7724 or
75.3 5303
Cal 750-2001

1994 BUCANEER 14x52
2tx 1 bath Jacuzzi tub, dishwasher, 10x14 out building. 3 years warranty left
Located in Fox Meadows
Call
$15,000 Firm
759-9311
200
Mobilo
Homes For Rent
28R mobile home, C
water furnished $275/mo
Coleman RE, 753-01398
SHADY Oaks- 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking de
twice to college 753 5209
285
Mobile
Nome Lots For Rare
NEW park newer model
homes only Concrete
drives 8 walks Trash pick
up 8 aty water $100mo
492 8488
NORTHWIND Mobile
Horne Park 753-9866

TOWER Apts now renting
$185/mo. no pets
753-88411, 753-6546 before
1011
30.000 BTU window at
good for whole house or
trailer, serviced this spring
$300 492 8858
310
&mimes
Rentals
1000 SO FT OFFICE
space or small business
plenty of parking
753 6106 753-3258
DOWNTOWN office space
across born courthouse
$95/rox) including all utile
ties Also nice suite of of
fic•s with windows
$595,mo including all ye
ties 753 1266
OFFICE or business IMO
sq ft 308N 12Ih next to
Feyes 753 9212
OFFICE or retail building
zoned B2 aPProx 160060
It NE corner 13th Pop
lee Call 7535001

CLASSIFIED

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies as now written in 10 standard plans
and we write el 10. Also
age 66 to 651.,
according to Federal Law,they as all guaranteed issue recberdlelle of health.
As all plans we EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be.
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service
Ws represent 7 A.M. Beet A- or A. rased'
companies to give you the best tamable raise
and sonic*. We may be ebb to save you
rieveral hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving Wall Ky. for over 30 years and
would Si. to be your Agent.
,

McConnell
Insurance Agency
fa *mom
Murray, KY 7111141111
Nolloneeidw loll bee:
14004M-41M

RETAIL or Office Specie in
S Side Shopping Caner
753 4509 or 7518112

CREEKVaIEW Safi wags
armehetraell on Center
Drive behind Shone, s
$20 same 750 4301

T*et RIR*sear an alb,
air tale prearle Wane
newsy tat South Call
753 5001

NOW renting' Eases:le
at $ Mrs Storage Cal
1/1M•enr• yOu• spins
750 1035 or 753 0831

I

STORAGE sake kw me
753 ten

11YR BAY Mare ties row
deposition and Pal horse
assung $800 Carl ahem 5pin
or 1•••• rn•ssage at
7539567

Labe

BEAUTIFUL wooed Latta
tiers let web year around
water mailed maser Wm
restricted subdivision
doe,le Murray 755 4410

ALL teas I supplies 30%
oil Ay& s Ao•10 5,5 S
St '59 4,'9

2 LOTS in Preston Heights
alleles westabil tot S410
100a230 each 753 9'41

BAYWOOD Vista nice lot
$1 950 easy terms
759 1922

BEAUTIFUL flat lot
underground city uktiluse sri
DOG obedainci• .sasses or duding gas Last available
pity•le Serving Murray te lot el Preston Heights io
years 436 2858
caled behind Gatesbor
, digh $13900 75,37339
WANT to buy Rat yams
Nice sage kit
Puppy must have tail
110121' in
bobbed 492 87114
new subdrvision next to
Oaks Country Cub
75.35691

LYNN Grove U pck be'
ries now open Mona,Sat
7am to 7prn tor ElkrebeiFies '03 ACRES all lenoshd vi
surveyed 2 barns•garage
2smaa buildings tool shed
Pubic
30r doubleencle with house
Sale
roof & carport added pond
stocked ene% fish Shown by
ESTATE SALE June 15 & appointment Only
30
4
00
16 7
1986 Sedan 4365648
Deville Cadillac stain
glass envelry. antiques 33 ACRES stocked lake
glassware furniture
fenced pasture green
lamps household items
house 14170 30. mobile
Take 121 South 2 miles home Coleman Reel Es
turn right at Neale Rd II c' tete 753989$
mile red brick house on the
right
60 ACRES neat Stood
River Ky Lelia reduced to
$896 per acre easy terms
75/1 1922

Estate:Moving
Sale

June 15 11 16
8 am.-?
300 E._ 13th
Benton, Ky.
3 pc BO ear caliner
wiring rnscflon• wch4b,
ikor iarno «roam 'aro*
21or.moi.tw e
hominoid cher owes
pow &ewe Ivens -a
Wei a 0411•• most Awns

2BR house wt gal hotel
City *oleo •In•-+ sidrig On 1
acre
lot
at C,ty hr
,
,t•
1.37500 Cali 75331)9
3 4FIR brick • bath 1 car
garage over • iscie Sit
Lynnerood Estates
$70000 75,36561
1.,,r•

Yard Sale
Thurs., June 15
Frt., June 16
7 a.m.-4 p
641 N nghl on 1146 to
Brook; Chapel Church
Rd 2nd hovs• on *I
Women 10 to Plus Size
ciothes girIS bOys 6Io
14, glass tools turn'
or
ture
Something
everyone

Yard
Sale
Frt. & Sat
June 16 1 17
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Southwest Villa
Subdivision
2100 Southwest Dr.
Variety of Items

YARD
SALE
Thurs., Juno 15
7 am-4 p.m
1'1 mite west on 80
from 641 (Hardin)
Antiques. colectibles
clothes, tots of misc

HALEY Appraisal UMW,
Bob Haley state dwelled
Call 4852256
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers emoting to purchase
homes at price ranges it
you we thinking col teary
contact one of our courts
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by olio, et 711 Main St
MUR CAL Realty proles
mina reel estate mane°,
merit, residential °enemy
coal(Maw tea lo hendle your
feel WON headaches) A
cost outing 000reanoy en
prO•leg moire 753 4644
WANT TO RENT Single
responsible proleiseionel
seeks 2 30t Who or country
Name near LBL tor rnem
mum oIl months. wobble
ASAP IA* accept pots
Cal Lad $13292 1566 or
902 1124-611102 Mem 0/21

$5,22 suliKW000 Drive
30, home sill, large
laden La contrat ha
bored Mac sewage cm
port storage sited see.
Ows.7 lerelacepett sir woe
Reception) 759 16 73
MR 1 Wei log horn, 1.'50
so R mines, ha •1•441•0
4.1•••ng• IFNI town with
firepiac• patio afire
$62 700 490605

4 CONNECTING lots io
cased ri Crappie Hollow
Prices range tom WO to
$503 901 84* 9007
BALL Python tett heat
rock $75 753 7109

21IR 1 kela mem wane
Mote ewe+ deleched 20•24
mres
sholp8aragt1 or,
Weal of Moray tas ace,
3523490

311R duplex for s••
753 5114
3I3R duples for sale
'53 7047
3 ROOM hous• on
Me 150 tot at 1616 Far
few 2 biociks 10 unareas41
tonlabi• at $200 •
7538831
.
_
ikv010 isaftais cost 301
bath with large yard sib
age Pen,'on ¶2115
489 2:9b
x t HA maw Xs, 1 bran
home located in Qw•IP
ne.ghbOthoOd ,n town
Large tunorid bail yard
nee carpet vi lesng room
NIP
Mai MN bedroom
baseboard heat window
sr sea iii paney salts
storage areas $57 SOO
For •ppointrn•nt cai
753 6855 after 6ptn
FOR Investors 2012 eq ft
new dude. Fait Brook
Sub Rental income
$1 t00mo Price $123 000
492 8516 or 762 7221
NEW 30i homes priced in
70 ell DO s Ara/hong mai
OLIO We consider trade
75.33672 alter Sprn
NEW affordable homes
2 30r in oty Stara at mid
50 s Inancing ayietabis
payments Was than rent
Selewaiks storm "wows
curbs & all underground
utilities 7531444
NEW home Cobs Camp
ground Rd 30r 2 hat con
Psi gas & electric I90(lt
Irving area on i 22 acres
neze Call Mu. Cal Rey-0Y
75.34444

Moloreydes
1901 GL 500 Savorwing
new rear Ore new winds
heed road ready $1295
753 0331

s

lig19 Duckling
iTAGIMEEMO
C n I iv rot.,
01•4•0 •

HALEY'S Auro SALES
Cans, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
°Rice 753-6910
1-800-TH1-DUCK

112 So 12th
Murray KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daly. Weekly or Monthly Rates

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy 641 North • Murray, KY 42071

Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4 00 p m
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday tow Prices
Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

/ ALPINE
bioddroldrosgab•
•

Clarion
ic 41%

ara. ILJP 11.11 • 41C11

63 0111

Disialsed testier

Business on
a Budget?
this 2x2 Consistency ocl in
Clowned: every Clay. Inducing
the Shopper. tor 5175 a month

Run

(pod in odvonC0)
Oats Effocrv• AP" I 1995
733-1916 lot Cloicalls.

Come see the blooming Daylilliet. Japanese
km and Hostas Over 000 varieties
Free Pisa, With This Coup•wt

Open Garden Daily 9 e.m.-6 p.m.

ursery
753-2993
94E turn left on Van Cleave Rd (Happy Holiday
Pontoon) Go 1/4 net* Own lak on Bethel Church
Rd (1483) First rtmd to ash(Cool% Rd )ton le* 1st
house on left (spores 1/4 mite)

•

•

1

„
'Mar

••••••••.- -••••••••••••••• •••.4111Mi

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Alusie
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•im

bolo

NW OM 111.1 soon side
o laseled MIAMI ea no
•
Ima KAWASAKI woe
deleage 79114M11
LTD 6600 awes el 800
obe
759 1807 or 111825 10 Now Tarim
474 a32S Dal
ong rod 4 3 V4 am
$12500 4111122011
Eta
scooter
11165 HOdiOA
210cs we mesege very 1093 CHEVROLET
good coridition 119S0 C IMO Series acollonl
753 1 2 1 7
•r condieen ill 236 ammo
awes asking $14500
101 2321256
Spon
7582560
noel HONDA Goldiving
kept
INN FORD F 250 *LT
1500 SE wage
16 &SA aides very nos Larsi 14 XXX aides mrii
be Call to. details donation 492 6659
Mid 2473
FOR sass INN C.rorvy
?so mor•aa sari winds Sosarado Nadi I prof wan
Need koggage race sr Ili ray st11.1101 loaded
ocirroarrwint on 4 crash 79 XXX wales 527 $294 al
bars seep op $eal new Ow 5prn
dreg escolient condition
SHARP 19011 Chevrolet
753688.2
SW9 ace up avoid to sea
7537701

¶SjSTANGJ
iia
V6 ps pb funs good
11'130 oho 436 2550
'962 CHEVY Caprice
$600 obo 759 1/107 or
474 8325 Dan
1984 BuICK Regal 2*
super clean ri••• pa•nt
Vim coid air 92 xxx
moes Cal Robert days
'53 1372 evionings
'5.3 8165

1964 colEv Cavalier 2
owners good condmon
Cal "594169
1965 HONDA CRX red
new wee* & wee $2 900
000 437 4722 Our 6pm

Al At A TREE mew*
hangs ointsong imam,
wig 814144041 14•8:601848
mg piss atoifing CAMP
W.PO* 101~ Odd Odd
aloe Al hemawnel isioreas
Rae merman The Lamb
41111-6764.
A t Tree protossionais
Sump rerninial Pee Wray
wig osescg 116orvey Cabo
way Counly since -1903
Free estarnaes 436 2247
or *21737
A and A Lambs lawn mow
mg be hawing tree wen
mins hawk 436 an

EXPERIENCED roofer,
hes estimates Cal David
527 3500

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system. driveways. hauling. foundasons.
etc 759-4664

GERALD WALTERS is
back Vinyl siding. panting
decla. additions. roofing.
20grs ozpsnanco. tree oatmaws 753-2592

TRAVEL camper with al/
appeanoss Can be seen sr
26 Nortiovel rasa park
sitar 4pm
45

Four Star
Mobile Home
Parts & SarViCe
E glow' vinyl
urcienwirwe
Lawrie warfare,
.4,70 Pr au; her/
$364.00

14FT Aiumaciatt 25hp
Evinced' electric start
Hurnrningturd locator. 712
Olive St 753 5093
753-6612

•ROM OrkillirPirtn•Ng
SO.P•1 • PPM* Moor
Comings

1966 CUTLASS Supreme
good condition 32 950
382 2243 attoir 6prn

19811 17FT BAYLINER
Ford 4cyl engine OMC out
Omit walk through wind
shield 753-0410

LAWS
••• • 8.275.00

1986 BuICk Regal
753 2212 alter 5prri
753 6808 bercre Son

rh

1968 ',I.
..COLN Town car
good
condition
502 492 8.358

"Ctuick & Painless
Automotive Dent Remover
Hail Damage, Door Dings
Other Minor Dents
Removed,
Mobile Service Availatie

STORM DAMAGE??

CONCRETE REPAIR
Crocks in Driveways
Walkways- Patios • Garages
Expansion Mints Replaced - Wararprooing
ki win 10 Year Warranty

1-800-700-9464

1993 TOYOTA Cary LE
addition with gad package
xxX rries 7531792

Free Estimates

Call Anytime • Local References
1994 TRANS AM loaded
$19300 7581781

rtir
t(i" CO

1995 NEON 27 XXX make
$12500 4748367

some Ivo
Serving Western Ky arid West Tenn

RESTORED 1069 Olds
CiAlass Conv•roble
Sharp' Mast sort $6000 or
best caw Cal 753 1660
•
5pirri or Wave moo
sags Can be seen at 919
N
St

We have been your custom builder in tho
past We are now expanding our business
to boner moot your needs In addition to
custom building. we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
orator damage or replace your roofing

•95
Vans

Bruce green
Building Contractors, Inc.

1901 CHEVY Astro lust in
sme tor vocation emollient
condieon inside & out
77 XXX mass rear at
loaded 502 753 7275

1967 CHEVY SW8 black
neve V
auto very good
condition new wheels &
Wes $4 2S0 obo 437 4722
elver 6011,1

FREE .Eadoriataa: 7668343

1990 CHEW Sena/ado
MO NI tho mom and
amps CM Aar Odom
7537860

Tree Two,

Otal* Since I.S181.014t*
rte. Estella
241W Soo
Yr
"
r9
0410, Train;

Tref %Mt

linciscarm;

Tree Service caw'"
S.

Clwyd& Oporaled

Ety

1.91 Haan; Etc
TIM LAMB

Lconsod I inamod

502-436-5744 • 1100-548-5262
,
""t•2,1*-11mt..11....

1919 CHEVY S10 pidtia.
4 3 Her V II automate ord.
• W miss earatoro amno $6900 7334131 Mar
517“1
1919 CMG S is Sip
black $2650 avo Cal
753 1660 alter Sprn or
Isere niosaago

PANTING • ilmorimong.
313ivaimparimos I dossed
we Ample Merapoorety
4374706
PLUMBING reperwien auth
same day service CM
436-5256
ROCKY Colson home repaw, plumbing. roofing aidwig & addaxes Al wee
home & mobile home repair Free estimates
474-2307
ROOFING and panting.
manor exterior e.25yrs
exoenence. 10% discount
senor Wizens 474-0107
SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled residential or corn
enercial Serval Gutter Co
753-6433
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with ful
Ins of equipment Free es
!mates Day or night
753-5464

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Svmeps has 10% senor
citizen discounts We sell
clomrway caps and screens
435-4191
MULCH, delivered Murray
area 436-5560

MOODY'S mower repair.
pick-up and delivery.
753-5668

CMSSIFIED
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CIERRVS
CV1101/ 11111:14we, C•inen
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Se 1110411Wef
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rsogabiittlINS--m

Dear Edaor.
The U.S. Postal Service sad she Murray Sate Uarveruty Cow= Pow
Office recandy conducted a spacial cancellauoa ceremony and Iihe festival
cagisacios with the release of the mew Marilyn Monroe commesnorative
sump.
This eveat was highly successful,thanks to the generality and stamen ol
wveral area Miryduals and busumemes. These includr Mr. Ts Formal
Wear and LAMOUSIIIK Savior: Ellis Popcorn Compaq: Wal-Mat Movie
World; Merle Normal Cosmetics: WSJP/W8LN Radio; Coca-Cola
Solders of Paducah: and 11.1 of Murray.
Special thanks to Judy OIT(who played Marilyn)and Caleen Felts(who
made Marilyn's dress) and to the staff of the Ledger & Times, especially
Bernie Kane. for the coverage provided this event.
AU of the Murray Post Office employees and Curris Center Contract Post
Office employees extend their thanks and gratitude to each of these for their
support and cooperation. The ongoing support of community projects by
these firms and individuals is another of the major reasons Murray is a great
place to live!
Mark Kennedy
Postmaster
Murray, Ky. 42071

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***
YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
Owners: Ronnie Melvin & Garold Boyd

** * ** *** * * * * * * *

WOOD VCR- repairing
aces, camcorders, microwaves, Mon- Fn 9-12, 1-5,
free estirriales 753-0530.
sso
Free
Column

FREE kittens gray's
tabby uses litter box.
759-1424 after 5prn.
FREE to good home. Persian, smoke blue, declawed, neutered, 8-10yrs
old. 436-5040.
FREE to good home female
7mo old Terrier/Poodle
mix, brown in color, spayed
& up to dation shots. Great
for backyard, good with
kids, good watch dog.
753-7323.

BUILDING?
EMODELING?
See Us First!
We carry a
complete line
•--77T of kitchen
appliances to
fit your needs.

t-teez tion
Cla ssifive! A avert isers!

1:r

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $12.00, for

Only $6 A Week!

Frigidaire

111111121•174M-111

(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New roe effective April 1, 1995
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

HOROSCOPES
lilt RSDAY.JUNE 15. 1995

/993 N.SSAN Maxima
GsE gray • carom condi
:ion Cat 435 4003

1967 72 CHEVY truck
pats short bed SS 1973'17 short bed Chary body
parts 1978 90 Monte
Carlo body p•ris
7S36063

LEWIS Exterior Clewing
houses, mobile homes,
brick & vinyl, buildings.
R V's. sidewalks. free estimates (502)753-6490.

MB GENERAL CONSTRUCTION & MAINTECARROLLS Custom gar- NANCE carpentry, pantden Ming grader blade ing. electrical, soling, other
apt,
maint.
work bush hogging lots &
free
estimates (502)436-2819 tax or
502-492-8622
modern avail

No Job Too Small
40 Years Experience
Free Estimates
Call Maurice
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685

¶990 TOYOTA Camry 43
4 cyl dean deperxtabie
car ifirhoesai• price
14 500 Day 753 8240
night 759.1383

Used
Truck,

CARPORTS lot cars and
trucks Speaai sizes or
motor home. boats. RVs
and Mc Excellent protection. Pugh quality, excellent
value Roy HA 7594664

Exterior Construction and
Repairs - Roofing - Siding

940 LINCOLN Corona,
tai 74 XXX miles
753 2816

tau TOYOTA Previa van
cone owner 82 XXX mdes
intended warranty excel
lent condition 4925151

BUSHHOGGING blade
work. lawn mowing & weedeaung 489-2077

502-753-8333

\

DRYWALL. brushing. repairs. salami and blowing *Wings 753-4761

PAINTING No est art
wpm al Mow room be.
osamolos Calarvyarso
4368091

BACKHOE Simms. corn
pale foundations. septic KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Mika your WO
systems R H Nesbitt. Con
'Vector Phone 4924516. new again with Formica Al THE Gutter Co Seamless
colors, free estimates
akaninurn gutters. variety
pager 762-7221
Wulff's Recovery. Murray, of colors Licensed, inBOATS for rent. call to. KY 436-5560
sured Estimate available
rates end kinds, also Wady
LAMB Brothers Tree Sou 759-4690.
trailers 753-3547
wee 502-436-5744
TODD Roofing, free tossBOB S Plumbing Service
mates Cal 492-8657 day
Service,
LAMB'S
Tree
tree
Installation and repair el
Or night
trimming
&
removal,
haulwork guaranteed
ing, cc 436-2269 Paul
WATER Gardens pre75;
4)0134 or 436-5832
formed & CLISSOT pools in
LAWN
care.
mowing
&
tnrriB HHOGGING Gardens
staled, complete selection
plowed disked, dnveways ming 436-2528.
of fountains, lights filters &
graded
Milt Jones LAWNS
fillilar• flowering water
mowed
437-4030
plants. 759-4926
(502)759-3133

310 North 4th St, Murray, KY 42071

1990 GRAND AM red 2*
•Cyl sue at c-asserie ex
cement coriC ton 9C XXX
759 2068

199' NISSAN taarirria
&Cy( •icseilertt condition
ioaded 502 247 3856

Or 641 FINVI

(502) 41124410

BILLY MORTON

1 988 OLDS Deita 88
831x, in.les new vanssion itiarranryi $46C.:
759 2385 or 762 4797
/969 PONTAC Grand Prim
a.r
2* autornat.c
grey *heels sharp
435 429.4 after 6on

•• 10 6428.00
10 • 18 8775.00
Maw nods Ow Deck
*Haab*
5 mires sour of 11A.Vey

RANGER 330V bass boat
1966 150HP Marina Mag
mon motor stainless steel
prop 12 24 motor guide
voting motor 3 neer bane
vies Eagie electronics very
nice 492 8600

in

DAVID'S cleaning se(
noes We clean vinyl. brick
drive ways. adenomas. mcv
bat homes. RV 759-4734

BACKHOE SERVICE
BENT ALLEN aspic tank
instalMon. ropier tapioca
merit 7561515

tali NOMAD 3111 camper • cartiondY 15rd diP
pas from lesiva roof at kasidabons stabs side.,
gas- otocuric fee ger wog aka driveways headings
gas heat We new $4 750 remodeling replies AGC
canted 4892214
753349'

1987 PLYIliOuTH sun
annoy 96 XXX Min good
conatior Cal 753 4419a1
ter 50n.•

CUSTOM triAdoong and
Mabel work. *sow Op
lams 354 8151 after dOrd
Horace Shaw

around hadavg grow
The sort punk dean
cleaning out Queers
436 2967

ALL
ing
up
Joe

.11,11 condition

198' CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham very sharp &
amen Cad 492 6566 after
4on

ALL oemees el aro cayir COUNTERTOPS. dialleen
Hama oadors. allow
sionioneram tricasIng
shamon. posoodsasii & Mars Flocorsory
we... desesee roper by 4366650
The Pielleeeleadi Jobe
CUNNINGHANS Il000me
sow GM 4311 53:16
and Cooing $amoa Com
ANT1OUE rainorms
pinto wisitiloson and orsnoose repair • ow+ oic• C•11 Gary at
7584784
wealemeang maws
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trawled by 3 moor
OnliftASCOMOWS Al work
and pins moue Aar
601 At* 81 The Appliance
Works 7532456

Letter of Appreciation

II

ALCOA vinyl aiding & pm
Repiaosimint windows BA
Speed 492 8103

Doors • windows
Befitas
••••0 lurno••
Decos 7,
Kinevaas. Bartow cr

1966 DODGE Charger 22
wee maintained $I 300
cek "5.35360

ii

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
wrwipoot 33. roars in
BOBBY
peri•nc•
HOPPER, 436-5648

14F7 POLARCRAFT ion
boat 25HP Johnson &
drive in trailer $750
437 4722 alter 6prn

1986 BMW 325ES emir
Cali
5.3 6669

•

1'6= l'evm. im=

(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: Minor obstacles can be overcome by
sase. •iise! The money you set stating the facts simply and clearly.
aside now will come in very handy Remain practical. Do not agree to
later on. Those who are self- payment terms you do not think you
employed could have a roller-coast- can handle.
er year as far as their finances are
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Rely
concerned. Thankfully. family ties on friends to take care of things you
are stronger than eNcr. A burst of cannot handle. A romantic quandary.
Lreatisity early in 1996 helps you is about to be resolved. Above all.
find new career options. You are be discreet. The success of a busiable to pay a backlog of hills. Wel- ness trip depends on careful attencome an addition to the family with tion to detail.
open arms
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
CELEBRITIES BORN ON disappointment could throw you offTHIS DATE: baseball player Wade balance today. Luckily, you are not
Boggs. T‘ star Helen Hunt. country the kind of person who stays down
singer Way Ion Jennings. comedian for long! Weigh the pro% and cons of
Jim Varney
launching a new business venture.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Avoid repeating gossip.
Some are informed of a need to travSAGITTARIUS (Nos. 22-Dec.
el in connection with business. The 21): Suspicions may be only that
financial picture brightens. Look to and nothing more. Phone loved ones
a new acquaintance for original who are lis ing at a distance. Let
ideas and encouragement.
them know you care. Your encourTAI RI S iApril 20-May 2(1) A
agement means more than you
group Jaunt could take place today know. Slowly hut surely, romance
or tomorrow Show your adsentur- intensifies.
ous spirit Financial papers. imporCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
tant phone Lail, and welcome news 19): You could use some mental and
are featured this afternoon. Stick to phssical exercise today. Stretch
J schedule tor the next few days.
yourself in new directions. ExpandGEMINI (May 21 -June 20): ing the scope of a business or chanDiscussion% may he held concerning ty campaign will bring tremendous
sour career or recent changes in success.
sour personal life. Compromise is
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
s nal if you want to resolve a conflict Family members may he leery of a
with kned one.
new idea or friend. Be patient. FurCANCER thine 2I -July 22): ther explanations could set their
Surprising changes could occur minds at ease. Favors are repaid.
almost osernight. You may like the Keep any promises made to chilway things are going. Joint financial dren. Your Interest means a lot.
sentures are favored. Pay more
PISCES iFeh. I9-March 201:
mention to family obligations.
Look forward, not hack, when disLE()(July 23-Aug. 22E Do not cussing important issues with your
allow a daydreams attitude to put
male or a close associate. Give
you behind in your wort. Those in
someone a chance to show that they
4:reatise fields could come up with a
winning tdtal Do more research
before malt, a business presenta-

have changed. Applauding even the
smallest effort will kad to further
positive changes

tion
T()DAY'S CHILDREN arr bright but restless. more interested in the
sounds the hear outside their classroom than in what the leacher is saying
Easily thumped. these youngsters need a quiet ens'torment when studying
Wise parents will ignore then pleas to watch TV while doing their homework Affectionate and eager In please. thew Gernim usually hint. *oda
circle of friends Their outgomg manner will he a big plus in sales nr public
relations

• Dishwashers
• Ranges & Stoves
• Cooktops
• Ovens
' Frigidaire
• Microwaves

Dishwashers
Refrigerators
Washers
Dryers
We also do
Replacement
Installations

.S§EEE.S. 7..E.EBES11

Frigidaire
•Ask About Our Builders Discount•

2{1111 '
753-1713

fl"'T4619411
11.
T:

- AN& A

aft I ••••

•

SAMNA.

RS Peter H testi 11
MAK OK trial I suffer from citron
diarrhea. iss often as lee toms a ant

mann Poo
Am festival
nemorauve

saes haw loggestweva tor contrer
DEAR READVR Chronic diarrhea
has man) causes including boort
inflammation disorders of the pan
cress parasitic and bacterial inlettam. and intuierance to milk sugar to
mentions teas
Before treating )0Lir diarrhea I d
have to know its cause Therefore you
nerd blood and stool analyses. X rays
and , perhaps i an examination of the

support of
Ts Formal
4an; Movie
Coca-Cola

Felts(who
• especially

loner colon .flesible sigmoidoscopy
performed by a gastroenterologist
Once the test results are knit% n to b.•
normal you might try dietary mampu
Wain ,asoetince of specific belch that
seem to cause the diarrhea or oser
the counter anti diarrhea drugs. such

)ntract Post
ese for their
projects by
ay is a great

as fauriudium Al) Your physician can

k Kennedy
Postmaster
Ky. 42071

advise you
To give you more Information I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Constipation and Diarrhea
Other readers who *ould like a copy
should send $2 plus a long self

Dilam twit uorr I m
Assistant in California and I hase a
mania aith *mere rheumatoid arthn
us She s 12 years old and started on
Certo on your ads it e She has

improved le percent and is actually
better on Certo than she as on
(:)11 take people oft
menstarrisate
medicine *hen they IMpr(At• on this .if
are the two taken in unison'
HEAR READER %When I reported
on a reader s finding that Certo

*IONE SDAY

toaidel I
I (.r.r ini reason its (
toed iniNartAsnii•on vide .a her treat

awn, csen in that/ern Hoarser :t is
prubabis best to t hes is this out nith
Mar patient s doctor
Illethotresate an antimetahobte is
ear of thr drugs used to treat ribetiona
had arthritis Uthough it is often elks
tor it is tn.-qui-nth the taus.. of WI'
out side ettelt• sus ti as liter inflate
mation and ion blood iount• If sour
patient is better on I Erin bras() hut
make sure that thc dos tor agrei-s *an
this combsnat

r•elwved the pain of arthntis I via.n t
pn•pared for the asalanche of letters I
receised from other readers whit had
also been helped by this harmless con
stituent of homemade Jelly

'UlkIN
\IA%)

T1 hiitl‘t ts.o.

Da. GOTT

To my knots ledge nu. scwntifii stud
les have shonn that Cern, is an Oh't.
live therapy for arthntis %iinetheless
it is cheap readily asailable dested of
any nsk.s. And storks in ..40fTle cases

PETER
GOTT. M D

The usual dose is about tun table
spoons 01 terto in a iflas• of unssort
encd grape juice Its RI J (1.0 The
amount can be tared. according to the
seventy of symptoms .

Tee years ago
John Mark Potts lobo Kelso.
Chris Sauer* hitt Man Alum
slid Mark flak. mcmtien of (.'al
loamy County High School Chap
ter of Future Farmers of America.
received their State Farmer
degrees at the '6th annual on
rention of Kentio.k) PTA
Kim Greene. !Murray Callow')
County Jaycee Fair Queen. is pic
lured being handed the keys to
VV. Quantum from Canoll Volkswagen for her to drive during
fair week
Jackson Purthare Arts and
Crafts Festival will be June 15
and 16 at West Kentucky Esposibon Center. Murray. according to
Betty Hinton. general chairman
The Re r Danny Belcher spoke
June 40 at morning SCf%ICC at
Caine Baptist Churth

Twenty years ago
A recommendation that the
City of Murray's street and sanitation departments be consolidated and that the city move
ahead with proposal designed to
centralire the billing and collection of mums ipal utility charges
were both received favorably at a

DAILY COMICS

meeting of Morray
iis t stuns if
A ti Crass and Joe Sills are
pastured aith a to Inset of ZO
bass .aught what fishing out of
Cypress Springs Resort Boat
Dock
Members of 1465 class of
Murray High School are pictured
at a 10 rear reunion held here
2.1
Ma
Births reported int lit& a girl to
Mr and Mrs Roy Boswell, May
22. In in boys to Mr and Mrs
Ronnie Rhea Cot. June 2. a girl
iti Acrincth and Pamela Thornp
sim %ikon. June

rhino years ago
Seaman Apprentice James T.
Hughes. USN, son of Mr and
Mrs Hilton Hughes. graduated
from Nasal Amphibious Sthool,
I lute Creek Base, Norfolk. Va
-Thanks to city crew for cutting the weeds and grass in front
of the office It looks nice," from
column. -Seen & Heard Around
Murray - by James C Williams.
publisher
The Rev Gerald Owen. pastor
Of Ness Mt Carmel
Baptist
hurt h. is speaker at a resits!
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TODAY IN HISTORY

\t,

IT SURRRRRE
IS NICE OQTYDE
come A TREE'
GOOf OFF'

*CLiCK.•
4

DAD MOSSES 14. voTt.t N/S
VALuES So 1 WiRA7,Ly
viITN MIN

T IS WITH PRIDE THAT I
ANNOuNCE OUR CORPORATE
DECISION TO IOW THE NATIONWIDE RETURN TO WHOLESOME

VALUES SOLID MORALS
AND sir1PLER TinIES

r

AS A FIRST 514/118OUG 6E5- 1
TURE, TUE ASKED ORTON TO
VOLUNTARILY DONATE HER
BUSINESS TRIP FREQUENT FUER MILES TO THE COMPANY
POOL, SO WE MAY ALL SHARE
IN THE FUTURE SAVINGS!

INSTEAD Of HOARDING

MILES, CATHY WILL BE EMMA& THE RICHER REWARD Of
KNOWN& STIE HAS OUR HEARTFELT THANKS / IN SHORT,
000084E, BONUS POINTs

On June 14, 1777, the Continental Congress in Philadelphia adopted
the Stars and Stnpcs as the national flag
On this date.
In 1775, the U.S. Army was founded
In 1993, President Clinton chose Judge Ruth Bader Ginsburg, an
advocate of women's rights. to serve on thc Supreme Court.
Ten years ago: The 17-day hijack ordeal of TWA Flight g47 began
as a pair of Lebanese Shiite Muslim extremists wired the jetliner
shortly after takeoff from Athens. Greece. The plane fie* to Beirut.
then to Algiers.
Five years ago: The U.S. Supreme Court upheld, by a 6-3 vole.
police checkpoints that examine drisers for signs of intoxication.
One year ago: President Clinton unveiled a S9.3 billion -dollar welfare reform plan. Academy Award-winning composer Henry Mancini
died in Beverly Hills, Calif., at age 70 The New York Rangers won
hockey's Stanley Cup for the first time in 54 years as they defeated
the Vancouver Canucks at Madison Square Garden

North dealer
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
••1 4 3
•A .1 9
• 108
JUST LIKE THE GOOD OLD1
•A kJ 76
DAYS.. CONFETTI FOLLOWED
FAST
WEST
.
.114 A LaTLE
.16 S 76
ia A Q.9 5
V 75
V 64 2
•Q 5 4 3 2
• A k .1 7
+ 105

HELLO, BROWNIE POINTS /

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
APRL mu)yoo
STAY OUTf1
KOONIP

+942

SOUTH
•K 102
•K Q 108 3
•96
•Q 83
The bidding
South West
North East
Dble
1•
Pass
1 41
Pass
3V
Pass
2•
4V
Opening lead — king of diamonds
The defenders often signal each
other during the play in an effort to
find the best method of defense
Without signals, and without the
use of other standard procedural
agreements designed to overcome
the natural difficulties of defense. it
would be next to impossible for the
defenders to function effectively
Take this ease where South is in
four hearts and West leads the king

of diamonds, on which East plays
the five What should West do next"'
If he continues with a low diamond. East wins with the queen.
returns a spade. and the contract
goes down one Hut if Went cashes
the ace of diamonds at trick two, or
does anything else, the defense collapses because there is then no way
for West to score more than one
spade tnck
Flow can Went possibly realize
that his hest play at trick two Ilia low
diamond' Admittedly, it is an un
usual play, but it is not simply a shot
in the dark
For West, who is searching for a
clue to the most effective defense, it
should not really be difficult to figure out that East signaled posses
sion of the queen of diamonds by
playing the five on the king It is true
that a five, a fairly low card, would
not usually be construed as a signal
to show the queen
Hut when West studies the first

trick, he notes that the 4.3-2 are
missing It IS certainly reasonable
for him to assume that East has one
or more of these low diamonds and
hence is signaling that he has the
queen Since West urgently needs a
spade lead from East, he underleads
the ace and so defeats the contract

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
GAR.FIELD

I TVs horse
12 wels
5 - deferens

CS

8 Planet
12 Bronte
heroine
13 Black cuckoo
14 An Aciarns
15 Refuse Iron,
grapes

CS

16 Heir
17 Apportion
18 At reduced

price
(2 sects
20 Actress
Glenn et al
22 Execute
23 Rip
24 Destiny
27 Farm feature
31 Simpson
!WW1

MALLARD FILLMORF:

32 Haying

mei

I...
.a
IIIP

."
to .

13

•41e,
6- or

A.a' "

ending

37 Sleeveless
cloaks
38 Singer
Cool J
39 Failed to no

••

42 Flower child

46 Mine
entrance
47 Cry of sneer,
49 TVs Tracke
SO Baseball
team
51 Paddie
52 Stfrch
53 It flows no
North Sea
54 Indian
memorial
post
55 Yoko et a!
DOWN
1 Secretary s •
nor.

2 BasebaNse

34 Soft Orin*

Nolan
3 Is mistaken

illir
/It:.

fv.4111011

9

4

19,it 1.1)de
iii

k;h...)

or* to" :,,i 4111)
44- ...•
,. maiagar-Cars.

DEAR ABBY
DF:Ak ABBY I

and had the rno.t w •
dat

111 nit

At 'el folks (font • • •
the% need attccri •
“•ar 111% 41;111401(cl
g ut plerit% Shr
mans of no fnends t.
fsOth was corning ‘4,

:fitt,

•

,•
want gift. but it no,,,.1
.• ' .
ful if the% sent no-

per••41111 !wit.
rpass along thu isi.rif
AMIN . the re.pon..is is ii'
(Ahrlrf111147: I heard troni friend. v. I
ativea, people I hail
.1 1.
man) seers ago
friends from grade los,1' I sr
derientie the lift it gal,.• me tokniss
that theft'. • ;people are :till alite iii
remembered me net .414.11-41 ...f.

gratulation... compliment• •pe.
memory and expre..1,0,..
Each and f•sen, 111•••••,igi• VI.t.
ClOUP

gift

I highly riscommend this is is
I 1,.,.
saying liapps iiirthda‘
You- to orison.- near and dear M.
sincere thanks to ni% daughter t..•

mid .1 t.Iggi
having thought of it
even one Mb., r.'-Is'nit

thanks(0U III

STI1.1. SNIlf
DEAR STILL SMILING: I
have seen many such n•questri.
Some were works of art, and
most included • stamped ens f••
lope addressed to the honsire•• I

can't imagine a more nen arding
gift!
• • •

DEAk ABBY You s. io••

•

warn people about dangeroti- ; •
tioefi, and this is certainly the ton.
of year to issue this warning
I am appalled when I see soling
children musing the lawn with
power rotary Ilia n moss ers And

worst yet, even younger ihildrer,
running alongside the owner'
Parents. %mike up' PoA
era are extremely dangerous The
can pick up rocks, small Niss evoi
other debris and propel them out
with the 'peed it is bullet'
Ni' one should ever Ise u.n the dis
charge side of 11 Moarr. I (bin I ess-n
want to think about what could

yip-s

E.
A L OINIC,X A ,
AM G
IM
U1IC0,. 14E_ liA' 'E
.
;1__§
K N'LLIR'L Y 1P
,A1P
6 14 0 1995 United Feature Syndicate
4 len years
5 Flower urn
6 Year 1Sp
1 Franker

8 Walk down
(arse
9 Fruit dr.nk•

10 Ceremony
tt Wenessm
19 Behoier
21 Magni
23 Domesticates
24 Douglas
lives)
Z
frons 26 Also
27 Pastry
container
I? rani
28 Flep
29 Decay
305i
32 Alan*
3S One who
expensnoes
ftevors
36 Texas dry
12 rals
38 Fkonen 51
39 Numerous
40 Airwn 81 el

VINOD-

44

NAM!. Sykes and Clarke koh
wedder are attending 1 gsptian
Muss.. Camp at DiNuoin. III

Anowor to Previous Puzzle
Vdp. Arc
il•Vii*T1 tip
Y B Oyvl careful
'TA Et G
I AI
114E1; CA-R-G E U L A'
\‘
11111.:V.V11.1
..51 E A TER'
-- A A t)
E
RA-T
0111kAIEN
DF:Aft CAL: !hanks for the
ILLI
LBA
wake-up call. Readers, listen to
'A L L'M
' S U I TIOL1 Cal. The accident N1Ill may pre
.14 A'E E T NM AN vent could he your on ri
OUL-6
*fit,MIII A L L
'
LI
A V 0R I E

41 —j5 non
42 Mho Owe
43 fikfrodulo
44 CAMAS,in

Sc..

ray Hospital is. lude Pain boss
Mr and Mrs James Iturkeen and
a boy to Mr and Mrs Robcrt
Allen

happen if a child should slip and fall
in the path of the sharp sihsrliig
blade'
Abby, it happen.. eYer% %ear

36 Diminutive

weapons
33 Deity
(2 vats

PEANUTS

Feely years *go
The bederal Bureau of Insesti
gantlet is sonshis tang a Poi'. c
Training Sstsool for members sit
Murray Pols.c Dirparunent and
other nearby enforientent agcn
Lies today through June In in
Murray
Jean Ann Alisubray ol %tunas
it
Training Sshool Chapter
Future Homemakers of
was one of 10 girls in the state to
re-seise a ssholarthip ol S1 2s tss
kentusky 1.11A at state meeting
at Morehead State College ‘1,,,
attending from NITS shaptcr svcie
Dortha Ferguson. nimbler aid
Helen Hogan amp. ads us
Resent births rcported at %fur

by Dr 11C Chiles at his honic

CONTRACT BRIDGE

CATHY

Mrs k I
&clic pre scnicJ Act
piano students in a recital on
June 7 al Murray Woman's Club
Moult

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. June 14. the 165th day of 1995 There are 200
days left in the year This is Flag Day.

Today's Highlight in History:

CALVIN and HOBBES

now in progress at Kirin-% Kap

list

PaUisia Ann Wilson and Paul
E. Stott Weft' fiLlirrle.1 A pit

BLONDIF:

PELLO'
./`

78

1 MS

AO* 1 4

LOOKING BACK

OIL GOTT
addressed stamped ensekipe to P o
los 14.1.1 %en 'sort \I

a ¶is

46 NNW*
OnsiMor
MI Motorola
twg 4

I/EAit ABBY I %.• gotten rot 'alt
into a lulu:short I dont like I seldom
Ii,' because liars iirl• 11•134111%
nut in the end. but I fooli•lilt told a

lie. and I can't seem to get it out of
my head
I recently started to date a non
derful guy I met through the per
sone) ads in the newspaper I is its
afraid mv famils and friends nould
ndicule me for being so desperate.
so I told them se met on it blind
date owl up by a co-worker I ills.,
told some other people I met him iii

church

How can I come cleilfl
sounding like a total Jerk for lying
in the first place' And in the- future,
how ran I anasser the common
query.'lion did you two meet"SORRY IN NEW JERSEY
DEAR SORRY: Congratula•
lions for wonting to "come
clean." Confess to those to

whoa you tied that you nest this
wonderful guy through the perewe& ads he the newspaper. And
don't apologise for it. Many
decent(and lonely) tamale have
net oilier, throng personal
ads.
•• •

a

•

KEITH BAKER HOMES, I

•

sant AIININFR
Friday, Saturday & Sunday
June 16th 17th 18th

Price includes:
.Wall to Wall Carpet
•Stove •Refrigerator
•Snack Bar
•Vinyi Siding
•Shingle Roof
•Delivery •Set Up

See Our
Selection
-14' Single Wides
-16' Single Wides
-Triple Wides

KEITH BAKER
HOMES, INC.
Open 7 Days a Week •(901)644-0012 • Hwy. 79 E., Paris, TN • 1-800-533-3568
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icludes:

Jail Carpet
efrigerator
:k Bar
Siding
le Roof
•Set Up
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